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Chapter 1
A.Survey.on.Automotive.Cyber-Physical.Systems:.A.Machine.Learning-
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The. cyber-physical. system. encompasses. physics. and. cyber. systems,. which. are.
highly. interconnected. and. networked.. Considered. to. be. one. of. the. fascinating.
inventions.of.today’s.world,.CPS.applications.include.autonomous.vehicles,.industrial.
control.systems,.medical.monitoring,.automatic.pilot.avionics,.etc..Autonomous.or.
semi-autonomous.vehicles,.also.known.as.self-driving.or.driverless.vehicles,.are.
automobiles.that.require.less.or.no.human.intervention.for.operating.or.controlling.
them.. CPS. has. brought. in. several. advancements. in. the. automobile. industry. by.
providing.a.seamless.human.interaction.with.physical.and.cyber.systems,.which.
includes.IoT,.artificial.intelligence,.machine.learning,.etc..Machine.learning.algorithms.
play.a.major.role.in.enhancing.autonomous.vehicle.models..This.chapter.focuses.on.
the.various.machine.learning.algorithms.that.are.used.commonly.in.building.robust.
autonomous.vehicles..This.chapter.also.focuses.on.the.evolution.of.autonomous.
vehicles.and.the.backed.cyber.advancements.
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Chapter 2
Cyber.Physical.Systems.Emergence.With.Reference.to.Manpower.
Development:.An.International.Scenario.With.Indian.Potentialities....................16

Prantosh Kumar Paul, Raiganj University, India

Cyber-physical.systems,.in.short.CPS,.is.a.the.term.coined.by.Ellen.Gill.in.the.year.
2006..It.is.a.kind.of.embedded.system..It.is.a.kind.of.next.generation.computing.
systems. that. comprises. the. interacting. digital,. analog,. physical. components. by.
integrated.physics.and.logic..This.CPS.is.associated.and.allied.with.other.technologies.
and.concepts.such.as.big.data.analytics,.cloud.computing,.internet.of.things.(IoT)..
Furthermore,.cyber-physical.systems.is.making.smart.things.by.enabling.smart.grid,.
smart.cities,.and.other.intelligent.and.smart.things,.for.example,.cars,.buildings,.
homes,.manufacturing,.hospitals,. appliances..This. chapter.discusses. the. aspects.
of.cyber-physical.systems.including.its.basics,.features,.functions,.and.emerging.
and. possible. roles.. Moreover,. this. chapter. also. discusses. the. current. trends. on.
educational.programs,. training.programs. in. the. areas.of. cyber-physical. systems.
internationally.with.potentiality.in.Indian.context,.and.it.depicts.many.opportunities.
in.the.contemporary.scenario.

Chapter 3
Machine.Learning.in.Cyber.Physical.Systems.for.Agriculture:.Crop.Yield.
Prediction.Using.Cyber.Physical.Systems.and.Machine.Learning.......................37

Vinay Kumar Yadav, Sir Padampat Singhania University, India
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The.agriculture.science.system.is.facing.lots.of.problems.from.environmental.change..
Machine.learning.(ML).and.cyber.physical.systems.(CPS).are.the.best.approaches.
to.overcome. the.problems.by.building.good.and.effective. solutions..Crop.yield.
prediction.includes.prediction.of.yield.for.the.crop.by.analysing.the.existing.data.
by.considering.several.parameters.like.weather,.soil,.water,.and.temperature..This.
project.addresses.and.defines.the.predicting.yield.of.the.crop.based.on.the.previous.
year’s.data.using.a.linear.regression.algorithm.into.which.you.can.type.your.own.text.
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A.cyber.physical.system.(CPS).is.a.mechanism.that.monitors.and.controls.entire.
devices.which.are.connected.together..Secured.data.transmission.in.CPS.systems.
is.a.major.problem..To.provide.information.security.for.CPS.applications,.certain.
privacy.preservation.strategies.need.to.be.followed..Encryption.and.anonymization.are.
existing.traditional.privacy.preservation.techniques.which.are.not.suitable.to.provide.
information.security.for.advanced.systems.called.CPS..Differential.techniques.is.an.
emerging.privacy.technique.where.a.required.amount.of.noise.is.added.using.various.
mathematical.algorithms.with.data.while.sharing.information.between.devices.in.
CPSs..The.process.of.adding.noise.with.data.is.called.data.perturbation..There.are.
three.major.data.perturbations.mechanisms.followed.to.provide.information.security..
They.are.exponential.mechanism,.Laplace.mechanism,.and.Gaussian.mechanism..
This.chapter.presents.a.detailed.review.about.applications.of.CPSs,.significance.
of. implementing.differential.privacy. techniques,. challenges,. and. future. research.
directions.of.CPSs.

Chapter 5
Machine.Learning.in.Cyber.Physical.Systems.for.Healthcare:.Brain.Tumor.
Classification.From.MRI.Using.Transfer.Learning.Framework...........................65

Jayaraj Ramasamy, Azteca University, Mexico
Ruchi Doshi, Azteca University, Mexico

Brain. tumors. are. prevalent. and. aggressive. disease,. with. a. relatively. short. life.
expectancy. in. their.most. severe. form..Thus,. treatment.planning. is.an. important.
element.in.improving.patient.quality.of.life..In.general,.image.techniques.such.as.
computed.tomography.(CT),.magnetic.resonance.imaging.(MRI),.and.ultrasound.
imaging. are. used. to. examine. tumors. in. the. brain,. lung,. liver,. and. breast.. MRI.
scans.are.used.in.this.study.to.diagnose.brain.tumors..As.a.result,.a.reliable.and.
automated.classification.technique.is.required.to.prevent.death..Automatic.brain.
tumor.detection.using.convolutional.neural.networks.(CNN).classification.is.proposed.
in.this.chapter..Small.kernels.are.used.to.conduct.the.deeper.architectural.design..
In.machine.learning,.brain.tumor.classification.is.done.by.using.a.binary.classifier.
to.detect.brain.tumors.from.MRI.scan.images..In.this.chapter,.transfer.learning.is.
used.to.build.the.classifier,.achieving.a.good.accuracy.and.visualizing.the.model’s.
overall.performance.
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Chapter 6
Application.of.Odd-Even.Congruence.Graph.Labeling.in.Secured.Cyber.
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Kanakambika K., Vellalar College for Women, India
Thamizhendhi G., Sri Vasavi College, India

Technological.advancement.in.the.recent.decades.enhanced.the.calibre.of.human.
life..Contemporary.research.in.machine.learning.(ML).exhibits.a.mock-up.to.make.
decisions.on.its.own.and.is.applied.in.various.fields.including.medical.diagnosis,.
email.filtering,.banking,.computer.vision,.financial.marketing,.image.processing,.
cyber. security.. The. systems. inter-connected. across. the. world. via. internet. are.
attacked.by.hackers,.and.it.is.prevented.by.cyber.security..The.optimum.solution.for.
cyber-attacks.is.attained.by.collaborating.ML.techniques.with.cyber.security.and.
envisioned.issues.are.designed.by.cyber.machine.learning.models..In.this.chapter,.an.
algorithm.is.proposed.to.defend.data.by.encoding.the.text.to.an.unintelligent.text.and.
decoding.it.to.original.text.by.applying.graph.labelling.in.cryptography..Symmetric.
key.is.designed.based.on.the.edge.label.of.an.odd-even.congruence.graph.to.achieve.
secured.communication.in.CPS..In.addition,.a.program.is.suggested.using.Python.
programming.to.attain.cipher.text.and.its.converse.

Chapter 7
Machine.Learning.for.Intrusion.Detection.Systems:.Recent.Developments.
and.Future.Challenges...........................................................................................93

Quang-Vinh Dang, Industrial University of Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam

The.growth.of. the. internet.and.network-based.services.bring. to.us.a. lot.of.new.
opportunities.but.also.pose.many.new.security.threats..The.intrusion.detection.system.
(IDS).has.been.studied.and.developed.over.the.years.to.cope.with.external.attacks.
from.the.internet..The.task.of.an.IDS.is.to.classify.and.stop.the.malicious.traffic.from.
outside.to.enter.the.computer.system..In.recent.years,.machine.learning-based.IDS.
has.attracted.a.lot.of.attention.from.the.industry.and.academia..The.IDS.based.on.
state-of-the-art.machine.learning.algorithms.usually.achieves.a.very.high.predictive.
performance.than.traditional.approaches..On.the.other.hand,.several.open.datasets.
have.been.introduced.for.the.researchers.to.evaluate.and.compare.their.algorithms..
This.chapter.reviews.the.classification.techniques.used.in.IDS,.mostly.the.machine.
learning.algorithms.and.the.published.datasets..The.authors.discuss.the.achievements.
and.some.open.problems.and.suggest.a.few.research.directions.in.the.future.
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The.reason.trends.in.prevalent.detection.of.EEG.seizure.help.in.analyzing.the.various.
features.of.EEG.signals.to.customize.and.to.remove.visual.inspection.in.reading.the.
EEG.signals..Epilepsy.is.a.disorder.and.is.identified.by.baseless.seizures.that.have.
been.associated.with.unexpected.improper.neural.discharges.which.result.in.various.
health.issues.and.also.result.in.death..One.of.the.most.common.methods.in.detecting.
contraction.seizures.is.an.electroencephalogram..By.using.machine.learning.methods,.
it. is. easy. to. extract. the. features.of.EEG.signals. that. help. in.detecting. seizures..
Convolutional.neural.network.(CNN).includes.both.inputs.as.well.as.output.layers.
that.help.in.training.the.data.acquired.since.it.helps.in.analyzing.the.large.set.of.high.
dimensional.data..The.performance.analysis.is.done.under.multiple.classifiers.such.
as.random.forest,.gradient.boosting,.and.decision.tree,.which.are.used.in.feature.
extraction..Among.them,.random.forest.proves.to.be.the.best.classifier.in.achieving.
a.high.degree.of.accuracy.
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Currently.the.world.is.experiencing.the.global.digital.transformation.of.the.fourth.
generation.revolution.for.industry.in.the.field.of.cyber.physical.systems.(CPS).and.
artificial.intelligence..Moreover,.by.utilizing.artificial.intelligence,.cyber.physical.
systems.will.be.able.to.perform.more.proficiently,.collaboratively,.and.spiritedly..
Agriculture.crop.control.is.a.process.to.protect.the.crop.as.much.as.possible.so.the.
crop.is.not.infected.by.the.different.kinds.of.pests..Pests.are.any.living.organisms.
including.insects,.animals,.weeds,.pathogens,.and.other.creatures.that.can.harm.the.
agriculture.crop..Pests.and.other.diseases.cause.an.average.of.20-30%.global.potential.
loss.of.crop.production.in.every.year..So,.crop.protection.is.required.to.reduce.these.
losses..This.chapter.explores.CPS.concept.to.improve.crop.production.to.protect.
the.crop.from.wild.animals.using.machine.learning.and.cyber.physical.systems..
The.smart.agriculture.process.under.CPS.includes.crop.suggestion,.irrigation.and.
fertilization.automation,.crop.protection,.plant.monitoring,.and.harvesting.
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As.cardiovascular.diseases.(CVDs).are.a.serious.concern.to.modern.medical.science.
to.diagnose. at. an. early. stage,. it. is. vital. to.build. a. classification.model. that. can.
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An.electrocardiogram.(ECG).is.a.specialized.instrument.that.measures.the.heart’s.
physiological.responses..To.accurately.diagnose.a.patient’s.acute.and.chronic.heart.
problems,.an.in-depth.examination.of.these.ECG.signals.is.essential..The.proposed.
model.consists.of.a.convolutional.neural.network.having.three.convolutional,.two.
pooling,.and.two.dense.layers..The.proposed.model.is.trained.and.evaluated.on.the.
MIT-BIH.arrhythmia.and.PTB.diagnostic.datasets..The.classification.accuracy.is.
99.16%,.which.is.higher.than.state-of-the-art.studies.on.similar.arrhythmias..Recall,.
precision,.and.F1.score.of.the.proposed.model.are.96.53%,.95.15%,.and.99.17%,.
respectively..The.proposed.model.can.aid.doctors.explicitly.for.the.detection.and.
classification.of.arrhythmias.
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Cyber.space.became. inevitable. in. today’s.world.. It.needs.a. security. technology.
to.safeguard.the.whole.system.from.outsiders..An.intrusion.detection.system.acts.
as.a.strong.barrier.and.screens.the.vulnerability..There.is.an.upgraded.amount.of.
network.attacks.such.as.DoS.(denial.of.service),.R2L.(remote.to.local).attack,.U2R.
(user.to.root),.and.probe.attack..These.network.attacks.lead.to.prohibited.usage.of.
data.from.various.applications.like.medical,.bank,.car.maintenance,.and.achieve.
activities..This.will.result. in.financial.gain.and.prevent.authorized.persons.from.
accessing.the.network..Intrusion.detection.systems.were.implemented.in.systems.
where.security.is.desirable..The.conventional.system.makes.use.of.machine.learning.
techniques.such.as.random.forest.and.decision.trees.that.entail.many.computational.
resources.and.higher.time.complexity..To.overcome.this,.a.DNN-based.intrusion.
detection.system.is.proposed..This.IDS.not.only.detects.the.abnormalities.but.also.
results.in.higher.accuracy.compared.to.existing.systems..This.also.improves.the.
speed,.accuracy,.and.stability.of.the.system.
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prediction.of. such.disease.using. retinal. image.acquisition..The.condition.of. the.
retinal.blood.vessels.is.manifested.as.the.mirror.of.the.vascular.disease.of.the.human.
body..Human.retinal.images.of.the.eye.give.extensive.data.on.diagnostic.changes.
caused.by.local.optical.sickness.that.reveal.some.of.the.vascular.diseases.such.as.
diabetes,.cardiovascular.disease,.hypertension,.vascular.irritation,.and.stroke..The.
infinite.perimeter.active.contour.with.hybrid.region.information.(IPACHI).model.
is.used.to.segment.and.calculate.perimeter.of.the.blood.vessels..The.next.stage.is.
classification.of.affected.retinal.vessels.by.using.support.vector.model.(SVM).and.
artificial. neural. network. (ANN). models.. After. classification,. the. arterio. venous.
ratio.(ANR).is.computed.to.identify.the.exact.type.of.retinal.disease..The.work.is.
done.in.MATLAB.software,.and.it.proves.the.accuracy.of.95%.in.prediction.of.the.
retinal.disease.
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Data.types.and.amounts.in.human.society.are.growing.at.an.amazing.speed,.which.
is.caused.by.emerging.new.services.such.as.cloud.computing.and.internet.of.things.
(IoT)..As.data.has.been.a.fundamental.resource,.research.on.big.data.has.attracted.
much.attention..An.optimized.cluster.storage.method.for.big.data.in.IoT.is.proposed..
First,.weights.of.data.blocks.in.each.historical.accessing.period.are.calculated.by.
temporal.locality.of.data.access,.and.the.access.frequencies.of.the.data.block.in.next.
period.are.predicted.by.the.weights..Second,.the.hot.spot.of.a.data.block.is.determined.
with.a.threshold.that.is.calculated.by.previous.data.access..In.this.work,.big.data.is.
divided.into.multiple.segments.based.on.semantic.connectivity-based.convolutional.
neural.networks..Each.segment.will.be.stored.in.the.different.nodes.by.adapting.the.
blockchain.distributed-based.local.regenerative.code.technology.called.BCDLR..
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the.potential. of.blockchain. as. a.data. store. for.health. records.would. ensure. that.
they.would.be.secure.as.multiple.copies.of.them.are.preserved.in.a.decentralized.
manner.to.ensure.data.redundancy.and.security..With.this.technology.in.effect,.the.
medical.sector.could.leverage.blockchain.tech.to.allow.any.authorized.hospitals.to.
securely.communicate,.share.information/records.independent.from.a.central.figure..
Information.shared.would.only.contain.relevant.data.related.to.the.query.between.
stakeholders. with. appropriate. permission. attached. to. their. roles.. This. chapter.
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The.rampant.developments.in.the.field.of.predictive.analytics,.artificial.intelligence,.
big.data,.along.with.information.and.communication.technologies.have.opened.new.
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Foreword

“Data is a precious thing and will last longer than the systems themselves” - Tim 
Berners-Lee, Inventor of the World Wide Web.

As we live and experience the digital age, many people are overwhelmed with a vast 
sum of data in all aspects of our social and professional lives. Such a vital role for 
data management has recently been reflected in Google’s CEO, Mr. Sundar Pichai’s 
statement that “Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML) are the most 
important things humanity is working on”.

Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) are a new research paradigm in embedded systems. 
Cyber-Physical systems are a collaboration of physical and computational processes. 
Different technologies such as sensing, communication, computation, control, and 
cognition are used to create new technology. CPS have diversified applications 
include smart grid, autonomous automotive systems, medical monitoring, process 
control systems, distributed robotics, and automatic pilot avionics. CPS is quite 
popular because of Integration and Interaction with humans and systems. ML is 
the backbone of CPS Real-time applications like Green Buildings, Smart Grid, 
Healthcare, and Humanoid Robots.

This book takes an efficient and practical approach to various real-time problems 
in CPS. The focus of the first part of the book is to enable student and faculty 
researchers in academic institutions, researchers in industrial labs, and practitioners to 
understand what CPS is, how it works, and what tools and frameworks are available 
to develop applications based on it. Most of the State-of-the-art frameworks in 
machine learning for CPS were empowered with Google Colab, Jupiter notebook, 
and APIs like Keras, PyTorch, TensorFlow. The second part of the book covers 
several real-life Machine learning applications.

Each application area is thoroughly covered, including domain-specific data 
samples, Machine learning model development, and their actionable insights. From 
my teaching experience, we have found the approach taken in this book to be efficient. 

xix
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Foreword

Machine Learning is a set of algorithms and models typically mathematical in nature. 
In addition to a walkthrough of mathematical concepts clearly and concisely, it is 
critical to introduce hands-on tools and real-life success stories.

We are confident that the collective efforts of Editors and authors of this book 
towards real-time applications on Machine learning in cyber-physical Systems will 
be precious for booklovers and researchers. We unswervingly recommend this book 
for those thirsty about Machine learning and cyber-physical systems.

Patrick Acheampong
Ghana Communication Technology University, Accra, Ghana

xx
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Preface

Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) are the intelligent system that combines hardware 
and software in today’s digital age. They are connected through a network as the 
physical world merges with the virtual world into cyberspace. Applications of CPS 
are penetrating every domain and reaching their limits. CPS can change and improve 
lives and address many critical challenges.

One of the most exciting tools entered in recent years is Machine and deep 
learning. There are several real-time applications of the machine and deep learning 
in healthcare, manufacturing, marketing, finance, and particularly for making 
predictions; machine and deep learning algorithms are used in many places in 
exciting ways. This collection of statistical methods and the availability of large 
datasets combined with the improvement in algorithms has already proved to be 
capable of considerably speeding up both fundamental and applied research and 
led to an unprecedented surge of interest in the topic of machine learning. Machine 
Learning paradigms are defined in two types, namely supervised learning (SL) and 
unsupervised learning (UL). In Supervised Learning, objects in each collection 
are classified using a set of attributes or features. The classification process is a 
set of rules that prescribe assignments or allocations of things to unique classes 
based on values of elements. Supervised learning aims to design a reliable system 
that can precisely predict the class group membership of new objects based on the 
available attributes or features. Whereas in unsupervised learning (UL), all the 
data are unlabeled, and the learning process consists of defining the labels and 
associating objects with them. Deep learning paradigms are defined in different 
ways of apprehension. Deep learning is an advanced technique for classifying data 
patterns with higher-order multiple layers neural networks.

This book aims to introduce a relevant theoretical framework and the most 
recent empirical findings on the various real-time applications of machine learning 
in cyber-physical systems. In particular, the book investigates the use of Machine 
Learning techniques and Artificial Intelligence to model different technical solutions 
on real-time CPS.

xxi
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Preface

ORGANIZATION OF THE BOOK

The book is organized into 15 chapters contributed by researchers, scholars, and 
professors from prestigious laboratories and educational institutions across the globe. 
A brief description of each of the chapters in this section is given below.

Chapter 1, “A Survey on Automotive Cyber-Physical Systems: A Machine 
Learning-Based Approach,” briefs a survey about automotive CPS in various domains 
especially in the development of autonomous cars with different sensors. Further, 
briefs about the role of machine learning models in the construction of CPS.

Chapter 2, “Cyber Physical Systems Emergence With Reference to Manpower 
Development: An International Scenario With Indian Potentialities,” describes CPS 
and its role in building human capacity through different levels of the degree program 
from graduate to research. A comparison of the Indian system with international 
scenario.

Chapter 3, “Machine Learning in Cyber Physical Systems for Agriculture: Crop 
Yield Prediction Using Cyber Physical System and Machine Learning,” describes 
CPS and its role in building human capacity through different levels of the degree 
program from graduate to research. A comparison of the Indian system with the 
international scenario.

Chapter 4, “Differential Privacy Techniques-Based Information Security for Cyber 
Physical System Applications: A Overview,” aims to introduce various security 
and privacy issues in CPS and how differential privacy techniques enable to secure 
information. Different asymmetric and symmetric crypto models were discussed 
to secure CPS from different level of threats.

Chapter 5, “Machine Learning in Cyber Physical Systems for Healthcare: Brain 
Tumor Classification From MRI Using Transfer Learning Framework (TLF),” presents 
Convolution Neural Network (CNN) model for classification of MRI images using 
TLF for the prediction of early stage brain tumor with improved results. Segmentation 
is done using Fuzzy c means, texture and shape feature extraction using Support 
Vector Machines and DNN.

Chapter 6, “Application of Odd-Even Congruence Graph Labeling in Secured 
Cyber Physical System,” aims to address data and control security issues in sensors 
with cryptography using odd-even congruence graph labeling method. Proposed 
algorithm is implemented using python programming.

Chapter 7, “Machine Learning for Intrusion Detection Systems: Recent 
Developments and Future Challenges,” presents a review on Intrusion Detection 
System (IDS) and discussed various machine learning models like K-Nearest 
neighborhood, Clustering, Logistic Regression, Support Vector Machines, Naïve 
base, Decision Tree and Random Forest for IDS.

xxii
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Preface

Chapter 8, “Estimating the Efficiency of Machine Learning Algorithm in Predicting 
Seizure With Convolutional Neural Network Architecture,” discussed the problem 
of epilepsy a neural disorder that occurs in brain which is characterized by seizures. 
Efficiency of different Machine learning algorithms was analyzed with the EEG 
sigil data obtained from kaggle repository.

Chapter 9, “Crop Protection Using Cyber-Physical System and Machine Learning 
for Smart Agriculture,” presents CPS and ML model to control agricultural crops 
control from pests, weeds and diseases and to demonstrate how AI supports to 
improve crop yields.

Chapter 10, “Arrhythmia Classification Using Deep Learning Architecture,” 
introduces deep learning models for the classification of arrhythmia using EGC 
signals. Discussed various cardiovascular abnormalities, the proposed model was 
experimented and tested with MIT-BIH, PTB data set with state-of- art models 
with better results.

Chapter 11, “Comparing Machine Learning Algorithm and DNN for Anomaly 
Detection,” shows the role of machine learning models for intrusion detection system. 
The existing Machine learning models having higher timing and computational 
complexity, to overcome a novel DNN based model has introduced and experimented 
with better results.

Chapter 12, “Vascular Disease Prediction Using Retinal Image Acquisition 
Algorithm,” presents the machine learning methods for analyzing the vessels 
patterns to analyze vessel in retinal image to predict vascular disease. CNN and 
SVM methods are used to classify the artery and veins in retina and experimental 
results were compared with the state of art models with better accuracy.

Chapter 13, “Convolutional Neural Network-Based Secured Data Storage 
Mechanism for Big Data Environment,” demonstrates a high-performance cluster 
storage method for big data in IoT. Furthermore, it demonstrates how big data is 
divided into multiple segments using a semantic connectivity-based convolutional 
neural network, and how each segment is stored in different nodes by adapting 
the Blockchain Distributed based Local Regenerative code technology known as 
BCDLR, with experimented results.

Chapter 14, “Cluniac Chain: Blockchain and ML-Based Healthcare System,” 
presents how Blockchain technology could be used in the medical sector to allow any 
authorized hospital to securely communicate and share information/records without 
relying on a central figure. Outline the architecture of such a system, explaining its 
advantages and disadvantages as a medical data-storage architecture.

Chapter 15, “A Cyber Physical System Framework for Industrial Predictive 
Maintenance Using Machine Learning,” presented a global approach for CPS 
predictive maintenance in healthcare and Business Processing.

xxiii
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Chapter  1
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ABSTRACT

The cyber-physical system encompasses physics and cyber systems, which are highly 
interconnected and networked. Considered to be one of the fascinating inventions 
of today’s world, CPS applications include autonomous vehicles, industrial control 
systems, medical monitoring, automatic pilot avionics, etc. Autonomous or semi-
autonomous vehicles, also known as self-driving or driverless vehicles, are automobiles 
that require less or no human intervention for operating or controlling them. CPS 
has brought in several advancements in the automobile industry by providing a 
seamless human interaction with physical and cyber systems, which includes IoT, 
artificial intelligence, machine learning, etc. Machine learning algorithms play a 
major role in enhancing autonomous vehicle models. This chapter focuses on the 
various machine learning algorithms that are used commonly in building robust 
autonomous vehicles. This chapter also focuses on the evolution of autonomous 
vehicles and the backed cyber advancements.

A Survey on Automotive 
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A Survey on Automotive Cyber-Physical Systems

1. BACKGROUND

The way humans think and absorb information has changed dramatically as they 
progressed from Dryopithecus to Homo Sapiens. New technologies and revolutionary 
ideas opened the path for social and economic progress. The first industrial 
revolution occurred in the eighteenth century when agrarian civilizations became 
more industrialized. Electricity, railroads and a slew of other technologies shifted 
society’s outlook dramatically. The three main drivers of the first industrial revolution 
were land, capital, and labor. Machines, metals, and richer fuels all contributed to 
the first revolution, which enabled humans to expand their output of agricultural 
products, textiles, and machinery, among other things. Water, coal, and steam were 
used as power sources during this time.

The Second Industrial Revolution built on the first, but it was more concerned 
with minimizing human labour and increasing automation. Electricity and petroleum 
were the primary sources of energy for this revolution. In 1947, the third industrial 
revolution began as a digital revolution, with new technologies such as computers, 
mobile phones, the internet, renewable energy, and a few other forms of technology 
establishing the groundwork. When studying the history of the industrial revolution, 
it is evident that these advancements arose from the need to increase automation 
and production.

Since Prof. Klaus Schwab, the creator of the World Economic Forum popularized 
the term “fourth industrial revolution,” there has been a rising interest among scholars, 
academics, and business leaders in learning more about it. Humankind is now 
surrounded by technological advancements. Everything around us is undergoing a 
digital revolution, from the alarm clock to automated coolers/heaters, computerized 
kitchen appliances, and automated automobiles. These digital devices not only save 
time and effort for humans, but they also capture a massive quantity of data on each 
individual.

Figure 1. Evolution of Industrial Revolution and its major power source
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The Fourth Industrial Revolution’s main source of power is data. The Fourth 
Industrial Revolution, often known as Industry 4.0, intends to create a collaborative 
atmosphere across different divisions within a firm through better communication 
and the distribution of relevant information. Helen Gil of the National Science 
Foundation in the United States created the phrase “cyber physical systems,” which 
combines computer and physical processes.

CPS, on the other hand, is a combination of physical and computational processes. 
Systems having embedded software are known as cyber-physical systems (as part of 
devices, buildings, means of transport, transport routes, production systems, medical 
processes, logistic processes, coordination processes, and management processes) 
(Arcot, 2021). Artificial intelligence, the Internet of Things, and machine learning 
algorithms are heavily used in autonomous or semi-autonomous cars (Fulton & 
Platzer, 2018). This chapter deals with the various machine learning algorithms 
recommended and used in the Automotive Cyber-Physical systems space.

Figure 2. Cyber Physical Systems
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2. MACHINE LEARNING

Machine learning is a field of computer science and artificial intelligence that focuses 
on using data and algorithms to mimic the way people learn while continuously 
improving its accuracy. Machine learning has provided us with useful voice 
recognition, powerful online search, self-driving automobiles, and a comprehensive 
understanding of the human genome. Machine learning is now so common that you 
probably use it on a daily basis without even realizing it.

Machine learning is an important component of data science, which is still in 
its early stages. Algorithms are trained to produce predictions or classifications 
using statistical approaches, providing significant insights in data mining initiatives 
(Hiran, Jain, Lakhwani et al, 2021). For retrieving information from the Internet of 
Things (IoT) data, machine learning is a valuable technique (Lakhwani et al., 2020). 
In a number of sectors, such as education, security, business, and healthcare, these 
hybrid solutions significantly improve decision-making processes.

Machine learning is used to interpret hidden patterns in vast quantities of data 
in the Internet of Things, allowing for improved prediction and recommendation 
systems. IoT and machine learning have been used in healthcare to allow automated 
devices to produce medical records, identify illnesses, and, most importantly, monitor 
patients in real time (Aldahiri et al., 2021). Precision agriculture, often known as smart 
farming, has emerged as a cutting-edge solution to today’s agricultural sustainability 
issues. The driving reason behind this cutting-edge technology is machine learning. 
It enables the computer to learn without needing to be explicitly programmed. 
Machine learning and IoT-enabled farm machinery will be key components of the 
next agricultural revolution (Sharma et al., 2021).

Smart environments, such as smart cities and smart houses, are also Cyber-Physical-
Systems (CPSs) that are becoming more and more prevalent in our daily lives. Several 
applications in these systems use Machine Learning as a practical technique for 
extracting valuable knowledge from raw data, such as energy management through 
home appliance identification or activity recognition. (Khamesi et al., 2020)

Cyber-Physical Systems are made up of a number of sophisticated multi-
tasking components that work together to integrate cyber portions into the physical 
environment. As a result of the massive expansion of cyber-physical systems and 
the widespread use of smart features and communication tools, new difficulties have 
emerged. (Mohammadi Rouzbahani et al., 2020)
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3. ROLE OF MACHINE LEARNING IN CPS

Machine learning algorithms have revolutionized almost every field (Hiran, 
Khazanchi, Vyas et al, 2021). Businesses all across the globe have increased their 
efficiency by predicting future occurrences or forecasting based on historical data. 
The use of machine learning algorithms is growing in every sector of business. 
Industry 4.0 will concentrate on a wide range of digital applications, such as 
intelligent control of automated and semi-automated vehicles, health monitoring, 
analytics, and process optimization. By allowing self-learning and decision-making 
applications, machine learning algorithms will play a crucial role in achieving the 
goals of Industry 4.0. The backbone of autonomous or semi-automated cars is machine 
learning algorithms. To conduct futuristic actions, the models acquire data from 
various cameras and sensors. Typically, these models are created to improve security, 
efficiently manoeuvre, or predict road objects. Several researchers and academics 
have collaborated on and proposed models to improve the capabilities of self-driving 
or autonomous cars. Here are a few publications that focus on machine learning 
methods for autonomous cars. N. Motamedidehkordi et al. (Motamedidehkordi et 
al., 2017) presented a model to analyze human drivers’ tactical behaviour during 
lane-changing manoeuvres. Vehicle ID, Frame ID, Lane ID, Local X, Local Y, 
Mean Speed, Mean Acceleration, Vehicle Class ID, Vehicle length, Follower ID, 
and Leader ID are the recognized features used to mimic driving behaviour. Naive 
Bayes, Support Vector Machine, Linear Regression, KNearestNeighbourhood, 
Decision Tree, and Random Forest were used to create several models. Decision 
tree classifiers beat the rest of the models in the study. F. Remmenet.al.,(Remmen 
et al., 2018) recommended a model to predict the cut-in manoeuvre of a vehicle 
based on fixed parameters. Truck platooning is gaining more and more interest and 
thanks to the benefits of improved traffic efficiency, reduced fuel consumption and 
emissions. In this paper, the researchers have tried to predict the cut-in manoevur 
of the vehicle based on fixed parameters like Longitudinal distance to host vehicle, 

Figure 3. ML Models
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Lateral distance to host vehicle, Longitudinal speed, relative to the host vehicle, 
Lateral speed, relative to the host vehicle, Previous longitudinal distance to host 
vehicle, Previous lateral distance to host vehicle, Previous longitudinal speed, 
relative to the host vehicle, Previous lateral speed, relative to the host vehicle, Matrix 
location, Distance to the car in front of the host vehicle (MIO) are used to predict 
the accuracy of the cut-in manoeuvre.

D. Yang et al. (Yang et al., 2019) proposed an approach that blends traditional 
machine learning with traditional kinematics-based models. The researchers are 
working to overcome the limitations of machine learning-based car-following 
algorithms. The combination car-following model is a unique car-following model 
that combines machine learning-based car-following models and classical kinematics-
based car-following models. A hybrid model is built using Random Forest and Back 
Propagation models. Hengrui Chen et al.(Chen et al., 2021) proposed a model that 
studies the mechanism of AV-related accidents and assesses the impact of each 
characteristic on the accident severity. The AV-involved crash reports dataset is 
balanced using a synthetic minority oversampling approach. For accident mechanism 
analysis, the Apriori method and classification models are utilized. To investigate 
the mechanism of crashes, the Apriori method is utilized to find the causal link 
between numerous variables. The crash severity is assessed using the support vector 
machine (SVM), classification and regression tree (CART), and eXtreme Gradient 
Boosting (XGBoost) methods.

Because pedestrian identification has been regarded as one of the most essential 
jobs for autonomous cars, Navarro PJ et al.(Navarro et al., 2017) proposed a machine 
learning technique that employs high-definition 3D range data to identify pedestrians 
in autonomous vehicles. The sensor’s cloud of data is processed to detect pedestrians 
by choosing cubic shapes and projecting the points in the cube using machine vision 
and machine learning techniques. For pedestrian detection, the k-Nearest Neighbors, 
Naive Bayes, and Support Vector Machine methods are utilized.SVM was tested 
with linear and quadratic functions with data normalization; kNN was tested with 
Euclidean and Mahalanobis distances with data normalization; NBC was tested with 
Gaussian and Kernel Smoothing Functions (KSF) without data normalization, and 
NBC was tested with Gaussian and Kernel Smoothing Functions (KSF) without 
data normalization.

4. COMPONENTS OF CPS

CPS is the most secure, dependable, and efficient computer system available. CPS 
applications are used in a variety of industries, including healthcare, military, 
transportation, energy, and infrastructure. RFID & IoT, The Internet, Embedded 
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Systems, Wireless Sensor Networks, Mobile Networks, and Satellite Networks are all 
essential components of a Cyber-Physical System. The CPS serves as a link between 
the actual and virtual worlds. The wireless sensor network, which provides smooth 
communication between physical devices, is one of the most important components 
of CPS.(Gunes et al., 2014)

5. JOURNEY OF AUTONOMOUS CARS 
AND LEVEL OF AUTOMATION

Self-driving automobiles are primarily concerned with dependable mobility, safety, 
and affordability. Top businesses such as Tesla, Apple, Uber, Amazon, and a slew of 
others focusing on cutting-edge technology are working to improve the characteristics 
of self-driving cars. Though the notion of self-driving vehicles was proposed in the 
1930s, it was only in the first decade of the twenty-first century that it became a reality. 
(Wolmar, 2020). Many groundbreaking inventions, such as da Vinci’s Self-Propelled 
Cart (1500), Robert Whitehead’s underwater-propelled Torpedo (1868), Mechanical 

Figure 4. Components of CPS
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Mike aircraft autopilot (1933), Teetor Cruise Control (1945), Stanford Cart (1961), 
and many others, paved the way for today’s autonomous vehicle revolution. Since 
2004, the US Department of Defense’s research arm (DARPA) has hosted a series 
of competitions aimed at advancing autonomous technology. Cars are challenged 
to self-navigate through desert highways and metropolitan settings in these events. 
Six automobiles out of 11 contenders accomplished the challenge covering roughly 
55 miles in less than 6 hours in 2007. The six finalist robots offered the first views 
of a very different future among abandoned military housing and ghostly streets. 
(Voelcker, 2017). The Navlab group at Carnegie Mellon University has been a pioneer 
in developing computer-controlled cars for autonomous and semi-autonomous 
vehicles. Since 1984, robot cars, vans, SUVs, and buses have been produced (The 
Carnegie Mellon University Autonomous Land Vehicle Project (NAVLAB), 2021). 
The United Kingdom is the first country to allow autonomous automobiles to 
travel at a low speed on public roads. Twenty-nine (29) states in the United States 
have enacted legislation allowing self-driving automobiles. Apart from these two 
countries, Australia, Germany, South Korea, Canada, Hungary, Turkey, China, and 

Table 1. Levels of Automation

Level Name of the 
Level Explanation

0 No 
Automation

The driver is solely responsible for the vehicle’s control, including steering, braking, 
accelerating, and slowing down. Backup cameras, blind-spot alerts, and collision 
warnings are all available on Level 0 cars.

1 Driver 
Assistance

The automated systems start to take control of the vehicle in specific situations but 
do not fully take over. An example of Level 1 automation is adaptive cruise control, 
which controls acceleration and braking, typically in highway driving.

2 Partial 
Automation

Because of its increased awareness of its environment, the vehicle can execute more 
complicated activities that combine steering (lateral control) with accelerating and 
braking (longitudinal control).

3 Conditional 
Automation

Drivers can detach from the task of driving in certain circumstances. Certain vehicle 
speeds, road types, and weather circumstances may be restricted. Nevertheless, the 
driver is expected to take over when the system requests it.

4 High 
Automation

The autonomous driving system of the vehicle is completely capable of monitoring 
the driving environment and performing all driving operations for routine routes and 
circumstances described within its operational design scope (ODD). If there is an 
environmental situation that demands human management, such as thick snow, the 
vehicle may notify the driver that it is approaching its operating limits. If the driver 
does not reply, the car will be automatically secured.

5 Full 
Automation

Vehicles are completely self-contained. There is no requirement for a driver to be 
present behind the wheel. In fact, Level 5 cars may lack a steering wheel as well as 
gas and brake pedals. Passengers in Level 5 cars may be able to use voice commands 
to select a location or control interior settings such as temperature and media 
selection.
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Poland all contribute significantly to the advancement of technology (Global Guide 
to Autonomous Vehicles, 2021). The classification of automated vehicles is done 
by separating them into categories based on the degree of automation. The National 
Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) of the United States issued the 
first categorization in 2013. In 2016, SAE introduced its six degrees of automation, 
which became the worldwide standard for all automated cars. Table 1 shows the 
different levels of automation in self-driving cars.

6. SENSORS IN AUTONOMOUS CARS

Sensors are used in autonomous cars. It’s difficult to conceive self-driving cars 
without sensors. They enable the car to see and sense everything on the road, as well 
as collect the data required for safe driving. This data is collected and evaluated in 
order to create a pathway from one location to another and deliver the necessary 
steering, acceleration, and braking commands to the automobile.

The information gathered by sensors in autonomous vehicles, such as the real 
path, traffic congestion, and any road impediments, may also be exchanged between 
automobiles linked via M2M technology. Vehicle-to-vehicle communication is what 
it’s called, and it may be a huge assist when it comes to driving automation.

The majority of today’s automotive manufacturers most commonly use the 
following three types of sensors in autonomous vehicles

•	 Cameras,
•	 Radars, and
•	 Lidars.

a. Camera Sensors

Video cameras and sensors are commonly used in autonomous vehicles to detect and 
interpret things on the road, just like human drivers do with their eyes. By equipping 
automobiles with these cameras from every angle, they would be able to retain a 
360° view of their exterior surroundings, giving them a more comprehensive image 
of traffic situations. 3D cameras are now available and may be used to display very 
detailed and lifelike visuals. These image sensors detect, categorize, and calculate 
distances between objects and the vehicle automatically. Other automobiles, 
pedestrians, bicycles, traffic signs and signals, road markings, bridges, and guardrails, 
for example, are all easily identifiable by the cameras.
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b. Radar Sensors

Radar (Radio Detection and Ranging) sensors are critical to autonomous driving’s 
general function: they send out radio waves that detect objects and calculate their 
distance and speed in real-time in relation to the vehicle. Short- and long-range radar 
sensors are often distributed throughout the vehicle, each with its own set of tasks. 
While short-range (24 GHz) radar applications allow for blind-spot monitoring, 
optimum lane-keeping assistance, and parking aids, long-range (77 GHz) radar sensors 
are responsible for automated distance control and braking assistance. Radar devices, 
unlike camera sensors, generally have no problem detecting objects in fog or rain.

c. Lidar Sensors

Lidar (Light Detection and Ranging) sensors function similarly to radar systems, 
with the exception that instead of radio waves, they utilize lasers. Lidar can create 
3D pictures of identified items and map the surroundings in addition to measuring 
distances to various things on the route. Furthermore, rather than relying on a restricted 
field of vision, lidar may be set to produce a full 360-degree map surrounding the 
vehicle. Lidar systems are preferred by autonomous car makers such as Google, 
Uber, and Toyota because of these two benefits.

d. ADAS (Advanced Driver Assistance Systems)

The majority of car collisions are caused by human mistakes, which may be reduced 
or eliminated using Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS). The goal of 
ADAS is to reduce the frequency of automobile accidents and the severity of those 
that cannot be prevented, thereby preventing fatalities and injuries.

Figure 5. ADAS Applications
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7. CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES 
IN AUTONOMOUS VEHICLES

Several automobile companies, investors and tech companies are trying to bring 
autonomous vehicles to the day to day lives (Khvoynitskaya, 2020). However, the 
full adoption of these automated vehicles is impossible unless the key issues and 
challenges are addressed. One of the most pressing issues in this advancing field is 
the safety of passengers. Many researchers have tried to address safety related issue 

Table 2. Features of ADAS

ADAS Features Sensors Used

ACC Camera/LiDAR/RADAR

Park Assistant Ultrasonic/Camera

Blind Spot Camera/RADAR

AEB Camera/LiDAR/RADAR

Drowsiness Camera

Pedestrian Camera

Traffic Sign Recognition Camera

Lane Control Assist Camera

Night Vision Camera/Bolometer

High auto beam Camera

Figure 6. Key Challenges
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using machine learning models by analyzing the data received from the sensors. 
Few other researchers have recommended ways to enhance the experience of the 
passengers in the driverless vehicles by analyzing the user behavior using machine 
learning algorithms. 

a. Challenges

The camera sensors, unfortunately, are still far from ideal. Rain, fog, or snow can 
obscure the obstructions in the road, increasing the risk of an accident. In addition, 
there are times when the pictures from the cameras are just insufficient for a computer 
to make an informed judgement on what the automobile should do. The driving 
algorithms may fail in circumstances where the colors of objects are very similar 
to those of the backdrop or when the contrast between them is minimal. 

The pedestrian detection algorithm is in desperate need of improvement, given 
that today’s automobile radar sensors only accurately identify between 90 and 95 
percent of pedestrians, which is insufficient to assure road safety. Furthermore, 
because the sensors only scan horizontally, 2D radars cannot correctly detect an 
object’s height, which can pose a number of issues while driving beneath bridges 
or road signs. To address these difficulties, a broader range of 3D radar sensors is 
now being developed. Lidar sensors are significantly costlier than radar sensors used 
in autonomous vehicles because rare earth metals are required to build sufficient 
lidar sensors. The equipment needed for autonomous driving may cost well over 
$10,000, with Google and Uber’s top sensor costing up to $80,000. Another issue 
is that snow or fog can occasionally obstruct lidar sensors, making it difficult for 
them to detect things in the road.

b. Opportunities

In automated driving, autonomous sensors are critical because they allow automobiles 
to monitor their surroundings, identify approaching hazards, and plan their routes 
safely. They will eventually let the automation system to assume full control of the 
vehicle, saving drivers a considerable amount of time by doing duties in a far more 
efficient and safe manner. Imagine how beneficial autonomous vehicles may be in the 
fast-paced society we live in, given that the average driver spends about 50 minutes 
each day in a car. While autonomous car technology looks to be progressing at a 
rapid rate, no commercially available vehicles have yet achieved the level 4 rating 
necessary for road-safe autonomous vehicles. There is still a significant amount 
of technological advancement that manufacturers must consider in order to assure 
autonomous car safety on the roads.
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8. CONCLUSION

In the next years, cyber-physical systems will reign supreme. Many innovative ideas 
will undoubtedly boost productivity and propel companies forward. Unmanned 
aerial and ground vehicles now have autonomous decision-making skills thanks to 
a decade of progress in cyber-physical systems with improved sensors, subsystems, 
and machine-learning algorithms. The degree of autonomy is determined by the 
vehicle’s make-up and sensor sophistication, as well as the vehicle’s operational 
use, which can range from highly expensive military-based combat vehicles to 
commercially accessible civilian motor vehicles and very low-cost hobby drones. 
These advancements in the field of Cyber physical systems rely heavily on machine 
learning techniques. Machine learning algorithms are important for analyzing 
environments based on observations, learning patterns, building prediction models, 
clustering related observations, and eventually making choices. Researchers and 
academics are always attempting to make new changes and fix current difficulties 
like security and other concerns using machine learning algorithms, thus development 

Figure 7. Challenges and Risks in CPS related to Industry 4.0
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in the field of autonomous vehicles will continue. A study is done in this article to 
determine the machine learning algorithms utilized in autonomous cars and their 
application. According to the research, there are obstacles and dangers associated 
with developing completely automated cars; nevertheless, numerous researchers are 
developing novel ways to reduce these risks and bring the fully automated vehicle 
to life.
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ABSTRACT

Cyber-physical systems, in short CPS, is a the term coined by Ellen Gill in the year 
2006. It is a kind of embedded system. It is a kind of next generation computing 
systems that comprises the interacting digital, analog, physical components by 
integrated physics and logic. This CPS is associated and allied with other technologies 
and concepts such as big data analytics, cloud computing, internet of things (IoT). 
Furthermore, cyber-physical systems is making smart things by enabling smart grid, 
smart cities, and other intelligent and smart things, for example, cars, buildings, 
homes, manufacturing, hospitals, appliances. This chapter discusses the aspects 
of cyber-physical systems including its basics, features, functions, and emerging 
and possible roles. Moreover, this chapter also discusses the current trends on 
educational programs, training programs in the areas of cyber-physical systems 
internationally with potentiality in Indian context, and it depicts many opportunities 
in the contemporary scenario.
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Cyber Physical Systems Emergence

INTRODUCTION

In the year 2006 the term Cyber-Physical Systems was coined by the Ellen Gill. This 
is known as an important embedded systems and fall under the Next Generation 
Computing System which is connected with the computational techniques and 
various computational stakeholders (Agarwal, P., 2007; Chen, G. et.al., 2018). In 
Cyber-Physical Systems three important means are Computation, Communication and 
Controls. In CPS, Internet of Things (IoT) plays a leading role due to its connections 
with the computational and physical units and aspects that leads the advancement in 
implementations of healthy and sophisticated communication systems. According to 
some experts ‘digital controls’ and the ‘physical environment’ merges and developed 
Cyber-Physical Systems (Colombo, A. W., et.al., 2014; Paul, P.K. et.al., 2017c). 
In Cyber-Physical Systems there are two combinations viz. Cyber related elements 
with physical Components basically results in Cyber-Physical Systems which is 
simply an information processing computer system, and furthermore embedded 
into a product and that can also be integrated into the car, plane or any kind of other 
device. The basic structure is depicted herewith in Fig:1.

According to the experts in a particular car, the embedded system may be 
considered as the Anti-lock / Anti-Skid Braking System for controlling the break 
force. And here the particular systems interact with the physical environment with 
the uses of Sensors and Actuators (Alguliyev, R. et.al., 2018; Ali, S. et.al., 2015; 
Paul, P.K., et.al. 2020) Therefore it is important to note that such embedded systems 

Figure 1. Basic Cyber Physical Systems Structure with attributes
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basically no longer standalone and basically they share the contents and data with 
efficient communication networks like the internet and here cloud computing and 
similar systems may be used in which data from various embedded systems can be 
collected and processed. In this regard, CPS can be treated in developing a system 
of systems, and here decentralized by a computational unit. Here in CPS, the data 
can be collected and processed by the Human Machine Interface (HMI), (Humayed, 
A., et.al., 2017; Khaitan, S. K., et.al., 2014). In Cyber-Physical Systems IoT is 
considered as important and valuable as here devices and systems are effectively 
connected by internet and do the performances in real time data collection remotely, 
and furthermore can be processed with other devices. According to the experts, 
Cyber-Physical Systems can be worked with two computer systems’s types viz. 
Computers (such as Notebooks, Desktop Server and PCs etc), Embedded Computing 
Systems (i.e. important in the industry, organizations as well as in the invisible part 
of environment).

Therefore CPS is a kind of intelligent system and mechanism which is merged 
with the hardware, software and connected with a network and by this ‘physical 
systems & world’ properly connected with the ‘virtual world’. The innovations of 
the Cyber-Physical Systems is depends on many skill sets and that requires timely 
updating as per need and development (Ashibani, Y., 2017; Baheti, R., & Gill, H., 
2011; Paul, P.K., 2017b). And as a result many educational institutions worldwide 
are focused on proper and dedicated manpower development in the field.

Cyber-Physical Systems istherefore associated with the traditional embedded 
systems, computers, software systems practically where principle mission is not 
computation. As it is applicable in the cars, toys, medical devices, engineering 
systems etc and thus it is merged and combines with the physical process with 
computational systems viz. software, network, modeling, designing and analysis 
techniques. However Cyber-Physical Systems can be defined and marked its progress 
during the beginning of cybernetics (Hiran, K. K., & Doshi, R., 2013).

OBJECTIVE

The present paper entitled ‘Cyber Physical Systems Emergence with Reference to 
Manpower Development: An International Scenario with Indian Potentialities’ is 
proposed with mentioned agendas and objectives—

•	 To know about the Cyber-Physical Systems like its features, nature and 
characteristics in brief.

•	 To know about the functions and roles in computation and other activities in 
brief.
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•	 To learn about the utilizations of the CPS in different sectors and areas in 
making of Digitalized Systems.

•	 To know about the basics of the Mobile Cyber-Physical Systems in various 
systems and computing.

•	 To dig out the applications, educational opportunities such as training and 
research opportunities in CPS and allied areas in brief.

•	 To learn about the potential degrees and educational and training programs 
of Cyber-Physical Systems in Indian context lies on International market in 
brief.

CYBER PHYSICAL SYSTEMS (CPS): BASIC 
CHARACTERISTICS AND COMPONENTS

The CPS or Cyber-Physical Systems is an innovative and intelligent systems lies on 
devices and electronic and Information Technology and it is deals with following 
attributes—

•	 Cyber-Physical Systems is kind of intelligence, adaptive and robustness.
•	 The Network deal a healthy and potential role in Cyber-Physical Systems for 

the affairs like communication, cooperation, cloud solutions.
•	 The Cyber-Physical Systems depends on various Functionalities.
•	 User friendliness in the Systems and mechanism is must and important in 

CPS.

Cyber-Physical Systems therefore directly integrated with computational systems 
and physical processes. And here software is basically embedded with the physical 
systems and importantly CPS here works on WSN (wireless sensor networks), (Xu, 
L. D., & Duan, L., 2019; Zanero, S., 2017)

According to the expert, the Cyber-Physical Systems has 5c (five) structure and 
these include component level, machine level, fleet level, enterprise level etc. and 
all these are effective in operational level (also refer Fig:2).

Component Level

This level basically keeps virtual twins in the cyber space and moreover it captures 
different kind of changes that happens in the cloud. The system itself helpful in 
self awareness related activities properly (Darwish, A., & Hassanien, A. E., 2018; 
Leitão, P. et.al. 2016)
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Machine Level

This level basically dedicated in the information gathered in different layers and 
component level and therefore it helps in combined machine operations.

Fleet Level

Optimize production process is become possible with the fleet level and further it 
result in self configuring and self maintenance and has the benefit of maximizing 
the life span regarding the components of the systems.

Enterprise Level

The Enterprise level of the Cyber Physical System incorporates the outcome of 
previous level and it is dedicated in producing high performance production (Krämer, 
B. J., 2014; Kim, K. D., & Kumar, P. R., 2013).

Figure 2. Architecture in Cyber Physical Systems
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CYBER PHYSICAL SYSTEM: THE 
IMPORTANCE ABD APPLICATIONS

Cyber-Physical Systems or CPS is emerging and applicable in wide range of areas 
due to its potential benefits and among these few important are include as depicted 
bellow. Standards, protocols and test methods used in the cyber physical systems 
basically dedicated in promoting innovation, and therefore it indirectly improve 
economic viability and furthermore it is allowing systems more efficient and 
reduce resource-use and keeps timeliness in the products (Gronau, N., 2016; Iqbal, 
R. et.al., 2020)

Integration

The Cyber-Physical System or CPS is helpful in the process of the integration 
of the cloud systems as well as network systems. It offers network integration 
characteristics like media access control techniques, system dynamics, middleware, 
network transactions etc.

Healthy Interaction of Human and Computational Systems

The Cyber-Physical Systems keeps healthy benefit in proper and efficient interaction 
of human and computation systems. Such system is worthy in environmental awareness 
and decision making systems properly (Guo, Y., 2010; Lee, I. et.al., 2011)

Dealing With Uncertainty

Cyber-Physical System is helpful in developing certain situation and condition and 
therefore it is beneficial in designing valid and trustworthiness systems.

Effective System Performance

The Cyber-Physical Systems promotes effective system performance due to various 
benefits regarding feedback and automatic re-designing with proper interaction of 
the cyber and allied infrastructure.

Flexibility and Suppleness

The flexibility in Cyber-Physical System is another feature than the wireless sensor 
network and cloud based systems (Alguliyev, R.,et.al, 2014; Huang, Z. et.al., 2014)
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Faster Response Timing

One of the important feature of Cyber-Physical System is, it is faster response timing. 
It offer faster, early detection in timing, proper resource utilizations.

The benefits of the Cyber-Physical System is the cause behind its wider and 
emerging applications and the areas are increasing viz. manufacturing, water 
distribution and management systems, smart greenhouse, medical and healthcare 
systems, transportation systems, building, aeronautics, virtual reality, smart learning 
and teaching activities and so on. Cyber-Physical System or CPS is a type of sensor 
based as well as automated communication systems (Rocher, G., 2020; Wan, J., 
2011). Here different WSN basically dedicated and monitors some aspect of the 
environment and connected/ relay with the central node. Among the examples of 
the Cyber-Physical System are include smart and intelligent grid, autonomous and 
advanced automotive systems, medical and healthcare monitoring, distributed and 
healthy robotics etc. There are many real and current examples of the Cyber-Physical 
System utilizations viz. Distributed Robot Garden at the Campus of Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology, USA. This is a kind of tomato garden and combines with 
distributed sensing, navigation, manipulation as well as wireless networking systems 
(Hehenberger, P. et.al, 2016; Lieu Tran. et.al, 2016). In another example the citation of 
Idaho National Laboratory can be given which is a prime example of resilient control 
systems. With this, next generation design with cyber security becomes positively 
possible. Similar to previous, at Massachusetts Institute of Technology, USA another 
important example is CarTel project in which taxi is able in data collection that is 
helpful in real time traffic information management at Boston, USA. Therefore it 
helps on fastest route management. As far as smartest and advanced electric grids 
are concerned the Cyber-Physical System is effectively useful and may be able in 
enhancing the integration of distributed renewable generation (Lu, T.,, 2015; Lun, 
Y. Z. et. al., 2019). The Cyber-Physical System helpful in empowering Industry 4.0 
by the uses of Cloud Technologies, Big Data Applications, IoT Systems etc. There 
are many projects/ companies engaged in Cyber-Physical System development and 
activities and among these important are—

•	 IMC-AESOP Project of European Commission
•	 SAP
•	 Honeywell
•	 Microsoft etc.

According to the expert the biggest areas of Cyber-Physical System applications 
are important in the areas of advanced manufacturing, intelligent water distribution 
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systems, advanced and sophisticated transportation, remote and effective healthcare 
and smart buildings, etc.

In Manufacturing and Allied Industries

Cyber-Physical System is important in different type of manufacturing related 
activities it includes the self monitoring of the operations and productions including 
control. The manufacturing process become easy with Cyber-Physical System 
applications, it is due to the possible data sharing between machines, supply chain, 
suppliers, customers, middle mans etc. In smart manufacturing Cyber-Physical 
System is important in supply chain management and ultimately it helps in traceability 
and security of goods. The applications of the IoT (Internet of Things) and Big 
Data Analytics/ Management are important in healthy, sophisticated and advanced 
manufacturing systems. Here sensors are basically predicted with the equipment wear 
and diagnose faults and hence here ultimately it is the reason for less maintenance 
and advanced cost and enhancing operation performance (Marwedel, P., et.al., 
2020; Paul, P.K., et.al., 2017a) [25]. As we know that manufacturing is lies on five 
level of architecture therefore the Cyber-Physical System helps in the following—

Connection

The Cyber-Physical System is helps in building and keeping the connections such 
as machines, tools as well as the products.

Conversion

This is simply the use of the algorithm that covers the data to information and here 
is the role of the Cyber-Physical System (Sadiku, M. N., 2017).

Cyber

The sophisticated manufacturing industry lies on sophisticated and advanced 
manufacturing methods and therefore here deep learning and similar algorithms 
are play a leading role.

Cognition

The potential problem can be indentified while sending data from different devices 
and further it helps in monitoring and diagnoses the potential problems and issue.
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Configuration

The configuration become an important and worthy tool in managing and deploying 
the systems as machine can amend their operation based on the malfunctions and 
workloads (Altbach, P. G., 1993).

In Water Distribution and Management Systems

As far as water distributed systems are concerned Cyber-Physical System is worthy 
and increasing rapidly. In some of the things it is worthy such as reservoirs, tanks, 
pumps, well, pipes, water tanks etc. Cyber-Physical System is helpful in monitoring 
activity viz. sensors for detecting the water level, overflow level, pressure of the 
water from the pipeline. Moreover the programmable logic controls can automatically 
open valves, supervision, etc. (Kim, K. D., & Kumar, P. R., 2013; Sanislav, T., & 
Miclea, L., 2012)

In Agricultural and Promoting Smarter Greenhouse Systems

Cyber-Physical System or CPS is important in enhancing the agriculture systems 
and it improves the advanced productivity and prevents starvation. And the CPS 
here is important in healthy temperature, humidity, irrigation system bringing. Here 
specific computer programs can be used supported by the CPS that may be ensuring 
better growth and these are helping in greenhouse. Here the feedback and similar 
systems can be managed using network service using the sensors to collect the 
data on temperature and humidity, soil moisture as well as light sensors. Therefore, 
Cyber-Physical System is beneficial in the following—

•	 To save the money of the farmers and agriculturist including time and effort.
•	 To offer healthy and better environment including the productivity.
•	 To control and supply automated water and allied logistics (Paul, P.K., 2017b; 

Sedjelmaci, H., 2020).

In Health Care and Medical Systems

Cyber-Physical System is basically useful in concerned and different kind of medical 
and healthcare systems viz. in collecting real time data including in monitoring the 
patient. Moreover CPS is helpful in gathering data by remote sensing systems and 
also physical conditions which helps to the patients. Therefore it improves and helps 
in enhancing healthy and improved treatments for the general patient including for 
the disabled and elderly patients. As such system will deal with the network closed 
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loop system with a human loop to improve the safety and workflows, therefore the 
systems towards Cyber-Physical System based healthcare is emerging and gaining 
potentialities (Guo, Y., et.al., 2017).

In Smarter Transportation

As far as advanced and smarter communication is concerned Cyber-Physical System 
is important in collecting real time information of different traffic and transportation 
related affairs such as traffic systems, location management, and therefore CPS here 
worthy in the following—

•	 Location and Time Management
•	 In preventing accident and improving the safety.
•	 In reduction of the carbon emission also indirectly Cyber-Physical System is 

worthy.

The developing countries along with the developed countries are now moving 
towards advanced and intelligent Cyber-Physical System (CPS) in the transportation 
systems.

In Buildings

Regarding the building management and allied construction related activities as well 
Cyber-Physical System is important. In smart building developing and advancing 
CPS is important and this is helpful in improving energy efficiency and also in 
decreasing energy consumption and that ultimately greenhouse gas emissions. 
Here Cyber-Physical System is helpful in gathering data related to the temperature, 
humidity etc. (Baheti, R., & Gill, H., 2011; Serpanos, D., 2018).

In Aeronautic Applications

The applications and utilizations of the Cyber-Physical System in aeronautics and 
allied activities can be considered as valuable and among the applications few 
important are flight test instrumentation, pilot crew communications, healthy and 
structured healthcare monitoring. Moreover in flight related entertainment, wireless 
cabin systems, landing of the flights etc. too Cyber-Physical System is important 
and increasing rapidly.
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In Virtual Reality

In the context of virtual reality which is technically called Claytronics also an 
important name in applications of the Cyber-Physical System. IT combines nano 
scale robots and computer theory is able in making nanometer-scale systems called 
claytronic atoms / catoms and such offers 3D structure. With claytronic 3 dimensions 
is easy to create and develop. Here two type of algorithms are being used. Here 
Cyber-Physical System specially the localization algorithm enables the positioning 
of catoms in the ensemble.

In Smarter and Enhanced Learning Systems

Cyber-Physical System is important in applications of Advanced and smarter 
educational Systems and that can be used in gathering data on physical systems and 
environments, converting measured data, online educational systems, advanced and 
prompt services for the students, staffs and educational institutions. Cyber-Physical 
System is helpful in building and developing smart learning environmental systems 
(SLE).

MOBILE CYBER PHYSICAL SYSTEMS: OVERVIEW

Mobile Cyber-Physical System is a part of Cyber-Physical System where physical 
system play an important role in which further mobility considered as valuable. 
Mobile robotics, electronics transported systems are considered as mobile physical 
systems. The growing mobile uses lead the rise of Cyber-Physical Systems and better 
to say various Smartphone and allied platforms helps in making of ideal mobile 
cyber-physical systems for different causes viz.

•	 Important and Significant computational resources including local storage.
•	 Various sensor devices which include touch screens, cameras, GPS, speakers, 

various microphones.
•	 Various communication platforms like WiFi,G, Bluetooth run by the internet 

and similar devices.
•	 Different kind of apps/ applications/ software distribution mechanism like 

App Store of the Apple or Google.

Network connectivity which links with the mobile systems including server or 
cloud connectivity is responsible for the enhancing Mobile Cyber Physical Systems 
(Krämer, B. J., 2014; Törngren, M. et.al, 2017).
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MANPOWER AND HUMAN RESOURCE 
DEVELOPMENT: CYBER PHYSICAL SYSTEMS

Cyber-Physical Systems since become an important technology in the field of 
computing and information technology therefore this is the high time to introduce 
this field as an emerging technology within the subject IT and Computing. Even in 
allied subjects such as Communication Technology, Network Technology also this 
Cyber-Physical Systems is growing rapidly. Many universities internationally not 
only included Cyber-Physical Systems as a course or important area within their 
field of study but also as a specialization and full-fledged subject for making the 
society smarter, advanced and intelligent (Refer Fig: 3).

Interestingly even in developing countries also the symptoms on introducing 
Cyber-Physical Systems is important to note. Cyberphysical systems integrate 
computation with physical objects such as ‘smart’ devices, and various other 
aspects viz. voice assistant devices, driverless vehicles and cars, medical and health 
monitoring equipment and systems, wearable electronic systems and devices, robotic 
assistant in different electronic systems etc. therefore in Indian context the field 
may be introduced as a full-fledged manner in the Departments/ Centres/Units of 
the following—

•	 Computer Science

Figure 3. Cyber Physical Systems Potential utilizations with proper and adequate 
manpower
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•	 Computer Science and Engineering (CSE) or Computer Engineering (CE)
•	 Information Technology (IT) or Information Science & Technology (IST)
•	 Electronics and Communication Engineering (ECE)
•	 Telecommunication Systems and so on.

Similar to other emerging fields (Hiran, K. K., 2021) in CPS too there are 
huge potentialities in introducing starting Cyber-Physical Systems as a major or 
specialization and this is also been noted as per this study. Table: 1 depicted the 
result of few programs and educational institutions which are on Cyber-Physical 
Systems or allied fields.

According to this result it is shown that majority of the program are with MSc 
nomenclature instead of MS and MTech means less offered in the USA and India 
(and follower countries). As of this five programs, the Cyber-Physical Systems is 
available as a specialization, full degree. The curriculum of Cyber-Physical Systems 
should be connected with the telecommunication, computing, Advanced Information 
Technology and allied Basic Sciences. Here if the The University of Nottingham 
case, the program is offered with MSc Cyber Physical Systems nomenclature and 
with total of the credits of 180 and further it is split across 120 credits. And here 
it is composed with various compulsory and optional modules in addition to 60 
credit individual project. This is a two-year course and in the first year coursework 
are there while in the second year there is a 60 credit research project or similar 

Table 1. Proposed program of Cyber Physical Systems with ME/MTech

Sl. 
No. Degrees Offered Universities Remarks Country

1
MSc-Cyber Physical 
Systems & Embedded 
Systems

Advanced Learning and 
Research Institute

120 ECTS 
Open to Engineering, 
Computing, and Pure 
Science Students

Switzerland

2
MSc-Cyber Physical 
Systems (Specialization: 
IoT)

North Eastern 
University

Offered as Full Time 
& Part Time basis with 
multiple locations

USA

3 M.Engg-Mechatronic & 
Cyber Physical Systems

Deggendorf Institute of 
Technology

Offered in multiple 
locations. 3 Semester 
Progran

Germany

4 MSc Cyber Physical 
Systems

The Polytechnic 
Institute of Paris 60 Credit, 2 Semester France

5 MSc Cyber Physical 
Systems

The University of 
Nottingham

2 Years (Graduates with 
Program or Interest in) UK
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research related activities leading to the dissertation. If we look into this program 
of The University of Nottingham then it can be noted that core courses here split 
into mandatory courses and optional courses, as depicted in Table: 2 and Table: 3.

Cyber-Physical Systems because of interdisciplinary program must be packed with 
technology and computing including electronics and management related subjects.

In India, as of now no institute offers full fledged degrees on the subjects like 
Cyber-Physical Systems or allied or merged nomenclature but there is a huge 
potentiality in offering this subject not only in Science degrees but also in Technology/ 
Engineering degrees. And therefore Table: 4 herewith depicted the list of potential 
possible degrees with MTech/ ME in Indian context.

Table 3. Proposed program of Cyber Physical Systems with ME/MTech

Optional Courses

Linear and Discrete Optimization Advanced Computer Network

Design Ethnography Advanced Algorithm and Data Structure

Machine Learning Project in Advanced Algorithm and Data Structure

Human AI Interaction Data Modeling and Analysis

Fuzzy Logic and Systems Simulation and Optimization for Decision Making

Mixed Reality Technologies Games

Software Engineering Management Programs, Proofs and Types

Table 2. Proposed program of Cyber Physical Systems with ME/MTech

Compulsory Courses

Autonomous Robotics Systems

Designing Sensor based Systems

Topical Trends in Computer Systems

Malware Analysis

Research Methods

Research Project
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Cyber-Physical Systems as proposed here can be merged with allied subjects like 
embedded systems, IoT even with a broad subject like Information Technology. As 
far as Science degrees are concerned it may be offered with MSc (which is basically 
practiced in Asia and Europe), MS (which is practiced in USA and follower countries), 
and MSc/MS by research degree (which is also emerging globally) nomenclature. 
Table: 5 here in this regard offered possible and potential degree titles.

However here important to look that, in Table: 4 and 5 the potential nomenclature 
is only with the Cyber-Physical Systems however in Indian context since Computer 
Applications, Information Technology etc are already established field therefore in 
such subjects Cyber-Physical Systems and allied fields can be offered and some of 
the possible programs are depicted in Table:6. Even here degrees are proposed both 
‘specialization’ in the allied program and also in the ‘by research degrees’ effectively.

Table 4. Proposed program of Cyber Physical Systems with ME/MTech

Proposed Cyber Physical Systems Program Potentiality With MTech/ME Program Level

MTech/ME- Cyber Physical Systems (CPS) 
MTech/ME- Cyber Physical Systems & Embedded Systems (CPS & ES) 

MTech/ME- IT with Cyber Physical Systems 
MTech/ME- Cyber Physical Systems & IoT

Table 5. Proposed program of Cyber Physical Systems with PG Science Degrees

Proposed Cyber Physical Systems Program Potentiality With MSc/ MS/ MS by Research Program 
Level

MSc/ MS/ MS by Research- Cyber Physical Systems 
MSc/ MS/ MS by Research- Cyber Physical Systems & Embedded Systems 

MSc/ MS/ MS by Research- IT with Cyber Physical Systems 
MSc/ MS/ MS by Research- Cyber Physical Systems & IoT

Table 6. Proposed program of Cyber Physical Systems with Computer Application 
& IT nomenclature

Proposed Cyber Physical Systems Program Potentiality With CA/IT Nomenclature

MSc/ MS/ MS by Research (IT/CA) in Cyber Physical Systems 
MSc/ MS/ MS by Research-(IT/CA) in Cyber Physical Systems & Embedded Systems 

MSc/ MS/ MS by Research- (IT/CA) in Cyber Physical Systems & IoT
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India is a developing country and therefore introducing such degrees and 
nomenclature can be considered as worthy in developing proper manpower in the field. 
The programs and subjects can be started similar to the other emerging subjects of 
the IT and Computing which have been started in recent past viz. Cloud Computing, 
Big Data and Data Analytics, IoT (Internet of Things, Blockchain Technology, etc. 
Table: 7 whereas depicted the some of the potential Doctoral Degree programs in 
Science, Engineering steam. Here importantly Professional Doctorate in Engineering 
also been proposed.

Therefore the Cyber-Physical Systems is worthy and important in the context of 
the preparing intelligent systems and societies and here ready manpower is important 
in order to fulfill the need and actual requirements of the industry.

CONCLUSION

Cyber-Physical Systems is playing a leading role in developing Information 
Technology systems in India. Already the subject Cyber-Physical Systems is been 
introduced in different IT and Computing related program and this is the foremost 
time to introduced Cyber-Physical Systems and allied field at Masters and Research 
Degrees leading to Ph.D., MTech by Research, MS by Research etc. Even in future 
days the subjects can be introduced at Bachelors level with the degrees viz. BSc, 
BS, BTech and even in research context keeping in mind the research trend. The 
subject Cyber-Physical Systems is emerging with other latest areas therefore it is 
important to merge the subject with allied subjects for better and healthy output. 
Furthermore, the industrial inputs, initiative, awareness along with the Government 
support is important for healthy and timely introduction of the Cyber-Physical 
Systems in India. Many countries throughout the world by their councils, ministries, 
departments and allied stakeholders are engaged in Cyber-Physical Systems related 
training, education, research and practice/ implementation related initiative and this 
is the need of hour towards a Digital Society and Economy in real context.

Table 7. Proposed program of Cyber Physical Systems with Computer Application 
& IT nomenclature

Proposed Cyber Physical Systems Program Potentiality With CA/IT Nomenclature

PhD (Science)- Cyber Physical Systems 
PhD (Engineering)-Cyber Physical Systems & Embedded Systems 

Engg. D.(IT/CA) in Cyber Physical Systems & IoT
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITION

Human Machine Interface: Human machine interface, in short called as HMI, is 
a system and mechanism dedicated in proper communication between the machines, 
humans and contents.

PC: PC stands for Personal Computer run for the computational activities and 
official activities. Personal Computer is important in multipurpose activities.
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WSN: Wireless Sensor Network is the sensor dedicated in collecting the data 
from different places. Such kind of network is able in working of different physical 
condition such as temperature, sound, pollution levels, humidity, and wind.
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ABSTRACT

The agriculture science system is facing lots of problems from environmental change. 
Machine learning (ML) and cyber physical systems (CPS) are the best approaches 
to overcome the problems by building good and effective solutions. Crop yield 
prediction includes prediction of yield for the crop by analysing the existing data 
by considering several parameters like weather, soil, water, and temperature. This 
project addresses and defines the predicting yield of the crop based on the previous 
year’s data using a linear regression algorithm into which you can type your own text.

INTRODUCTION

Industry 4.0, often known as the fourth industrial revolution, is being realized thanks 
to the advent of cyber-physical systems and precision agriculture (Shubham Tripathi 
and Manish Gupta, 2021). One of the current concerns in this field is agricultural 
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cyber-physical systems (ACPS), composed of computer systems and the agricultural 
environment (Tariq Masoodab & Paul Sonntaga, 2020). The growth of systems has 
created a significant opportunity to improve the food supply chain system (FSC). 
It is imperative to humans and has a complex cycle that begins and encompasses 
farm produce. Logistics and distribution, retail, consumer communication, and 
trash management are all areas that need to be addressed. Furthermore, those 
cycles encounter various obstacles, mainly when using CPS technology (Goap et 
al., 2018). Precision agriculture, a management technique that uses conditions and 
specific information to precisely regulate production inputs such as soil and crop 
characteristics unique to each field region, is one of the most current problems in 
this sector (Amami & Smiti, 2017; Chen et al., 2015; Dadhich, Hiran, et al., 2021).

According to (Diale et al., 2019), precision agriculture strives to optimize 
production inputs in tiny areas of the field in real-time, such as water, fertilizers, 
herbicides, insecticides, and farm equipment. The Internet of Underground Things 
has lately enabled precision agricultural technologies (IOUT). IOUT stands for 
autonomous devices that collect relevant information about the Earth and are linked 
through communication. Information, transactions from the fields to the farmers, and 
decision-making systems are all aided by networking technologies (Dusadeerungsikul 
et al., 2019). IOUT has the advantage of real-time sensing by using deep learning 
algorithms with CPS (Mahrishi, M., et al.,2020). Sensing has aided in the adoption 
of precision agriculture technologies while also increasing the efficiency of 
agricultural production and operations. Essentially, changes in the intrinsic and 
extrinsic conditions of underground objects such as communication mediums in soil, 
seasonal changes, and crop growth cycles are caused by product modifications (Goap 
et al., 2018). The technology should isolate and adjust the conditions to provide 
farmers with a precise decision-making mechanism promptly. This paper presents 
an early machine learning approach to handle the adaptation problem. There are 
five dimensions to the machine learning framework, including data normalization 
and handling erroneous data for a decision-making system, time-series prediction, 
information fusion, and a classifier are used (Cui et al., 2021). The researchers 
tried with a dataset of fifteen sensors to get a more accurate assessment. Several 
attributes are included in the sensor data, including soil moisture, air temperature, 
soil temperature, wind velocity, and air pressure. This chapter is organized into five 
sections. The first section consists of the introduction of green yield prediction. The 
second part outlines the applications of cyber-Physical Systems for the agriculture 
domain. The third section explained the related work in the selected domain. The 
fourth section delineates the conceptual framework based on theories followed by 
experimental work. The last section assessed the result, analysis, and conclusion.
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CYBER-PHYSICAL SYSTEMS FOR AGRICULTRE DOMAIN

In agriculture, mechanization is widespread. However, advances in robotics and 
autonomous systems will propel agriculture forward as a result of artificial intelligence 
and embedded systems applications (Tyagi, S.K.S., et al.2020). A drone is a flying 
robot in and of itself, but when a generation of embedded intelligent CPS robotics 
systems is deployed, a substantial evolution will occur (Huo & Chaudhry, 2021; 
Rakesh Kumar Birda & Manish Dadhich, 2019) These systems can be interconnected, 
interdependent, collaborative, autonomous, and provide computing, communication, 
checking, and control of physical components and processes in various applications. 
In other words, by observing how these systems communicate with the physical 
world (including human users), Typically intended as intelligent sensor networks of 
(autonomous) systems with unique detecting and actuation capabilities, they play 
a key role in acquiring data (Jimenez et al., 2020). The cyber and physical worlds 
cannot be considered separate entities, yet they are inextricably linked with sensor/
actuator integration in so-called cyber systems. By providing real-time control 
coming from conventional cyber systems, cyber systems become responsive to the 
physical environment. As a result, the concept of a CPS was born. The “assimilation 
of computation with physical processes” is what a CPS is. Sensors and actuators, 
for example, are used to connect computational systems to the real environment. 
CPS presented significant hurdles, especially because the physical components of 
such systems introduced safety and dependability; as a result, typical computing 
abstractions must be altered to meet qualitatively different requirements than those 
in general-purpose computing (Liao et al., 2021).

Furthermore, physical components differ fundamentally from object-oriented 
software components, yet concurrency is both inherent. It was a significant 
advancement in state of the art in computers (Malathi & Padmaja, 2021). The 
interaction of the “cyber” and “physical” aspects is crucial in CPSs; computation, 
control, sensing, and networking can be extensively interwoven into every component, 
and component and system behavior must be safe and interoperable (Myllyaho et 
al., 2021; Shalendra Singh Rao, n.d.)7, CPSs have been on the model of engineering 
research agenda in the United States, and since 2010, the European academic and 
industry community has focused on CPSs as paradigms for the future of systems. 
The industry as a whole has shown a lot of interest. This is evident when considering 
that embedded systems, wireless sensor networks, IoT, communication protocols, 
and their interactions are the most important elements and pillars in CPS (Hiran & 
Henten, 2020; N. Sharma & Dadhich, 2014) To move forward with CPS’s difficulties 
and prospects, there must be widespread agreement on fundamental principles and 
shared knowledge of the features and technology that are unique to CPS.
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RELATED WORKS

(Nerurkar et al., 2018) studied the technologies based on cyber-physical systems 
(CPS) created to monitor terrain parameters and make them available on a platform 
that multiple users can access. (Priyadarshini et al., 2021) studied that CPS can 
monitor entire agricultural areas and thanks to cellular telephony gateways and 
information monitoring systems that can display data on a web application. Other 
options include-Applying and implementing the new and helpful concept of Cyber-
Physical Systems (CPSs) in the agriculture industry, which consists of a Zigbee-based 
network with nodes that function below the ground surface.

(Raza et al., 2018) assessed the mobile devices used in some of the most recent 
projects, which are advanced, comprehensive systems that monitor environmental 
factors and employ a closed-cycle control system in which actuators are controlled 
based on sensor data (Hiran, K. K., 2021) . While it is only a theoretical solution, 
it still lacks a functional human-machine interaction sub-system. Several studies 
(Dadhich, Purohit, et al., 2021; Dinesh Setha, Minhaj Ahemad A.Rehman, 2018; 
Shen et al., 2020) developed Drone-based solutions to obtain picture data at various 
wavelengths to provide a continual overview of the terrain’s physical and chemical 
state. Different types of camera-equipped drones are already on the market (for 
example, from Precision Hawk, senseFly, and Agribotix) that take medium-high 
resolution photographs (up to 20 MP) in various electromagnetic spectrums regions, 
usually in the visible and Near Infrared (NIR) fields (M. Dadhich, M. S. Pahwa, 2021; 
Restrepo et al., 2021). Different types of camera-equipped drones are already on 
the market that take medium-high resolution photographs (up to 20 MP) in various 
electromagnetic spectrums regions, usually in the visible. The Spanish startup 
Agroptima is working on another unique system (Kumar Naresh, Dadhich Manish, 
2014). This system does not use hardware such as sensors or actuators. Still, it does 
provide a stunning graphic interface for field cataloguing and management, as well 
as irrigation and fertilization planning. (R. Sharma et al., 2020) studied agrodron 
used for parasite control and made it ideal for spraying activities on crops.

PROPOSED FRAMEWORK

Data preprocessing, forecasting, and classifying are the three primary processes in 
machine learning-based architecture (Manish Dadhich, Manvinder Singh Pahwa, 
Vipin Jain, 2021; Shubham Tripathi and Manish Gupta, 2021). The data will then 
be measured using a forecasting algorithm to avoid data shortages or inaccurate data 
collection for the following sensing cycle. The data classifier uses a Nave Bayes 
classifier to predict a real-time event using a discretized fusion of forecasted data 
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and prior knowledge (Dadhich, Rao, et al., 2021). In each time cycle, the event 
prediction is calculated.

Normalizing Data

The best way to overcome this problem is to use normalization to produce data in 
the same interval. The normalizing method is used to scale each feature element to 
interval values with a range of [0–1]. In the first equation, the implementation is 
shown. I denote each source index, and j is a normalized element index in sensor I.
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x x
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i i
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Handling Incorrect Data

Due to a variety of variables, data acquired from diverse sources such as sensors 
can occasionally be incorrect or null. We suggest a novel approach for predicting 
faulty data rather than discarding all of the data or altering the incorrect value to 
a random number to address this issue. After that, we estimated the average of 
proximity between all existing normalized values in all data at the time_ t () and 
source (i) where the event of the wrong value happens. The process of forecasting 
inaccurate data is depicted in the second, third, and fourth equations.
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Information Fusion

After that, we estimated the average proximity between all existing normalized 
values in all the data at the time_t () and source (i) where the wrong value event 
happens. The process of forecasting inaccurate data is depicted in the second, third, 
and fourth equations.

x̂
x w

Nt
i

N

i i
= =∑ 1  (5)

Prediction Method

To predict the consecutive data at the time, we utilize a single aggressive smoothing 
forecasting method. The method is selected for the actual value that does not have 
a significant trend and seasonal behavior at each subsequent time. The exponential 
smoothing method is defined as the 6th equation.

F F A F
t t t t
= + −( )−( ) −( ) −( )1 1 1

 (6)

Naïve Bayes Classifier

To choose based on the data sources available at the moment (t). The probabilities 
or conditional opportunities are expressed as the 7th equation using the Bayesian 
theorem

P H X
P X H P H

P X
( ) = ( ) ( )

( )
 (7)

P(H | X) is the probability of having the correct value of H assumption for true X 
evidence for H assumption or posterior probability of X with H, where X is a proof 
and H is an assumption, and P(H | X) is the probability of having the correct value 
of H assumption for true X evidence for H assumption or posterior probability of X 
with H, where X is a proof and H is an assumption, and P(H | X) is the probability of 
having the correct values (H) is the prior probability of evidence X, and P (X) is the 
preceding hypothesis probability of H. There is a presumption that tuple X is located 
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in class C, and a tuple X or data object usually represents X. In the classification 
problem, P (H|X) is the probability that the H assumption is accurate for tuple X, or 
in other words, P (H|X) is the likelihood that tuple X is placed in class C. P (H) is 
the probability that the H assumption is valid for any tuple regardless of its attribute 
values, whereas P (X) is the prior of tuple X. The steps below will show you how 
to utilize the Nave Bayes classifier (Kumar & Dadhich, 2014).

1.  Imagine that Dx is a training set with tuple elements, attributes, and class 
labels in each attribute. Each n-dimensional tuple can be written as X = (x1, 
x2,... xN), derived from the characteristics A1, A2, and AN.

2.  2.  Assume there are m classes, each containing C1, C2,...Cn. The Naive Bayes 
classifier would assume that tuple X belongs to the Ci class if and only if the 
8th equation is satisfied for the input of tuple X.

P(Ci|X) > P(Cj|X) for j≤m, j≠i (8)

The P (Ci | X) value of the Naive Bayes classifier is expanded. Maximum posterior 
i refers to the class of Ci that forms P (Ci | X) and has the highest value. P(Ci|X) 
values would be estimated using the Nave Bayes theorem and a 9th equation.

P(Ci|X) = P(X|Ci)P(Ci) (9)

3.  3.  Given that P (X) is the same for all classes, the tuple X has the same chance 
of being accepted into any class. The only thing that has to be maximized is P 
(X|Ci) P (Ci). If the prior probability of each class is unknown, the probability 
of each class can change, and the Naive Bayes classifier must maximize P(X|Ci) 
P(Ci). Furthermore, when working with data sets with many attributes, it’s 
required to simplify the complexity of P (X|Ci) calculations by assuming that 
a class has a conditional, such as mutually independent attribute values. As for 
the tenth equation, this Naive Bayes classifier would maximize the calculation 
as the 10th equation.

P C x
i k

n P X C( ) = = ( )Π 1 1 1  (10)

Based on the tuples, we can estimate the values of P(X1|Ci) x P(X2|Ci) x... x 
P(Xn|Ci). P(Xk|Ci) is defined as the number of tuples in the dataset class with an Xk 
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value in the Ak attribute divided by the number of tuples accessible in the dataset 
Dk class Ci indicated by |Cik| for the categorical value type. Meanwhile, we may 
use the Gaussian distribution approach as the 11th equation to compute the value 
of P (Xk | Ci) for characteristics of continuous value.

P x C
x C
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i
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− −( )1

2 2

2

2σ π

µ

σ  (11)

Finally, for each class of Ci, the probability calculation of P(X|Ci) P(Ci) must 
be done to forecast the class label of the Dx tuple. The next step is to maximize the 
probability by selecting the Ci class that produces the highest probability P(X|Ci) 
P(Ci) as the decision class. Tuples X are mathematically designated as class Ci if 
and only if they meet the 12th equations.

P(X|Ci)P(Cj) > P(X|Cj)P(Cj) for 1≤j≤m and j≠i (12)

EXPERIMENT

Dataset and Tools

Real-time soil moisture and temperature observations for 15 locations in Karnataka 
were used in this investigation. The network assesses soil moisture in the unsaturated 
zone for diverse soil textures and land coverings in the area. The five sensors are 
placed at 5 cm, 10 cm, 20 cm, 40 cm, and 80 cm depths. The time interval for 
logging is set to 15 minutes.

Prior Knowledge

The researchers used the water sprinkle monitoring system as an example to create 
the machine learning model. We set a previous knowledge with numerous attributes 
connected to our dataset to forecast the precise action of the water, sprinkle monitoring 
system in real-time. Every feature is stored in our knowledge base as an attribute. We 
use four variables to calculate the likelihood of rain: air temperature, wind speed, air 
pressure, and air humidity. The rainfall attributes will then be determined as a class 
attribute. The four qualities are light rain, moderate rain, heavy rain, and no rain. 
After discovering all the classes, we use rainfall likelihood as an input characteristic 
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to decide the water sprinkler system’s action. There are three water attributes and 
one sprinkle monitoring system attribute. There are four different types of classes: 

nonactive, short duration, medium duration, and long duration.

Accuracy Measurement

The smallest error number between actual data and anticipated data collected is 
used to calculate accuracy in the experiment—the less the error value, the better 
the value. MAE (Mean Absolute Error) is the 13th equation that we use.

MAE
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t t
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=
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RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

The researchers used data from fifteen stations. Five soil temperature and soil 
humidity sensors are installed at each station at various depths, including 5 cm, 10 
cm, 20 cm, 40 cm, and 80 cm. A Naive Bayes classifier was used to forecast a rainfall 
event using a weather sensor consisting of four attributes such as air pressure, wind 
speed, air temperature, and air humidity. Every fifteen minutes, data is collected. 

Table 1. Knowledge Prior of Rainfall Probability

Air Temperature Wind Speed Air Pressure Air Humidity Rainfall

Low Slow Low Low Moderate Rain

High Medium High High Moderate Rain

Table 2. Knowledge Prior of Water Sprinkle Monitoring System

Soil Moisture Soil Temperature Water Sprinkle System

Low Medium Long Duration

High High Not Active
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Meanwhile, our algorithm would adjust the environment attributes to manage faulty 
data or missing values. Following that, we combined the results of all sources with 
the same attribute, such as sensor soil humidity and soil temperature. After that, we 
use forecasting methodologies to predict data and decide what action to take with the 
water monitoring sprinkler system. The forecasting process is carefully monitored to 
provide a real-time prediction strategy at all times (t). We could develop procedures 
to respond to unknown conditions by employing the forecasting method. We receive 
a better forecasting result for each source, as shown in Table 3.

The MAE values in Table 3 represent the mean of the difference between forecasted 
and actual values. Soil moisture and soil temperature are the two lowest MAE values, 
indicating little difference in moisture and temperature for 15 minutes. The MAE 
values in Table 3 represent the mean of the difference between forecasted and actual 
values. Soil moisture and soil temperature are the two lowest MAE values, indicating 
little difference in moisture and temperature for 15 minutes. The Nave Bayes classifier 
is supervised based on our previous technique based on our information. The total 
number of events predicted is 24.187, with each time phase differing by 15 minutes. 
Table 4 shows the appropriate outcome for assuming the rainfall and water sprinkle 
monitoring system activity. The true assumptions are calculated by subtracting the 
total of the real event from the forecasted event. They observed a clearer contrast 
between our approach and traditional ones in those tables, particularly regarding 
precise rainfall forecasts, and the same was in line with previous work (Manrique-
silupu et al., 2021; Sujatha et al., 2021). Because the conventional technique cannot 
manage inaccurate data problems such as -9999, NaN, and Null values produced 
when sensors are faulty, or the battery is turned off, our framework provides more 
necessary data to the water sprinkling monitoring system operation. Furthermore, 
the primitive technique cannot handle information fusion with an accurate weight 
because the starting weight is only established with static numbers.

Table 3. Forecasting Agency

Attributes MAE (Our Framework) MAE(Conventional)

Soil Moisture 8.0692890536838E-05 0.01837208

Soil Temperature 0.0157778494 0.018956886

Air Humidity 0.7707157827 0.7707157827

Air Temperature 1.7928824762 1.79528824762

Wind Speed 1.5754473642 1.5754473642

Air Humidity 0.8202079639 0.8202079639
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The computational speed of these programming languages, which are extensively 
used for Internet of Things programming and data handling, is shown in Table 5. 
Measuring computing rate aims to find the optimal tool for real-time situations. 
The code is built using an exact constant architecture rather than a vector. The 
computing environment is created on the same system, an Intel-i7 processor and 
16 GB of RAM. Overall, the C++ programming language is the fastest due to its 
sparingly memory and a modest amount of caching. The formulation and simulation 
of a cyber-physical crop irrigation system based on the intelligent agent concept 
are presented in this paper. The system allows field data collection via sensors, the 
application of water-based on a decision system, and control valve activation.

LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY

Although the suggested cyber-physical infrastructure has these three advantages, 
it does have some drawbacks. To begin with, the entire infrastructural structure is 
slightly more complex than earlier approaches. Future work is still needed to balance 
the infrastructure’s functionality and usability. The comprehensiveness is the second 
limitation. Because this work focuses on sensor-based PA monitoring rather than 
complete operations, the proposed approach was built to handle agricultural sensors 
rather than traditional PA data. As a result, if a comprehensive PA solution is desired, 
the proposed technique must be used in conjunction with other conventional PA 

Table 4. Naïve Bayes Classifier Accuracy

S.N. Event True Prediction 
(Our Framework)

True Prediction 
(Our Framework) % %

1. Rainfall Prediction 23,218 21,417 91.85% 88.55%

2. Water Sprinkle 
Monitoring System 22,314 21,630 91.51% 89.43%

Table 5. Computational Speed

S. N Programming Language Computational Speed(s) (Our 
Framework)

Computational Speed(s) 
(Conventional)

1. C++ 0.228 0.117

2. Python 0.521 0.432

3. Java 0.627 0.511
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information systems to continue providing general PA data and records management. 
Another limitation is the proposed infrastructure’s multi-service registration, query, 
and management. The integration of amenities will be more efficient if a catalogue 
service can be added to the business logic.
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ABSTRACT

A cyber physical system (CPS) is a mechanism that monitors and controls entire 
devices which are connected together. Secured data transmission in CPS systems 
is a major problem. To provide information security for CPS applications, certain 
privacy preservation strategies need to be followed. Encryption and anonymization 
are existing traditional privacy preservation techniques which are not suitable to 
provide information security for advanced systems called CPS. Differential techniques 
is an emerging privacy technique where a required amount of noise is added using 
various mathematical algorithms with data while sharing information between devices 
in CPSs. The process of adding noise with data is called data perturbation. There 
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INTRODUCTION

The research on Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) has recently becomes broad impact 
on society, economics and the environment. Differential privacy is currently emerging 
as a future of privacy. Differential privacy safeguards statistical or real-time data 
by introducing a desired level of noise while maintaining a good balance between 
privacy and accuracy. In differential privacy, the user can select the level of privacy 
or distinguishability, resulting in the maximum feasible privacy protection for any 
individual in the dataset. Over the last ten years, improvements in CPSs have attracted 
a lot of interest. The dual character of CPSs, by which they blend the dynamic 
properties of embedded computers with those of information and communication 
technologies, is the primary reason for this enormous interest (ICT).

To protect data privacy, a number of researchers suggested cryptographic methods. 
Many cryptographic algorithms are computationally costly because of the users need 
to maintain large number of encryption keys. When public data sharing is required, 
maintaining privacy also becomes more difficult. Researchers have also proposed 
anonymization techniques such as k-anonymity to address privacy concerns. However, 
because the chance of re-identification increases as the amount of attributes in 
the dataset grows, this anonymization technique does not ensure perfect security 
against adversaries. Differential privacy is currently gaining traction as a potential 
future of privacy. Even though security and privacy are the primary difficulties of 
modern technology, privacy and security issues influence cyber-physical systems. 
This chapter provides suggestions and solutions for CPS’s security issues.

BACKGROUND

CPS refers to a group of interconnected systems that can monitor and manipulate real-
world objects and processes. CPS focuses on the interplay of physical, networking, 
and compute processes. As a result of their integration with IoT, a new CPS element, 
the Internet of Cyber-Physical Things, has emerged (IoCPT).In this paper, the 
main characteristics of CPS, as well as the related applications, technology, and 
standards, are discussed (Jean-Paul A. Yaacoub, 2020). Furthermore, CPS security 

are three major data perturbations mechanisms followed to provide information 
security. They are exponential mechanism, Laplace mechanism, and Gaussian 
mechanism. This chapter presents a detailed review about applications of CPSs, 
significance of implementing differential privacy techniques, challenges, and future 
research directions of CPSs.
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vulnerabilities, threats, and attacks are examined, as well as major difficulties and 
challenges. In addition, existing security methods are given and examined, with 
their primary weaknesses identified. Finally, based on the lessons learnt throughout 
this exhaustive examination, various suggestions and recommendations are made. 
Because of complex cybernetics and the interplay of (independent) CPS domains, 
the exponential expansion of cyber-physical systems (CPS) has created various 
security vulnerabilities, particularly in safety-critical applications. (Muhammad 
Shafique, 2018) presents a concise but thorough overview of current static and 
adaptive detection and prevention strategies, as well as their inherent shortcomings, 
such as the inability to detect latent or uncertainty-based runtime security assaults. 
This study also presents intelligent security methods against many described attacks 
on different tiers of the CPS stack to meet these problems.

CPS are employed in a variety of industries to provide for process optimization 
and previously unattainable capabilities (Muhammad Shafique, 2018). The inherent 
properties of networked digital systems and analogue physical processes influence how 
security theory is used. As a result, security and privacy are important considerations 
in the design, development, and operation of CPSs. (Glenn A. Fink, 2018) explain 
how CPS security and privacy differ from that of pure cyber or physical systems, 
as well as what may be done to make these systems safer. The purpose is to assist 
young CPS designers in creating more secure, privacy-enhancing products in the 
future.CPS are cyber-physical systems that interact in a feedback loop with the help 
of human intervention, interaction, and utilization. As the foundation for developing 
and future smart services, these systems will empower the essential infrastructure 
and have the potential to have a substantial impact on daily life. The rising usage of 
CPS, on the other hand, introduces new hazards that could have serious ramifications 
for users. New dangers and cyber-attacks will continue to be exploited, necessitating 
the development of new strategies to defend CPS.(Yosef Ashibani, 2017) gave an 
examination of security challenges at various layers of the CPS architecture, risk 
assessment, and approaches for securing CPS. Finally, the obstacles, prospective 
study areas, and potential solutions are given and addressed.

A complete study of differential privacy approaches for CPSs is presented in 
(Muneeb Ul Hassan, 2019). The authors look at how differential privacy is used and 
implemented in four important CPS applications: energy systems, transportation 
systems, healthcare and medical systems, and the industrial Internet of things (IIoT). 
This chapter also discusses unresolved concerns, challenges, and future research 
directions for CPS differential privacy approaches. This study can be used to help 
develop new differential privacy strategies that can be used to handle a variety of 
CPS difficulties and data privacy scenarios. Using the VERIS Community Database, 
(Steven Walker Roberts, 2020) explores the risk spectrum of a cyber security incident 
occurring in the cyber-physical-enabled environment. The bulk of known perpetrators 
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were from the United States and Russia, the majority of victims were from western 
countries, and geographic origin tended to follow global events, according to the 
research. Information was the most often targeted asset, with the bulk of attack 
techniques focusing on privilege misuse. This demonstrates the critical necessity 
for a significant re-evaluation of cyber security’s core ideas.

CYBER PHYSICAL SYSTEM

Cyber physical systems are a new type of time-critical and safety-critical real-
time embedded systems that have a strong interaction between computing and 
communication in order to regulate the vast and complicated global world. The 
challenges of scientific, social, and technical problems have an impact on the cyber 
physical system. The following sections discuss about cyber physical systems in detail.

CPS Layers

The architecture of CPS systems is made up of various layers and components 
that communicate with one another using various communication protocols and 
technologies. The perception layer, transmission layer, and application layer are the 
three main layers of the CPS architecture. Sensors, actuators, aggregators, Radio-
Frequency Identification (RFID) tags, Global Positioning Systems (GPS), and other 
devices are all part of the perception layer. In order to monitor, track, and understand 
the physical world, these gadgets acquire real-time data. Between the perception 
and application levels, the Transmission Layer exchanges and processes data. Local 
Area Networks (LANs) and communication protocols are used to transmit and 
interact data over the Internet. This layer also ensures data routing and transmission 
over cloud computing platforms, routing devices, switching and internet Gateways, 
firewalls, and intrusion detection and prevention systems (Jean-Paul A. Yaacoub, 
2020).The application layer interprets the data received from the data transmission 
layer and sends commands to the physical devices, such as sensors and actuators. 
This is accomplished through the use of complex decision-making algorithms based 
on aggregated data. Furthermore, before deciding the appropriate automated actions, 
this layer receives and processes information from the perception layer.

Components

CPS components can be used to detect information or regulate signals. Sensing 
Components (SC) collect and detect data, and Controlling Components (CC) 
monitor and control signals, are the two basic categories of CPS components. 
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Sensors capture and record real-world data using a correlation process known as 
“calibration” to ensure that the data collected is accurate. Data sensing is critical 
since judgments will be made based on the analysis of this data. Aggregators are 
typically found at the transmission layer, where they evaluate sensor input before 
issuing the appropriate decision.

Data aggregation, in reality, is based on the gathered information on a certain goal, 
which is gathered and summarized after a statistical analysis. Actuators are positioned 
at the application layer and are responsible for making information visible to the 
surrounding environment based on the aggregators’ judgments. Because actuators 
are so reliant on other network nodes, each action taken by the CPS is dependent 
on a previous data aggregation process. Actuators also process electrical signals in 
terms of operations (Jean-Paul A. Yaacoub, 2020). Signal Controlling Components 
are used to control signals and play an important role in signal control, monitoring, 
and management in order to obtain greater levels of accuracy and protection from 
intentional attacks or accidents, such as signal jamming, noise, and interference.

Characteristics of CPS

CPS is a self-organizing and reconfiguring control system with a high degree of 
automation, complexity at many spatial and temporal scales, and closed control 
loops at all scales. Embedded systems, real-time systems, (wired and wireless) 
networking, and control theory are all represented by CPS. Because many of the 
computers engaging directly with the real world perform only a few specialized 
operations, they do not require the general computational capacity of traditional 
computers or even mobile systems, and hence have limited resources. The time it 
takes to perform computations in safety-critical systems is critical in ensuring the 
system’s correctness. Developers can use real-time programming languages to specify 
timing requirements for their systems, and Real-Time Operating Systems guarantee 
the time it takes for an application to accept and complete a task. Another feature of 
CPSs is that they communicate with one another, which is increasingly done using 
IP-compatible networks. Wireless networks are a common feature of CPS as well. 
The task at hand is to construct networks on top of low-powered, lossy wireless 
communications. Control theory aims to use differential equations to characterize a 
physical process and then develop a controller that meets a set of desired properties 
such as stability and efficiency.

CPSS Security

In the physical layer, an attacker might intervene directly or destroy the physical 
objects that are being monitored and controlled, such as sensors and controllers, 
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resulting in false sensed measurements, incorrect control decisions, and improper 
actuator movements. In the sensor or actuator layer, an attacker can use brute 
force attacks to destroy or hack the sensors or actuators in order to collect critical 
information and modify them. An attacker can use the power distribution mechanisms 
of sensors and actuators to drain energy for denial-of-service attacks or to activate 
malicious circuitry with that energy (Yosef Ashibani, 2017).The network layer of 
CPS has security vulnerabilities connected to communications. Networking attacks 
are divided into two categories: replay attacks and denial of service attacks. Because 
control mechanisms are heavily dependent on timeliness, desynchronization is a 
common security problem in the control layer of CPS. As a result, even a minor 
desynchronization in the control signals might be regarded disastrous, as wrong 
judgments can result in CPS failures. The majority of attacks at the information layer 
steal information through eavesdropping or analyzing traffic data. Manipulation of 
key information, on the other hand, can be used to carry out various attacks such 
as jamming, collision, denial of service, and so on.

Applications of CPS

A cyber physical system can be used in a variety of situations. The following sections 
describes some of the applications of CPSs. Medical gadgets for patient diagnosis, 
monitoring, and treatment, such as x-ray machines, magnetic resonance imaging 
(MRI), surgery, and other medical instruments, have all benefited from technological 
advancements. With limited computational capability, communication complexity, 
and battery life, health-care-related CPS in the areas of implantable medical devices, 
body area networks, and wearable devices necessitates privacy, security, and trust. 
One of the newer fields of CPSs is intelligent transportation systems (ITSs) (D. Li, 
Q. Yang. 2017).

ITSs are concerned with the development of traffic systems, automobiles, mass 
transit, and other comparable variables in order to improve efficiency, congestion, 
sustainability, and safety (M. Gohar, 2018). Cyber-systems, such as communication 
networks, control automation systems and centres, and Intelligent Electronic Devices, 
are installed in power grid components (A. V. Kayem 2017). Smart grids are 
described as next-generation infrastructure capable of handling all of the energy and 
environmental needs by supplying with reliable, cost-effective, and environmentally 
friendly electricity.

Unfortunately, despite its importance, smart house cyber security, which is a 
key part of smart home system research, is understudied. Security issues in smart 
homes are addressed at both the system and device levels. Smart city applications 
are intended to manage urban traffic and provide real-time responses to concerns 
such as energy efficiency, demand-side response, and energy management. The term 
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“smart city” covers a wide range of topics, including “smart” power, “smart” grid 
systems, “smart” environment, “smart” transportation, “smart” homes, and “smart” 
management. (M.-C. Chuang, 2011)

One of the most significant advantages of smart metering is precise bill calculation 
in a dynamic pricing system (D. Alahakoon, 2016) This pricing strategy necessitates 
detailed energy consumption data, which, on the other hand, may expose smart 
meter users’ personal information. As a result, researchers face a hurdle in providing 
differential privacy alongside correct dynamic pricing billing. Many scholars are 
working on efficient algorithms to overcome this trade-off to the greatest extent 
possible. Industrial IoT systems have unique needs, including as operation in 
hostile environments, predictable throughput, maintenance by people other than 
communication experts, and extremely low downtown. Differential privacy is a new 
standard for protecting IIoT systems’ privacy. Differential privacy defines a detailed 
attack model, decreases data exposure privacy threats, and ensures data availability 
at the same time as the query or decision.

CPS THREATS AND ATTACKS

Adversaries are always attempting to breach critical systems in order to gain total or 
partial access to data. The adversary can recognize the defined list of receivers based 
on observed traffic in a disclosure attack, which is a traffic pattern analysis attack 
(Muneeb Ul Hassan, 2019). Adversaries employ this attack approach to identify 
and compromise a specific receiver’s communication. The linking attack is a sort 
of assault in which external data is coupled with anonymized or protected data in 
order to derive essential information. To avoid any privacy violations, direct requests 
regarding any individual are normally banned throughout a query assessment.

A differencing assault is a type of attack like this (Steven Walker-Roberts, 2020). 
Strong correlation may occur in real-world data, such as shared relationships and 
family members sharing attributes in various social networking datasets, when 
using correlation attacks. If an adversary attempts a correlation attack with similar 
datasets, the existing correlation may result in the revelation of more information 
than planned. A privacy-preserving system with efficient data handling is necessary 
to prevent correlation attacks, which decreases the danger of information leaking 
even in the case of public query evaluation (P. L. Ambassa, 2018).
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CPS SECURITY SOLUTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

With the rising use of CPS in many critical domains, security has become a 
pressing concern, necessitating a thorough risk assessment. With so much reliance 
on the Internet, the security focus of risk assessment has shifted from computer 
risk assessment to network risk assessment (enn A. Fink, 2018). The purpose of 
assessing CPS security is to create a quantifiable risk that can be used to defend 
future systems. When assessing CPS risk, three factors should be considered: asset 
identification, threat identification, and vulnerability identification.

Asset identification refers to a resource value that must be preserved, which can 
be either tangible or immaterial. In truth, the majority of assets are intangible; as a 
result, assets have a direct value in many daily transactions and services and should 
be safeguarded. Asset quantification can also be assessed using direct and indirect 
economic losses and the resulting losses. Threat identification is used to assist in 
identifying threats that are of high priority concern in the field of CPS, which is 
a difficult task. Historical data can be utilised to quantify the threat’s frequency, 
whereas sampling records and logs from the Intrusion Detection System (IDS) can 
be used to determine the risk’s frequency, among other things.

DIFFERENTIAL PRIVACY

Differential privacy can save a significant amount of data from both databases and 
real-time data. The bulk of differential privacy techniques use data disruption. In data 
perturbation, the amount of noise is determined using differential privacy techniques, 
then added to the query data to make it secure and unrecognizable to the observer. This 
disturbance has a direct impact on the data reporting accuracy. The more perturbed 
data, on the other hand, ensures that privacy is well maintained. As a result, while 
adopting differential privacy, it’s important to strike a balance between accuracy 
and privacy. Because of this trade-off between privacy and accuracy, implementing 
differentiated privacy in CPSs is a difficult issue, as many CPSs applications, such 
as health care and medical systems, require accurate data reporting.

To date, researchers have developed a variety of privacy preservation solutions to 
combat distinct privacy threats. Because it provides the property of data inaccessibility 
to unauthorized users, encryption is one of the conventional privacy-preserving 
techniques employed by the majority of systems to secure data from adversaries and 
unauthorized users. Because of the sensors’ limited computer capacity, encryption 
can only be used sparingly in current CPSs. The production and distribution of 
public and private keys in public key cryptography, also known as asymmetric 
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cryptography, is a computationally expensive job that cannot easily be carried out 
with small devices with minimal resources.

Furthermore, any weakness can utilize multiple methods, such as a brute-force 
assault, against the encrypted CPS data. Similarly, encryption schemes in a network 
of numerous sensors necessitate the interconnection of each node for the production 
and transmission of private keys in the network. As a result, if one node in a network 
of n nodes fails, decryption and data gathering from CPSs nodes becomes almost 
impossible due to the lack of keys in the network. Furthermore, by altering the 
noise addition parameter in differential privacy, CPSs users can control the level of 
privacy according to their needs. Three major data perturbation mechanisms are the 
Laplace mechanism, Gaussian mechanism and Exponential mechanism.

FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

Because of the dynamic nature of CPSs, differential privacy implementation in 
cyber physical systems is now confronting a variety of obstacles. Some of the CPS 
research challenges are:

•	 The smart grid is the future of energy systems, because it incorporates 
capabilities of both; traditional energy systems and modern information 
and communication technologies. This pricing model necessitates thorough 
energy use data, which, on the other side, may expose smart metre customers’ 
personal information. As a result, researchers face a hurdle in providing 
differential privacy alongside correct dynamic pricing billing.

•	 Small wind turbines and solar panels will be used to power most of these 
energy sources in smart houses. Some smart homes may sell surplus energy 
to other purchasers; they can auction this energy, and buyers can purchase it 
based on their needs. The buyer and seller, on the other hand, usually do not 
want to reveal their identities to each other during this procedure. As a result, 
preserving this data is critical for the proper operation of the smart grid’s 
auction mechanism.

•	 Smart meters are often controlled by programming that determines all of their 
functions. This firmware is often generated by smart meter vendors, who then 
update it to improve functionality or fix any bugs that are discovered. When 
only a subset of smart meters needs to be updated rather than all of them, 
the utility may require case access control. However, specific security and 
privacy-based methods are required to protect this firmware file.

•	 Micro-grid resource restricted designs are the best option for a cost-effective 
supply and power management solution in remote places. Certain lossy 
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networks are utilized to communicate across these resource restricted systems 
in order to reduce operational costs. Due to their unstable nature, these lossy 
networks are vulnerable to a variety of adversaries and privacy assaults. This 
invasion of privacy can lead to a variety of crimes, such as energy theft.

•	 A smart city requires a smart transportation system. Route planning 
applications frequently incorporate real-time traffic data. If the network is 
open, any intruder can gain access to the live location monitoring of connected 
cars by hacking the system of these applications. Differential privacy can 
give real-time location privacy by disrupting location or identity to protect 
the privacy of drivers.

•	 V2V (vehicle-to-vehicle) communication is becoming increasingly prevalent. 
Certain privacy and security concerns with V2V communication have 
surfaced in recent years. Differential privacy may be the best approach for 
maintaining privacy in communication between two vehicles.

•	 In the healthcare and medical system, the trend of integrating the online and 
physical worlds has exploded. With the evolution of wireless technologies, 
the use of body sensors for medical applications is becoming more popular. 
These sensors keep track of your current data and send them to your doctor 
or trainer. One solution for this type of application is encryption, however it is 
computationally difficult. Differential privacy-based real-time data reporting, 
on the other hand, may be a lightweight solution to this challenge.

•	 Retirement homes and elderly homes demand special attention because the 
residents require round-the-clock care and attention. Protecting electronic 
patient records, which contain all useful information, identification, and 
medical records of persons residing in that home, is one of the potential 
applications of differentiated privacy in elderly homes.

•	 Modern IoT technologies have a significant impact on industry advancements. 
These malicious adversaries can also control machinery, or can even destroy 
industrial systems. As a result, key IIoT sectors must be secured initially in 
order for IoT systems in industry to work smoothly.

•	 One of the most difficult aspects of differentiated privacy is identifying the 
exact privacy. Even with mathematical proofs and a rigid privacy model 
in place, differential privacy falls short of providing an intelligible notion 
of privacy in the context of massive data. The problem of calculating the 
optimal composition of differential privacy in big data analytics is yet 
unsolved. Similarly, ensuring privacy protection while also dealing with the 
issue of dimensionality as a result of enormous data volumes and computing 
overhead is a major difficulty for researchers in the field of big data.
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•	 Any machine learning algorithm’s main goal is to extract useful information 
from given data. However, one of the most difficult tasks for future machine 
learning algorithms is maintaining individual privacy while harvesting data.

•	 The massive volume of data generated by pervasive connection among smart 
gadgets paved the way for cloud computing, a reliable and secure storage 
system. Outsourcing this information to a third party may result in privacy 
concerns. Information redundancy in big data from various sources, multi-
tenancy, and ubiquitous access aspects of cloud computing platforms are 
all factors that contribute to these privacy concerns. Differential privacy is 
currently gaining traction as a viable solution to the privacy challenges that 
cloud computing presents. Researchers have begun work on preserving the 
privacy of cloud computing data by employing differential privacy.

•	 A substantial amount of private data is stored in wireless edge computing 
networks and cannot be supplied directly for data prediction and processing. 
As a result, before evaluating any query, it is necessary to ensure that critical 
elements of wireless edge computing are protected. To address this problem, 
researchers propose differential privacy-based techniques as the best approach.

•	 Block chain has evolved as an unique distributed technique in recent years 
that provides for the secure storing of transactions or any other sort of data 
without the requirement for any predetermined centralized data authority. Its 
feature of public accessible without a centralized authority made it popular 
among its users, but it also created certain security and privacy concerns.

CONCLUSION

Cyber Physical Systems (CPSs) have become an essential part of daily life. It is 
a collaboration of computation, communication and control. CPSs is advanced 
technology to IOT. CPSs basically integrates huge number of sensors and private data. 
Adversaries can attack in two ways either passive attack or by using active attack. 
Here passive attack is privacy oriented attack and active attack is security oriented 
attack. Encryption and anonymization techniques are existing traditional techniques 
which is not suitable to provide information security for advanced system called 
CPSs. Since CPSs is an advanced system, implementation of encryption technique 
based privacy preservation technique cannot provide more accuracy. This technique 
is not suitable for small devices which have limited resources. In multiple sensors 
network, sharing and maintaining public, private keys for connections between 
every node is difficult task. This leads to data loss. So encryption technique provides 
computationally complex, more expensive, as well as it reduces system speed. Apart 
from all it is not suitable for public databases. Anonymization is another privacy 
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preservation technique which is used to provide data security. Since it is suitable 
for work with high dimensional data, lot of drawbacks are there. If size of attributes 
increased there may be a chance of re-identification of information also increases 
in this technique. While converting anonymized data to non-anonymized and vice 
versa there may be a chance of losing 100% original data.

One of the most optimal solutions to overcome these privacy hazards is preserving 
data by noise addition using differential privacy perturbation mechanisms. In this case 
users can control level of privacy. This data perturbation has the direct effect with 
data accuracy. Adding more noise provides more security but less accuracy, where as 
adding less noise provides low security but more accuracy. So, therefore user needs 
to concentrate both accuracy as well as security. This technique has the capability to 
preserve huge amount of data on both real-time and databases. The major objective 
of this technique is not to provide enough information about any individuals in query 
output. Exponential mechanism, Laplace mechanism and Gaussian mechanism are 
the three major data perturbation mechanisms which will provide more information 
security for CPSs. This chapter presented a detailed and up-to-date survey of CPSs 
applications security threats, attacks, solutions and recommendations. This chapter 
concluded the survey article by highlighting challenges, open issues, and future 
research directions in differential privacy techniques for CPSs.
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ABSTRACT

Brain tumors are prevalent and aggressive disease, with a relatively short life 
expectancy in their most severe form. Thus, treatment planning is an important 
element in improving patient quality of life. In general, image techniques such as 
computed tomography (CT), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), and ultrasound 
imaging are used to examine tumors in the brain, lung, liver, and breast. MRI 
scans are used in this study to diagnose brain tumors. As a result, a reliable and 
automated classification technique is required to prevent death. Automatic brain 
tumor detection using convolutional neural networks (CNN) classification is proposed 
in this chapter. Small kernels are used to conduct the deeper architectural design. 
In machine learning, brain tumor classification is done by using a binary classifier 
to detect brain tumors from MRI scan images. In this chapter, transfer learning is 
used to build the classifier, achieving a good accuracy and visualizing the model’s 
overall performance.
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INTRODUCTION

A brain tumor is one of the essential organs in the human body, consisting of billions 
of cells. The aberrant collection of cells is created by the uncontrolled division of 
cells, which is also known as a tumor. Brain tumors are classified into two types: 
low grade (grade 1 and grade 2) tumors and high grade (grade 3 and grade 4) tumors 
(Auzias, 2015). A benign brain tumor is one with a low grade. Similarly, a high 
grade tumor is sometimes referred to as a malignant tumor. A benign tumor is one 
that is not cancerous. As a result, it does not spread to other areas of the brain. The 
malignant tumor, on the other hand, is a cancerous tumor. As a result, it spreads 
quickly with indeterminate borders to other parts of the body. It results in instant 
death. The brain MRI picture is primarily used to detect tumors and to simulate tumor 
progression. Early detection of brain tumors can alter the disease’s course and save 
lives. Computers, on the other hand, can execute complicated tasks in a relatively short 
amount of time. Computers are utilized in a variety of fields, including health care, 
since they provide automated, quick, and precise results (Bauer,2015). As a result, 
computer-aided diagnostic (CAD) systems are now widely employed. The intricate 
relationships are analyzed using CAD systems. Early diagnosis and categorization of 
a brain tumor is critical for a patient’s successful and timely treatment. The capacity 
of the human visual cortex to distinguish between distinct shades of gray is known 
to be limited, as evidenced by magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). This gives rise 
to computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) or brain tumor classification (BTC) techniques, 
which can help radiologists, visualize and classify tumor forms. For the categorization 
of a brain tumor, traditional BTC techniques rely on low-level characteristics and 
the use of statistical learning methodologies. This group of segmentation methods 
focuses on estimating the tumor’s borders and localization, which includes certain 
pretreatment processes including contrast enhancement, picture sharpening, and 
edge detection/refinement. Image capture, preprocessing, ROI segmentation, feature 
extraction and selection, dimensionality reduction, classification, and performance 
evaluation are the steps in the fundamental workflow of classic BTC techniques 
(Fresilli,2020). Deep learning-based methods, in contrast to traditional approaches, 
rely primarily on training data and require far less preparation. The research on deep 
learning shows that, notably in the area of BTC the accuracy of a system is strongly 
reliant on the amount of data. Convolutional neural networks are used in most deep 
learning approaches in BTC (CNNs). Indeed, the growing use of CNNs for a variety 
of computer vision issues in many fields encourages their use in BTC, especially for 
smart health monitoring. These automated brain tumor identification, segmentation, 
and classification techniques benefit mankind by minimizing the need for surgery 
(biopsy). These approaches are always available to aid radiologists who are unsure 
about the type of a tumor or want to visually study it in greater detail. Scientists 
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working in image processing and computer vision are interested in developing precise 
and efficient techniques for automatically detecting, classifying, and segmenting 
tumors. This data is mostly utilized in tumor diagnosis and therapy procedures. An 
MRI picture contains more information about a particular medical imaging than a 
CT or ultrasound image (Feng,2019). An MRI picture offers precise information 
on brain anatomy as well as the detection of anomalies in brain tissue. Scholars 
have really presented unique automated ways for identifying and categorizing brain 
cancers utilizing brain MRI pictures since the time when it was able to scan and 
freight medical images to the computer (Hiran, K. K., et al., 2013). In contrast, 
during the last several years, Neural Networks (NN) and Support Vector Machines 
(SVM) have been the most utilized approaches for their good implementation. Deep 
Learning (DL) models (Mahrishi, M., et al.,2020), on the other hand, have recently 
established a stirring trend in machine learning, as the subterranean architecture 
can efficiently represent complex relationships without requiring a large number 
of nodes, as do superficial architectures such as K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) and 
Support Vector Machine (SVM). As a result, unlike health informatics, they soon 
expanded to become the cutting-edge (Hiran, K. K., et al.2021).

MRI IMAGE PREPROCESSING

Image capture, denoising, preprocessing, segmentation, feature extraction, and 
matching are all phases of the MRI Recognition system. The MRI picture in the 
detecting machine is considerably distorted by noise. Various disturbances, such 
as salt and pepper, Gaussian, and speckle noise, damage the MRI picture during 
acquisition. Denoising the damaged pictures can result in high-quality photographs. In 
most cases, the machine’s traditional procedures eliminate the noise from the signal. 
The presence of noise reduces the diagnostic efficacy significantly and necessitates 
a high level of subjectivity in MRI picture interpretation. Each approach for MRI 
denoising has its own set of benefits and drawbacks. Many approaches for removing 
sounds based on statistical properties and frequency spectrum distribution have been 
developed. At every level of the picture capture unit, noise is added. The noises are 
either Gaussian or non-Gaussian, which can occur for a variety of causes. The signal 
and the noise are statistically indistinguishable. One of the most essential jobs is to 
remove noise from an MRI picture. Denoising techniques reduce noise and retain 
the edges of an MRI to the greatest extent feasible. For eliminating noise from an 
MRI, there are a variety of filters available, each with its unique set of characteristics. 
Denoising techniques are divided into two categories: spatial filtering and transform 
domain filtering. Linear and non-linear filtering are two types of spatial domain 
filtering. Because of the rapidity with which linear methods remove noise, they are 
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commonly employed (Kumar,2020). However, the linear method has a drawback 
in that it does not efficiently maintain picture edges. Nonlinear techniques, on the 
other hand, can handle picture edges considerably better than linear techniques. We 
are also using non-linear filtering to remove such an impulsive noise.

The arithmetic and geometric filters, which effectively eliminate random noise in 
the MRI, may be used to remove Gaussian noise. Nonlinear filters such as max-min 
can be used to eliminate pepper noise, however the dark pixels in the MRI picture that 
hold important information will be deleted. When there are dark pixels in a picture, 
nonlinear filters should be avoided. After removing the noise, the tumor edges are 
sharpened using MRI image enhancement. Edge detection filters, such as spatial 
filters based on spatial differentiation, Sobel, Gaussian, Prewitt, and Laplacian filters, 
have been used in the literature to determine the exact position and size of tumors. 
Edges and discontinuities in the picture will be emphasized. However, because the 
Laplacian filter output is not an improved picture; the sharpened enhanced image 
must be removed from the original image. A single technique will not produce a 
superior outcome, according to the results of the method research. Hybrid approaches 
are yielding positive results.

Even though previous research has been extensive, picture denoising remains 
a problem for researchers since the noise reduction process introduces artifacts 
and causes image blurring. Wavelet transformations, discrete wavelet transforms, 
biorthogonal wavelet filters, Haar wavelet filters, Coiflet wavelet filters, orthogonal 
wavelet filters, Symlet wavelet filters, log gobar filters, and other topics are covered. 
delivers excellent MRI image denoising and is classified as discrete domain transform.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Auzias, G et al.(2015) Proposed between the tumor and non-tumor regions of the 
brain, Fuzzy C-Means (FCM) segmentation is used. A multilayer Discrete Wavelet 
Transform is also used to extract wavelet features (DWT). Finally, a Deep Neural 
Network (DNN) is used to classify brain tumors with great accuracy. This methodology 
is compared to the classification techniques KNN, Linear Discriminate Analysis 
(LDA), and Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO).

Bauer,S et al.(2015) For brain tumor segmentation and classification, the fuzzy 
based control theory is employed. The Fuzzy Interference System (FIS) is a unique 
technology that is primarily used to segment the brain. To build a membership function 
for a fuzzy controller, supervised classification is employed. The performance is 
excellent, but the precision is poor.

Feng C et al.(2019) The novel Cellular Automata (CA) methodology is used to 
show a seeded tumor segmentation method that is compared to a graph cut based 
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segmentation method. For effective brain tumor segmentation, the seed selection 
and Volume Of Interest (VOI) are computed. This research also includes tumor cut 
segmentation. The level of difficulty is low.

Fresilli et al.(2020) In this article the step-by-step tumor growth of patients, a 
unique bio-physio mechanical tumor growth simulation is given. It will be used with 
individual margins for gliomas and solid tumors to prevent the major tumor bulk 
impact. A tumor growth model is created by combining discrete and continuous 
techniques. Based on atlas-based registration, the suggested approach provides the 
likelihood of tacitly segmenting tumor-bearing brain pictures. This method is mostly 
used to segment brain tissue. However, the computation time is lengthy.

S Kumar et al.(2020) Proposed about the voxel of the brain which is classified 
using the local independent projection-based classification (LIPC) technique. This 
technique also extracts the route characteristic. As a result, LIPC does not require 
explicit regularization.

J Y Jim et al.(2020) The brain tumor is detected and segmented using novel 
multi-fractal (MultiFD) feature extraction and enhanced AdaBoost classification 
algorithms. Using the MultiFD feature extraction technique, the texture of brain 
tumor tissue is retrieved. To determine if a particular brain tissue is tumor or non-
neoplastic tissue, enhanced AdaBoost classification techniques are utilized. The 
level of complexity is great.

PROPOSED SYSTEM

This method’s main stages are data collection, pre-processing, and detection via 
neural network. In general, accurate semi-automatic and automatic detection methods 
are required. As a result of these factors, a fully automatic segmentation system 
based on CNN is used.

Data Collection

We acquired our data as MRI pictures because our method is primarily focused on 
the detection of brain tumors. The dataset obtained included 159 photos with tumors 
and 99 images without tumors.

Pre-processing

The primary goal is to boost image highlights, which are required for further 
processing. The input image is transformed to grayscale for the remainder of the 
preprocessing steps. The image is then thresholded, and the thresholded image is 
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subjected to more erosion and dilation. The contours and extreme points are extracted 
from this image.

Convolutional Neural Network

CNN is used to improve results. Previous layers are linked together by kernel weights. 
Back propagation calculation is used to improve the quality of an information image. 
Since feature maps of all kernel-shared units. It will aid in reducing overfitting. 
Kernels are used to collect all of the data in the neighborhood. Kernel is a significant 
source of context information. The activation function is applied to the neural 
network output.

The human brain is represented via neural network architecture and execution. 
Vector quantization, approximation, data clustering, pattern matching, optimization 
functions, and classification algorithms are all common uses for neural networks 
(Hiran, K. K., et al, 2021). The interconnections of a neural network split it into 
three categories. There are three types of neural networks: feedback, feed forward, 
and recurrent. The Feed Forward Neural Network is separated into two types: 
single layer and multilayer. The hidden layer is not visible in a single layer network 
(Kim,2020). However, it simply has an input and output layer. The multilayer, on 
the other hand, is made up of three layers: input, hidden, and output (Liu,2017). 
The recurrent network is a closed loop based feedback network. Image scalability 
is not possible in a traditional neural network. However, with a convolution neural 
network, the picture may be scaled (that is, it can go from a 3D input volume to 
a 3D output volume) (length, width, height). The input layer, convolution layer, 
Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) layer, pooling layer, and fully connected layer make 
up the Convolution Neural Network (CNN).

The provided input image is divided into tiny areas in the convolution layer. The 
ReLU layer performs element-by-element activation. The use of a pooling layer is 
optional. We have the option of using or skipping(Pereira,2016). The pooling layer, 
on the other hand, is mostly utilized for down sampling. The class score or label 
score value is generated in the last layer (i.e. fully connected layer) based on the 
likelihood between 0 and 1.

Figure 1 and Figure 2 shows a block schematic of a convolution neural network-
based brain tumor classification system (Pellakuri,2016). The training and testing 
phases of the CNN-based brain tumor categorization are separated. The number of 
pictures is split into several categories using labels such as tumor and non-tumor 
brain imaging and so on. To create a prediction model, preprocessing, feature 
extraction, and classification using the Loss function are conducted in the training 
phase. Label the training picture set first. Image resizing is used in preprocessing 
to modify the image’s size. Finally, a convolutional neural network is utilized to 
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classify brain tumors automatically. Image net provided the brain image dataset. 
One of the pre-trained models is the image net. If you wish to train from the first 
layer, you must train the full layer (all the way to the finish).

As a result, there is a significant amount of time spent. It will have an impact 
on the outcome. To overcome this issue, classification stages are performed using 
a pre-trained model based on a brain dataset. Only the final layer of the proposed 
CNN will be trained in Python. We don’t want to train all of the layers at the same 
time. As a result, the suggested automated brain tumor classification system has 
a short calculation time yet a high performance (Liu,2017).The gradient descent 
technique is used to determine the loss function. Using a scoring function, the 
raw image pixel is mapped to class scores. The loss function is used to assess the 
quality of a collection of parameters. It is determined by how closely the induced 
scores matched the training data’s ground truth labels. To increase accuracy, the 
loss function calculation is crucial. When the precision is low and the loss function 
is large. Similarly, when the loss function is low, the accuracy is high. To compute 
the gradient descent algorithm, the gradient value is determined for the loss function 
(Auzias,2015). To compute the gradient of the loss function, evaluate the gradient 
value several times.

Figure 1. Training Phase

Figure 2. Testing Phase
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CNN-based classification algorithm:

Step 1. In the first layer, apply a convolution filter.
Step 2. Smoothing the convolution filter (i.e. sub sampling) reduces the sensitivity 

of the filter.
Step 3. The activation layer regulates signal transmission from one layer to the next.
Step 4. Use a rectified linear unit to shorten the training duration (RELU)
Step 5. Every neuron in the previous layer is linked to every neuron in the following 

layer.
Step 6. A loss layer is added at the conclusion of the training process to provide 

feedback to the neural network.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Our Dataset contains tumor and non tumor MRI images and collected from 
different online resources. In this work, efficient automatic brain tumor detection 
is performed by using convolution neural network. Simulation is performed by 
using python language. The accuracy is calculated and compared with the all 
other state of arts methods. To determine the efficacy of the proposed brain tumor 
classification method, the training accuracy, validation accuracy, and validation 
loss are computed. Support Vector Machine (SVM)-based categorization is used 
in the current approach to detect brain tumors. It necessitates the output of feature 
extraction. The classification output is created and accuracy is determined based on 
feature value. In SVM-based tumor and non-tumor identification, the calculation 
time is long and the accuracy is low. The suggested CNN-based categorization does 
not need separate feature extraction processes. CNN is used to calculate the feature 
value. Figure 3 & 4 shows the loss and accuracy of brain tumor categorization. As 
a result, the complexity and calculation time are minimal, yet the accuracy is good..
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Figure 3. Training Loss

Figure 4. Accuracy
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Finally Figure 5, depending on the likelihood score value, the categorization 
results in Tumor brain or Non-tumor brain.

CONCLUSION

The primary objective of this study is to develop an efficient automated brain tumor 
classification system with high accuracy, speed, and simplicity. Using Fuzzy C 
Means (FCM) based segmentation, texture and shape feature extraction, and SVM 
and DNN based classification, traditional brain tumor classification is carried out. 
To minimize the calculation time, Convolution neural network based classification 
is incorporated. For categorization, an image net database is employed. It’s one of 
the models that have already been trained. As a result, just the last layer gets trained. 
CNN also extracts raw pixel values with depth, width, and height feature values. 
Finally, to obtain high precision, the Gradient descent based loss function is used. 
The validation accuracy, validation loss, and training accuracy are all computed. 
The accuracy of the training is 97.5 percent. In the same way, validation accuracy 
is high and validation loss is minimal.

Figure 5. Proposed System
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ABSTRACT

Technological advancement in the recent decades enhanced the calibre of human 
life. Contemporary research in machine learning (ML) exhibits a mock-up to make 
decisions on its own and is applied in various fields including medical diagnosis, 
email filtering, banking, computer vision, financial marketing, image processing, 
cyber security. The systems inter-connected across the world via internet are 
attacked by hackers, and it is prevented by cyber security. The optimum solution for 
cyber-attacks is attained by collaborating ML techniques with cyber security and 
envisioned issues are designed by cyber machine learning models. In this chapter, 
an algorithm is proposed to defend data by encoding the text to an unintelligent 
text and decoding it to original text by applying graph labelling in cryptography. 
Symmetric key is designed based on the edge label of an odd-even congruence graph 
to achieve secured communication in CPS. In addition, a program is suggested using 
Python programming to attain cipher text and its converse.
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INTRODUCTION

This chapter aims to design a protected structure for Cyber Physical System(CPS). 
CPS is necessary for the succeeding generations smart systems, constructed as a 
network of relation between substantial and virtual model. Its functioning hangs 
on the concrete process along with feedback loops. Revelation of new concepts 
revamped the Information Technology every day and one such mandatory system 
is CPS, introduced in 2006. In late 2006 US National Foundation recognized CPS 
as a cue field for research and funded for numerous workshop related to CPS. 
Initially CPS is used in the infrastructure of power grids, home automation system 
and later in almost all fields. Security challenges of CPS and its security control 
systems were analysed during 2006 to 2009 (Jairo Giraldo, Esha Sarkar, Alvaro A. 
Cardenas Michali Maniatakos and Murat Kantarcioglu, 2017). In the succeeding 
years, CPS transmogrified as a sophisticated domain with countless attributes such 
as complex systems (Vegh and Miclea, 2014) and acquire data from sensor device 
machine to carry over in network with or without machine and human interaction 
(Bhabad and Scholar, 2015). Several security challenges arise, including securing 
protocols and initialization of certainty among CPS subsystems (Lu et al., 2013). 
Subsequently safety liability of CPS was investigated and its safety measures were 
initiated for confidentiality (Jacub Wrm, Yier Jin, Yang Lice and Shiyan Hu, 2016).

Cryptography and Steganagraphy is merged to arrive a new solution for data 
security, moreover hierarchical approach is employed to the information for universal 
security (L. Vegh and L. Miclea, 2014). Cryptography is applied to frame secured 
physical unclonable function using Fuzzy extractors to overwhelm security obstacles, 
but still it retains the challenges in feedback protocols (Jin C, Herder L, Nguyen 
P.H, Fuller B, Devadas and Van Dijk M, 2017). To protect the information in sensor 
communication channel, an event-based cryptographic encryption function is 
established using non deterministic automation (Publio M. Lima, Lilian K. Carvalho, 
Marcos V. Moreira, 2020). To reduce the encryption time, a new encryption algorithm 
is proposed, to separate the sensitive information to be secured in CPS and encrypt 
it instead of encrypting all communications (Xiaogang Zhu, Gautam Srivastara and 
Reza M. Parizi, 2019). An advanced cryptographic method is employed to perform 
the operations directly on encrypted values without decrypting the text, but it occupies 
more memory space (Junsoo Kim, Chanhwa Lee, Hyungbo Shim, Jung Hee Cheon, 
Andrey Kim, Miran Kim and Yongsoo Song, 2016). In addition, to enhance security 
various graph labelling technique such as product mod labelling (Deepa B, Maheswari 
and Balaji V, 2019), Vertex magic total labelling (Rahul Chawla, Sagar Deshpande, 
Manas M. N, Saahil Chhabria and Krishnappa H. K, 2019), Inner magic and inner 
antimagic labelling (Auparajita Krishnaa, 2019), Super magic labelling (Giridaran 
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M, 2020), Antimagic labelling (Dharmendra Kumar Gurjar, Auparajita Krishnaa, 
2021) are utilized to propose the encryption algorithm.

In this chapter, the authors proposed new algorithm to encrypt and decrypt 
the messages by employing odd-even congruence graph labelling technique in 
cryptography to ensure confidentiality and security for data in the CPS. It is more 
secure to manipulate graphs in cryptography, since it is difficult to identify the graph 
and its labelling technique which is utilized for encryption. Furthermore a Python 
coding is developed to generate the cipher text in earlier.

CHALLENGES OF CPS AND CRYPTOGRAPHY

Cyber-physical System

Cyber-physical system is a unique network which communicates cyber and physical 
world. It comprises of sensors, controllers and actuators. Sensors will transfer the 
physical world data to the cyber world by estimating the existing physical quantities 
and furnish the estimated facts to controllers. Controllers allocate the commands to 
actuators depending on the statistics delivered by sensors and the actuators execute 
the commands. The actuator revamps the cyber solution back to physical solution 
and transfers it to the sensors. The technology behind the controller is supervisory 
control and data acquisition system comprises of human interfaces, networking 
device and workstations.

CPS altered the human life and the substantial world which includes smart 
grid, transportation, energy system, water supply system, sensor, robotics, traffic 
control, automobile systems and different fields of worldwide economy. CPS is a 
methodology employed to combine the sensor tools and the power system. In this 
procedure information security is essential, since CPS is large complex system, 
reliability and security is required. The main challenging characteristics of CPS 
are data confidentiality that is the capacity to securing records during dispatch and 
storage, to prevent the information from the unaccredited group.

CPS concentrates on the existing mechanism in all fields by accentuating on 
the lively feedback of the campaign management and interface. The network layer 
involves many diversified network, various techniques are applied to hold out against 
safety threat in contrasting ways, so the system has to be constructed to overcome the 
security threats with network layer compatibility and consistency. To improve the 
safety, the system is constructed in two ways such as point to point safety and end 
to end safety. The consistent technique incorporates mutual reliable communication 
between nodes in end to end reliable communication with concealed confidential 
key. Confidential key handling mechanism, cryptographic algorithm, hierarchical 
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architecture, port interception are the main components in the construction of 
secured CPS.

Challenges of CPS

The spiffy CPS comprises of compound structure attracts young researchers and 
industry for its accomplishment. Since its components are tethered with internet 
receives threat and it has no literal solution for these attacks, (Teixeira et al, 2012). 
At the same time, the attackers develop and feed the signals to CPS repeatedly 
to track the structure of the system to acquire the input and output data. So the 
security level of CPS is upgraded by encrypting the feedback loop to protect the 
communication (Junsoo Kim, Chanhwa Lee, Hyungbo Shim, Jung Hee Cheon, 
Andrey Kim, Miran Kim and Yongsoo Song, 2016). The encrypted data has to be 
decrypted to operate on the inputs, so the secret key is retained in the interior of 
the controller and it can be pinched by attacks. Hence the key must be strong and 
unbreakable to quash the attacks, so it is desired to design a key using edge labels 
of an odd-even congruence graph.

Cryptography

The fundamental principle of cryptography is to transform the information 
confidentially by compressing the data to an unintelligent sentence and it can 
be read only after decoding the compressed one. The cryptographic protection 
framework resists attacks and mischievous penetration depending on the robustness 
of the secret key, coherent mechanisms and protocols cognate with the keys. The 
Major component of cryptographic algorithm is secret key and often large keys 
are employed to attain improved algorithm. This algorithm alters the data and 
constructs it as a complicated unreadable text which can be recognized after applying 
the secret key. This algorithm is implemented to accomplish data confidentiality 
and message authentication services. The process of transforming the plain text to 
incomprehensible text is referred as encryption (Sarita Kumari, 2017). Encrypted 
incomprehensible text is stated as cipher text. The procedure of transforming the 
incomprehensible text to original text is referred as decryption. A key employed 
to both encryption and decryption process is identified as symmetric key (Ayushi, 
2010). Encryption furnishes confidentiality of data by modifying the ordinary text 
into cipher text and decryption revamps the cipher text to original text. Cryptography 
is one of the leading efficient technologies to sustain the recent developed society of 
internet communications. The cryptography algorithms are assessed as powerful tool 
based on the secret key, the key will be strong if it is arrived using graph labelling.
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Congruence Graph Labelling

Labelling of graphs has been introduced by A. Rosa in 1966. Assignment of natural 
numbers to vertices and/or integers is referred as graph labelling. Inspired by the 
ample application of graph labelling technique in real life problems, multifarious 
labelling strategy was adopted and investigated by many researchers. Congruence 
Graph Labelling is an allocation of natural numbers as labels for the edges and vertices 
of a graph based on modular arithmetic property. Odd-even congruence labelling 
is an allocation of odd integers to vertices and even integers to edges in addition to 
congruence graph labelling. Congruence Graph labelling performs significant role 
in numerous sectors and can be implemented in multitudinous discipline including 
coding theory, X-ray, Psychology, crystallography, circuit design, communication 
networks, astronomy, radar, data security, secret sharing and data base management. 
Besides these applications, the labelling technique acts as succour to realm other 
areas of mathematics. In the recent years all the documents are digitalized and shared 
via net primarily based on virtual network and at high risk. In order to increase the 
security, Odd-even congruence labelling technique is applied to generate a powerful 
and secured key from the edge label value to encrypt and decrypt the content.

Odd-Even Congruence Labelling

Suppose G = (V,E) be a graph with |V| = p and |E| = q is stated as an odd-even 
congruence graph, if there exist a vertex labelling function f: V →{1,3,....2k+1} for 
every vi in V and induces edge labelling g: E→{2,4,6,....2k} such that f(vi) ≡ f(vj) 
mod g(ei) for every ei = vivj, where k = min{2|V|,2|E|}.

A graph which admits odd even congruence labelling is stated as odd even 
congruence graph.

3. APPLICATION OF ODD-EVEN CONGRUENCE 
GRAPH IN SECURED CYBER PHYSICAL SYSTEM

Two major threats in CPS are data security and control security, it is essential to 
guard data during collection, storage, process and transmission. The most crucial one 
is data security which is gained by encryption. This chapter is devoted to establish 
data security by fusing cryptography and graph labelling.
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Methodology

An encryption and decryption algorithm is proposed focusing on the security of sensor 
communication channel of CPS. The information received from the sensor nodes are 
communicated through wire or wireless network using radio signals, which controls 
the decisional strategy of CPS. So, these communications must be confidential. 
To achieve this, original message in sensor must be encrypted to cipher text using 
encryption algorithm before transmitting to the controller. The controller receives 
the cipher text and decrypts it to the original text using decryption algorithm and 
perform its necessary operations, then converts its decision as cipher text and send 
it to actuator. To perform this encryption and decryption algorithm is established in 
sensors, controllers and actuators to prepare the cipher text before communicating 
to other channels and to convert the cipher text as original message.

To strengthen the security, secret key is evolved from the edge labels of an odd-
even congruence graph to recast the plain text to cypher text and vice versa. In the 
proposed communication all the data are transmitted as cipher text which cannot 
be read by the attackers. Even though they trace the security procedure, it will be 
difficult to recognize the graph implemented and its labelling methods. The flow 
process is exhibited in figure – 1.

Figure 1. Flow Process
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The following algorithm is exploited for encryption and decryption.

Encryption Algorithm

Step 1: Consider any graph G.
Step 2: Label the vertices and edges of G using the definition stated in 2.5
Step 3: The edge weights of G is assigned to alphabets and they are interchanged, 

for example the first edge in G has 12 as its edge weight then it will be assigned 
to A, then A is replaced by the 12th alphabet L. Since each edge are labeled 
distinctly, all the alphabets will be interchanged distinctly.

Step 4: Special characters also encrypted by extending the edges in G.

Decryption Algorithm

Step 1: The graph used in encryption is identified.
Step 2: Using the edge labelling function, edge weights are reckoned and employed 

to swap the alphabets.
Step 3: Cipher text is interpreted to acquire the earliest text.

Illustration

Consider a graph G, let it be a Comb graph with 28 vertices and 27 edges and it is 
labeled using odd-even congruence labelling technique. Its edge weights are utilized 
to allocate dissimilar order for the alphabets to generate cypher text.

Encryption

Step 1: Consider a comb graph G(V, E) = PnʘK1, n = 14.
Step 2: Assess the edge weight of G using odd-even congruence labelling function

g(ei) = 4(n-i), i = 1 to n-1 

g(sj) = 4(n-i) + 2, j = 1 to n 

where ei (i = 1, 2, …..,13) are the edges of Pn and si (j = 1, 2, …..,14) are edges 
adjacent to Pn and K1, it is given in figure - 2.
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Step 3: As the edge weights are even numbers it is divided by 2 to arrive the 
consecutive integers, here edge weights of e1 is 52, so (52/2) = 26 is assigned 
to ‘a’ then ‘a’ is replaced by ‘z’ and it is continued up to e13, then it is proceeded 
by s1 and continued up to the last edge. Here the special character dot ‘.’ is 
considered and last edge weight is assigned for it.

Step 4: Since each edges are assigned with distinct weights, the alphabets including 
the special character are rearranged distinctly and it is given in the table - 1.

The odd-even congruence comb graph is depicted in the figure -2.

Figure 2. Odd-even congruence comb graph
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Text can be coded manually but it is vague to code enormous content, to reduce 
time the following Python coding is proposed to encrypt the given text.

print(“Enter the text: “) 

text = input() 

text = text.replace(“a”, “z”) 

text = text.replace(“b”, “x”) 

text = text.replace(“c”, “v”) 

text = text.replace(“d”, “t”) 

text = text.replace(“e”, “r”) 

text = text.replace(“f”, “p”) 

text = text.replace(“g”, “n”) 

text = text.replace(“h”, “l”) 

text = text.replace(“i”, “j”) 

text = text.replace(“j”, “h”) 

text = text.replace(“k”, “f”) 

text = text.replace(“l”, “d”) 

text = text.replace(“m”, “b”) 

text = text.replace(“n”, “.”) 

text = text.replace(“o”, “y”) 

text = text.replace(“p”, “w”) 

text = text.replace(“q”, “u”) 

text = text.replace(“r”, “s”) 

text = text.replace(“s”, “q”) 

text = text.replace(“t”, “o”) 

text = text.replace(“u”, “m”) 

text = text.replace(“v”, “k”) 

Table 1. Encoded alphabets based on edge weights

Original Alphabet a b c d e f g h i

Assigned edge weight 26 24 22 20 18 16 14 12 10

Encoded alphabet z x v t r p n l j

Original Alphabet j k l m n o p q r

Assigned edge weight 8 6 4 2 27 25 23 21 19

Encoded alphabet h f d b . y w u s

Original Alphabet s t u v w x y z .

Assigned edge weight 17 15 13 11 9 7 5 3 1

Encoded alphabet q o m k i g e c a
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text = text.replace(“w”, “i”) 

text = text.replace(“x”, “g”) 

text = text.replace(“y”, “e”) 

text = text.replace(“z”, “c”) 

text = text.replace(“.”, “a”) 

print(“\n Cipher text: “) 

print(text)

Output:
Enter the text:
odd even congruence graph and its applications
Cipher text:
ytt rkr. vy.nsmr.vr nszwl z.t joq zwwdjvzojy.q

Decryption

Step 1: Since the symmetric key method is used, the edge weights of G are computed 
using odd-even congruence labelling.

Step 2: Cipher text is interpreted to acquire the earliest text.

The following PYTHON coding is employed to decrypt the cipher text and gain the 
original text automatically.

print(“Enter the Cipher text: “) 

cipher = input() 

cipher = cipher.replace(“z”, “a”) 

cipher = cipher.replace(“x”, “b”) 

cipher = cipher.replace(“v”, “c”) 

cipher = cipher.replace(“t”, “d”) 

cipher = cipher.replace(“r”, “e”) 

cipher = cipher.replace(“p”, “f”) 

cipher = cipher.replace(“n”, “g”) 

cipher = cipher.replace(“l”, “h”) 

cipher = cipher.replace(“j”, “i”) 

cipher = cipher.replace(“h”, “j”) 

cipher = cipher.replace(“f”, “k”) 

cipher = cipher.replace(“d”, “l”) 

cipher = cipher.replace(“b”, “m”) 

cipher = cipher.replace(“.”, “n”) 

cipher = cipher.replace(“y”, “o”) 
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cipher = cipher.replace(“w”, “p”) 

cipher = cipher.replace(“u”, “q”) 

cipher = cipher.replace(“s”, “r”) 

cipher = cipher.replace(“q”, “s”) 

cipher = cipher.replace(“o”, “t”) 

cipher = cipher.replace(“m”, “u”) 

cipher = cipher.replace(“k”, “v”) 

cipher = cipher.replace(“i”, “w”) 

cipher = cipher.replace(“g”, “x”) 

cipher = cipher.replace(“e”, “y”) 

cipher = cipher.replace(“c”, “z”) 

cipher = cipher.replace(“a”, “.”) 

print(“\n Original text: “) 

print(cipher)

Output:
Enter the Cipher text:
ytt rkr. vy.nsmr.vr nszwl z.t joq zwwdjvzojy.q
Original text:
odd even congruence graph and its applications

Discussion

CPS are manipulated to solve more challenging problems in day to day life, this 
proclaims that it is mandatory to strengthen the operating procedure effectively 
for the current and future scenario. These algorithms are under threat since all the 
features of CPS are connected through internet and there is no permanent solution 
for cyber-attacks. To achieve safety for the sensitive information in CPS, the data 
can be encrypted using cryptography for secured communications.

Cryptography is a technique focussed to attain secure communication between 
two parties. Cryptographic protection confide on the solidity of the secret key. The 
communications are compressed to an unintelligent text by coding and it will be 
realized after decoding. Since the information’s are traced by hackers, preserving 
data is salient.

In the proposed communication all the data are transmitted as cipher text before 
communicating to other section of CPS. In the above example a Comb graph is 
considered for encryption, likewise any other graph such as bipartite graph, cycle 
graph and so on can also be utilized. As one special character is considered for 
encryption, the graph with 27 edges is employed for encryption. Suppose, if more 
than one special character is needed to encrypt, and then increase the value of n to 
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achieve the same. Usually alphabets are encrypted, in order to increase the security 
and strengthen the key authors added the special characters which is unexpected by 
the attackers and it is difficult to identify the special characters used in encryption. 
For instance if the dot is replaced for g, even though they hacked the communication 
and have a study, they will not guess that dot is given instead of an alphabet. So 
they will try to read the cipher text by rearranging the alphabets and consider dot 
as end of the sentence, which gives some message other than the original message. 
The Comb graph with n = 14, receives 52 as edge weight for first edge but it differs 
for different values of n.

The architecture of CPS includes multiple edge nodes, actuators and so on, the 
information extracted from data drives the decision policies of CPS. So the secured 
communication is essential in CPS and it is arrived by generating the secret key 
from the edge weights of an odd-even congruence graph, it retains reliability and 
security in CPS communication. This unique concept will develop a new algorithm 
to guard the communication network.

FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

In this chapter an odd-even congruence comb graph is applied to establish the secret 
key, depending on the situation and to enhance security authors can utilize any 
odd-even congruence graph to constitute the key, for data authentication, In Comb 
graph first edge weight is 52 but some other graph will have some different value. 
Thus secret key will differs for different graph, hence the proposed algorithm can 
be applied in the construction of numerous types of CPS with secured data. Some 
additional special characters can also be added for encrypting, the number of edges 
of the graph can be increased or decreased based on the necessity.

CONCLUSION

It is more crucial to secure the data during the scientific advancement. Cryptosystem 
is more secured when graphs are utilized to frame the secret key as it is strenuous to 
recognize the graph assigned for encryption and its edge weights. In the proposed 
algorithm, the edge weights of an odd-even congruence graph are implemented 
to construct the secret key for encrypting and decrypting the text. This procedure 
guard the interaction between the sensor to controller & controller to actuator and 
it can also be applied for all the communication in CPS. In addition the execution 
process is explained in detail using Comb graph and furthermore Python coding 
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is developed to convert the original text to cipher text and vice versa to reduce the 
execution time.

This research received no specific grant from any funding agency in the public, 
commercial, or not-for-profit sectors.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Cipher Text: It is an unreadable output of an encoding algorithm.
Congruence Labelling: Suppose G = (V,E) be a graph with |V| = p and |E| = 

q is referred as a congruence graph, if there exist a vertex labelling function f: V 
→{1,2,....k} for every vi in V and induces edge labelling g: E→{1,2,3,....k} such 
that f(vi) ≡ f(vj) mod g(ei) for every ei = vivj, where k = min{2|V|,2|E|}.

Cryptography: Cryptography is a method of protecting information and 
communications in computer systems through the use of codes.

Encoding: The process of converting data from one form to another form is 
referred as encoding.

Graph: The graph comprises of vertices and edges to represent the mathematical 
structures to model pairwise relations between objects.

Graph Labelling: Graph labelling is the assignment of integers to vertices and 
edges.
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ABSTRACT

The growth of the internet and network-based services bring to us a lot of new 
opportunities but also pose many new security threats. The intrusion detection 
system (IDS) has been studied and developed over the years to cope with external 
attacks from the internet. The task of an IDS is to classify and stop the malicious 
traffic from outside to enter the computer system. In recent years, machine learning-
based IDS has attracted a lot of attention from the industry and academia. The IDS 
based on state-of-the-art machine learning algorithms usually achieves a very high 
predictive performance than traditional approaches. On the other hand, several open 
datasets have been introduced for the researchers to evaluate and compare their 
algorithms. This chapter reviews the classification techniques used in IDS, mostly 
the machine learning algorithms and the published datasets. The authors discuss 
the achievements and some open problems and suggest a few research directions 
in the future.
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INTRODUCTION

Network security plays a crucial role in our modern world. It helps to secure our 
communication and information, reduce financial loss and prevent network disruption 
due to attacks. Particularly, due to the growth of the Internet and its importance, 
almost every computer in the world is connected hence they are vulnerable to attacks. 
We can claim that for any computer, attacks will happen sooner or later. Intrusion 
detection systems (IDSs) are designed to help computer systems deal with external 
attacks by classifying and stopping any incoming malicious traffic (Tsai et al., 
2009). It is worthy to note that the IDS does not deal with internal attacks, i.e. the 
attacks that started from a computer within the local network. The role of the IDS 
is visualized in Figure 1.

(Tsai et al., 2009) divided the IDSs into two main categories: one relies on 
anomaly detection and one relies on signature detection. However, regarding the 
recent development in the research on IDS, we propose to divide the IDSs into 
three main categories: signature-based approach, anomaly detection approach, and 
classification approach.

The signature-based IDS relies on the signatures, or rules, defined by the security 
experts. For instance, the experts might define that any packet with the source IP 
address that is the same as the destination IP address is malicious. The signature-
based IDS is very popular in the early days of the Internet. It is still being used 
widely in the industry today (Dang, 2020a).

The anomaly detection-based IDS relies on the assumption that the benign data 
themselves form a common group of traffic, while the malicious traffic is an outlier 
and does not share their properties. The anomaly detection is visualized in Figure 2. 
We can see that the majority part of the data is assumed to be normal data (or benign 
data), and the anomalies are defined as something different from the normal data.

Figure 1. The IDS in a computer system
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The classification-based IDS rely on one or multiple machine learning classification 
algorithms (Umadevi and Marseline, 2017). To perform the classification, the 
algorithms require a labeled dataset (Ring et al., 2019). The required dataset is 
usually huge and needs to be updated frequently. The difference between anomaly 
detection and classification is that in the classification setting we know exactly what 
are attacks, while in the anomaly detection setting we just have a vague definition that 
the attacks are different from the benign traffic. Hence, the classification algorithms 
are supervised learning techniques, while the anomaly detection algorithms are 
unsupervised. The classification algorithms are the dominant algorithms used in 
the literature recently (Alqahtani et al., 2021).

In recent years, machine learning techniques have achieved a lot of success in 
empowering IDS (Ahmad et al., 2021). In the rest of the chapter, we will discuss 
the machine learning algorithms that are studied in the literature and the published 
datasets for training and testing the models. We then discuss the results and the 
limitations of the presented approaches. We draw some further research direction 
and conclude our paper.

Figure 2. Anomaly detection
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DATASETS

In this section, we review some of the most popular published intrusion datasets. These 
datasets can be used by researchers to train and test intrusion detection algorithms.

DARPA

The dataset DARPA 98/99 (McHugh, 2000) is one of the first intrusion datasets 
that has been introduced (Ring et al., 2019). The dataset carries two parts: one is for 
offline evaluation and one is for online evaluation. The dataset is created using an 
emulated network system. Version 1998 contains seven weeks of data while version 
1999 contains the five weeks of data. The data is criticized as containing too much 
redundancy (McHugh, 2000).

KDD’99

The KDD’99 dataset (Stolfo et al., 2000) is probably the most popular intrusion 
dataset used in the literature to date. The KDD’99 and its extended version NSL-
KDD have been used extensively in the research. The data includes four types of 
attacks (Table 1).

While the KDD’99 is somehow an out-of-date dataset today (Dang, 2019), the 
importance of the dataset for cybersecurity research is undeniable. Furthermore, the 

Table 1. Attack types in NSL-KDD dataset
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features designed by the KDD’99 dataset are the fundamentals for many intrusion 
datasets later on, including the recent CICIDS and InSDN datasets.

Table 2. The basic features of the KDD dataset

Feature Name Description Type

duration length (number of seconds) of the 
connection continuous

protocol_type type of the protocol, e.g. tcp, udp, etc. discrete

service network service on the destination, 
e.g., http, telnet, etc. discrete

src_bytes number of data bytes from source to 
destination continuous

dst_bytes number of data bytes from destination 
to source continuous

flag normal or error status of the connection discrete

land 1 if connection is from/to the same 
host/port; 0 otherwise discrete

wrong_fragment number of ``wrong’’ fragments continuous

urgent number of urgent packets continuous

Table 3. Content features of the KDD dataset

Feature Name Description Type

hot number of ``hot’’ indicators continuous

num_failed_logins number of failed login attempts continuous

logged_in 1 if successfully logged in; 0 otherwise discrete

num_compromised number of ``compromised’’ conditions continuous

root_shell 1 if root shell is obtained; 0 otherwise discrete

su_attempted 1 if ``su root’’ command attempted; 0 
otherwise discrete

num_root number of ``root’’ accesses continuous

num_file_creations number of file creation operations continuous

num_shells number of shell prompts continuous

num_access_files number of operations on access control 
files continuous

num_outbound_cmds number of outbound commands in an 
ftp session continuous

is_hot_login 1 if the login belongs to the ``hot’’ list; 
0 otherwise discrete

is_guest_login 1 if the login is a ``guest’’login; 0 
otherwise discrete
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CICIDS

CICIDS is a series of intrusion datasets released by the Canadian Institute of 
Cybersecurity. As of this writing, there are three versions of the CICIDS that have 
been introduced which are known as version 2012, 2017, and 2018.

The first version CICIDS 2012 (Shiravi et al., 2012) is collected as the network 
activity in seven days in 2010 with a total size of 84.4 GB. The dataset consists of 
several attack types such as HTTP DoS and DDoS using an IRC Botnet, as well as 
the normal activity.

The second version CICIDS 2017 (Sharafaldin et al., 2018) is introduced to fix 
some limitations of version 2012. The CICIDS 2017 is collected in five days with 
a total size of 48GB.

The CICIDS 2018 is the latest intrusion attack dataset as of this writing. The 
dataset can be considered as an improvement the version 2017.

Table 4. Traffic features of the KDD dataset

Feature Name Description Type

count number of connections to the same host as the current connection in 
the past two seconds continuous

Note: The following features refer to these same-host connections.

serror_rate % of connections that have ``SYN’’ errors continuous

rerror_rate % of connections that have ``REJ’’ errors continuous

same_srv_rate % of connections to the same service continuous

diff_srv_rate % of connections to different services continuous

srv_count number of connections to the same service as the current connection 
in the past two seconds continuous

Note: The following features refer to these same-service connections.

srv_serror_rate % of connections that have ``SYN’’ errors continuous

srv_rerror_rate % of connections that have ``REJ’’ errors continuous

srv_diff_host_rate % of connections to different hosts continuous
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CIDDS

The CIDDS dataset is introduced to present an anomaly-based detection evaluation 
dataset (Ring et al., 2017). The dataset is created in a simulated environment of a 
small business.

DoHBRw’2020

The DoHBRw dataset (MontazeriShatoori et al., 2020) is the first attack dataset 
to the DNS system. The dataset focuses on DNS over HTTPS (DoH), introduced 
by IETF in RFC8484 which aims to enhance the privacy and protection of DNS.

Figure 3. The network topology to establish the CICIDS 2018 dataset.
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InSDN’2021

The InSDN dataset (Elsayed et al., 2020) is a recent dataset focusing on the attacks 
on Software-Defined Networking environments.

METRICS

In this section, we discuss the popular metrics used to evaluate intrusion detection 
algorithms.
The first set of popular metrics is based on the confusion matrix as shown below.

Figure 4. The network topology to establish the DoHBRw 2020 dataset.
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The accuracy is calculated as the number of correct predictions divided by the 
total number of predictions.

accuracy
TP TN

TP FP FN TN
=

+
+ + +

 

The precision metric is calculated as the number of true positive predictions 
divided by the total number of positive predictions.

precision
TP

TP FP
=

+
 

The recall metric is calculated as the number of true positive predictions divided 
by the total number of actual positives. The recall is also known as the true positive 
rate (TPR).

recall
TP

TP FN
=

+
 

The false-positive rate (FPR) is calculated as:

FPR
FP

FP TN
=

+
 

If the accuracy is high, it means that we can correctly predict what traffic is 
malicious and what is benign. If the precision is high, it means that if we predict 
traffic is malicious, it is likely that the prediction is correct. If the recall is high, 
it means that we are unlikely to miss malicious traffic. However, we often need 
to trade-off between the precision and recall metric: when we try to improve one 
metric, another metric will be decreased.

Table 5. Confusion matrix

Prediction

Positive Negative

True Labels
Positive TP FN

Negative FP TN
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Furthermore, to calculate the accuracy, precision, and recall, we need to define 
the decision threshold. It will limit the flexibility of our model to adapt to the 
different scenarios. Furthermore, the accuracy is claimed to be biased in the case 
of an imbalanced dataset: if there is 95% of the traffic is benign, a naïve predictor 
just needs to predict everything as benign and will achieve an accuracy of 95%.

To overcome the limitation of the hard decision threshold metric, the ROC AUC 
score is introduced (Fawcett, 2006).

The ROC AUC score is visualized in Figure 4. We draw a line of FPR (False 
Positive Rate) and TPR (False Negative Rate). When we change the decision threshold, 
both FPR and TPR will change and they will a curve as we see in Figure 4. The area 
under the curve (AUC) is considered as the ROC AUC score. For instance, in Figure 
4 we can see two ROC of two algorithms A and B, and algorithm A is considered 
better than algorithm B. From the chart, we can know that, if we accept the FPR 
of 20% with algorithm A, we can achieve the TPR of around 90%. However, if we 
accept the FPR of 10% only, the TPR is only about 70%. Hence, the ROC AUC 
score and ROC line will tell us not only the overall performance but also the detailed 
performance at each decision threshold.

Figure 5. The ROC AUC
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MACHINE LEARNING ALGORITHMS FOR IDS

k-NN

The algorithm k-nearest neighbors (k-NN) is probably one of the most simple 
classification algorithms. The idea of k-NN is to classify one data point into a class 
based on its k nearest neighbors. When a new data point is introduced, we find the 
most k nearest neighbors of this data point from a labeled dataset, then based on the 
majority of the neighbors we will decide the class of the new data point.

The k-NN algorithm is studied in several early research works (Liao and Vemuri, 
2002) with some additions. The pseudo-code proposed by (Liao and Vemuri, 2002) 
is presented in Figure 5.

Figure 6. The visualization of k-NN algorithm. The value of k can be optimized by 
the hyper-parameter tuning technique.
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An issue of the k-NN is the slow processing speed because, for every new data 
point that needed to be classified, we need to calculate the distance from this data 
point to every data point in the training set. Hence, the processing time will be 
correlated with the training data size. (Rao and Swathi, 2017) proposed to use two 
improved versions of k-NN which are Indexed Partial Distance Search k-Nearest 
Neighbor (IKPDS), Partial Distance Search k-Nearest Neighbor (KPDS) to speed 
up the algorithm.

Clustering Algorithms

Clustering algorithms are unsupervised machine learning algorithms that try to 
group similar items into one group. The clustering algorithms can be divided into 
two categories: hard-clustering like k-means or fuzzy (Wang et al., 2010) clustering 
like FCC (Wang and Megalooikonomou, 2005).

Figure 7. The pseudo-code of kNN for the intrusion detection
(Liao and Vemuri, 2002)
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The hard and soft clustering algorithms are visualized in Figure 6. In the hard 
clustering algorithm, one data point belongs to a single cluster. On the other hand, 
the soft clustering algorithms allow a data point that belongs to multiple clusters 
with a weight or belongness.

The pseudo-code of the k-means algorithm is displayed in Figure 7. We would like 
to cluster the data into k-clusters. To do that, we first initialize randomly k centroids, 
then iteratively assign each data points to the closet centroids, then we recompute 
the centroids as the center points of all the points of a cluster. The algorithm stops 
when it reaches convergence.

Figure 8. Hard and soft clustering

Figure 9. The pseudo-code of k-means
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Logistic Regression

Logistic Regression is a linear classification algorithm, hence it is suitable for the 
intrusion detection problem (Subba et al., 2015). Logistic regression is a predictive 
function in the form as:

f(x) = 𝜃(wTX) 

Where in the X are the input feature matrix and w is the weight vector. The activation 
function 𝜃canbechosenfromseveralactivation families.Themostpopularactivation
function is the sigmoid function, defined as:

s( )s
e s

=
+ −

1

1  

The logistic regression uses the log-likelihood loss function, defined as:

J w P y X w y z y z
i i i i

N

( ) log ( | ; ) ( log ( ) log( ))= − = − + − −∑ 1 1
1
 

The logistic regression model can be trained using a stochastic gradient descent 
algorithm. Today, the logistic regression algorithm is supported by most of the 
popular data analysis languages. However, the logistic regression algorithm cannot 
cope with the missing values, hence it is not very useful in practice.

SVM

Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a well-known classification algorithm for intrusion 
detection (Chen et al.,2005). The idea of the SVM is visualized in Figure 8. In 
general, the SVM tries to find a hyperplane that separates two classes of data in the 
way that the margin is maximized. The SVM differs from the logistic regression 
in that the SVM does care only about the data points that are at the border of the 
classes, while the logistic regression does care about all the data points in a class.
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We display the pseudo-code of SVM in Figure 9.

Figure 11. The pseudo-code of SVM
(Chen et al., 2005)

Figure 10. Binary classification with SVM
(Chen et al., 2005)
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In their work, (Chen et al., 2005) achieved an attack detection rate of 99.6% with 
the false positive rate of 2.87% as the best result using the SVM algorithm.

Naïve Bayes

The Naïve Bayes algorithm is a classification algorithm based on the Bayes rule 
in probability.

The Bayes rule stated that:
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By using the Naïve Bayes classification, we assume the independence of the 
features. Then we have:
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The advantage of the Naïve Bayes algorithm is that its computation is very fast 
and suitable for a low-power device. The Naïve Bayes algorithm has been studied 
for the problem of intrusion detection in the work of (Panda and Patra, 2007). Today, 
the Naïve Bayes algorithm is considered a weak classification algorithm against 
the modern dataset and usually is used as a benchmark algorithm (Dang, 2020).

Decision Tree

The decision tree algorithm is one of the most important algorithms in machine 
learning. The goal of the decision tree algorithm is to build a list of if-else rules 
automatically, then classify a new data point into a group by applying the rules 
consequentially. By its nature, the decision tree is suitable for the intrusion detection 
problem (Amor et al., 2005).
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Another advantage of the decision tree is that it is very easy to understand. For 
instance, Figure 9 shows us an example of a decision tree that is designed for the 
intrusion detection problem. A typical user can immediately understand the workflow 
of the tree without any further knowledge.

Similar to the Naïve Bayes algorithm, today the decision tree is considered a 
weak classifier (Dang, 2019). However, the decision tree is the fundamental block 
to build more complicated algorithms that are bagging and boosting trees that we 
will discuss next. These algorithms usually are chosen as the best algorithms in 
machine learning competitions organized by Kaggle.

Random Forest

Even the decision tree is considered a weak algorithm, ensembling them can make 
a different story. There are two approaches to ensemble the decision trees: bagging 
and boosting.

Random forest (Breiman, 2001) is a bagging algorithm. The idea of the random 
forest is to create multiple decision trees, each differs from the others on the feature 
and the training data a little. Then the prediction can be treated as a vote between 
these trees.

Figure 12. An example of a decision tree implemented in an intrusion detection system
(Botes et al., 2017)
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The random forest is visualized in Figure 11. The random forest is used extensively 
in the literature for the problem of intrusion detection (Resende and Drummond, 
2018). However, according to (Dang, 2019), the random forest is outperformed by 
boosting machines algorithms like xgboost.

Boosting Machines

Boosting is another approach to improve the performance of the decision tree. While 
in the bagging approach, multiple trees are built simultaneously and independently, 
the boosting models build multiple decision trees in sequence. The core idea is to 
let the following tree recover the prediction error made by the previous one.

Figure 13. The random forest algorithm

Figure 14. The boosting trees
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In recent years, several boosting models have been introduced and achieved a 
lot of success. To name a few of them, we have xgboost (Chen and Guestrin, 2016), 
lightgbm (Ke et al., 2017), and catboost (Dorogoush et al., 2018). The xgboost model 
achieved a near-perfect predictive performance in the modern intrusion dataset 
(Dang, 2019). In recent works (Dang, 2021), the researchers show that catboost 
might achieve an approximate result as xgboost but with much shorter training and 
inference time. In some experiments, the catboost algorithm might run faster than 
xgboost about ten times while the difference in the predictive performance is less 
than 0.0001%.

Isolation Forest

Isolation Forest (Liu et al., 2008) is an unsupervised machine learning based on the 
idea of the random forest.

The idea of the isolation forest is that we will use the random forest to classify 
each data point from all other data points. The deeper the tree we need to classify a 
single data point, the more normal it is. Hence, by applying the isolation forest on 
all the data points we can measure the abnormality of each data point and remove 
them from the data. The isolation forest can be used to clean data or to detect the 
intrusion directly (Dang, 2018).

Figure 15. The Isolation Forest
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One of the main disadvantages of the Isolation Forest algorithm is its slow 
processing speed. Furthermore, the algorithm does not support null values which 
is very popular in practice.

Deep Learning

Deep learning (Goodfellow et al., 2016) is an active research field today with a lot 
of achievements in recent years. It is no surprise that deep learning techniques are 
applied for intrusion detection systems. (Vinayakumar et al., 2017) studied multiple 
convolutional neural networks and their variants to detect the intrusion using the 
KDD-99 dataset. However, as most of the intrusion datasets are presented in the 
tabular data, the deep learning techniques do not show any improvement compared 
to the ensembled learning (Dang, 2021).

Reinforcement Learning

Reinforcement learning (Dang and Vo, 2021) is a branch of machine learning that 
can be considered a middle point between supervised and unsupervised machine 
learning.

Instead of requiring a labeled dataset like supervised machine learning algorithms, 
the reinforcement learning algorithms interact with the environment and observe 
the response to adapt its policy.

However, as pointed out by many other research studies, reinforcement learning 
requires the algorithm to learn by trial and error, hence at the beginning of the 
learning phase, the model must let some malicious packages enter the system. It 
might not be possible in a real-world cyber system.

Figure 16. Reinforcement Learning
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Active Learning

Active learning (Dang, 2020) is a method to actively select the next instance to 
the training set. By using active learning, we can start the training process with a 
small subset of the training data then select the next instance from the pool that 
likely improves the performance of the model. The core idea is that we select some 
unlabeled data points that we expect if they are labeled and added to the training 
set, the predictive performance will increase significantly. Some common metrics 
to determine the data points are entropy or the predictive scores. Then we can ask 
some experts to manually label these data points. By doing so, we reduce the required 
effort of the manual labeling task which is expensive.

(Dang, 2020) showed that by using active learning, the computational power is 
reduced but the predictive performance is maintained.

OPEN PROBLEMS AND FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

In recent years, machine learning-based intrusion detection systems have achieved a 
lot of success. However, there are open problems in the field that we will discuss here.

•	 How to generate a large realistic labeled dataset? As we discussed in the 
previous section, many attack datasets have been introduced in recent years. 
However, most of them are created using a simulated environment. We can 
use these datasets for educational purposes, but indeed there is a need for the 
dataset from real-world attacks. However, how to generate the real attacks is 
not a trivial question. Probably we need cooperation from some retired black-
hat hackers.

•	 How to deal with zero attacks? Dealing with zero attacks is still a crucial 
challenge for researchers. Even high-performance classifiers like xgboost 
will fail if it needs to deal with unknown attacks. Reinforcement learning 
algorithms have a lot of potentials but the state-of-the-art performance does 
not catch up with other supervised learning techniques. A hybrid method 
might be a solution: while a supervised learning model deals with known 
attacks, we train a reinforcement learning algorithm simultaneously to catch 
the attacks that the first model missed.

•	 How to train the model using low-power devices? The state-of-the-art models 
used in the intrusion detection problems are all complicated models, hence 
requiring a lot of computational power. It is not suitable to put them in low-
powered devices such as home routers or IoT devices, particularly if we need 
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to update the models lively. Distributed learning might be a solution: we 
distribute the training process to multiple devices in the network.

•	 How to forget the outdated training point? In many cases, if we detect some 
training data points are outdated or not useful anymore, we need to remove 
these data points from the training dataset. The naïve approach is to retrain 
everything from scratch. However, it is not a practical approach (Dang, 2021).

CONCLUSION

In this chapter, we review the intrusion detection problem. The intrusion detection 
problem is a core problem of many cybersecurity systems today. In this paper, 
we describe and formulate the problem as the classification task. We review the 
machine learning algorithms that have been studied for intrusion detection in the 
literature. We address the open challenges and draw some potential research ideas 
to solve these challenges.
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ABSTRACT

The reason trends in prevalent detection of EEG seizure help in analyzing the various 
features of EEG signals to customize and to remove visual inspection in reading 
the EEG signals. Epilepsy is a disorder and is identified by baseless seizures that 
have been associated with unexpected improper neural discharges which result in 
various health issues and also result in death. One of the most common methods 
in detecting contraction seizures is an electroencephalogram. By using machine 
learning methods, it is easy to extract the features of EEG signals that help in 
detecting seizures. Convolutional neural network (CNN) includes both inputs as well 
as output layers that help in training the data acquired since it helps in analyzing 
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INTRODUCTION

Epilepsy is neural disorder that occurs in the brain which is characterized by the 
baseless seizures. More than 50 million people around the world are severely affected 
by this neurological disorder. These patients suffer from neurobiological disorders 
including the social and psychological impairments. If it is identified in earlier 
stage it could save the patient’s life. EEG signals include two kinds of activities 
stated, interictal and ictal. The time gap between the EEG seizures is termed as 
interictal. The time gap between the EEG seizure offset and onset is termed as ictal. 
But, most of the common studies in seizure detection states to use the scalp EEG 
because it is easily obtained from non-invasive methods (T. N. Alotaiby, 2014). The 
visual review of EEG reading is really a time consuming process and also results in 
trained physicians in identifying the characteristic features of EEG seizures from the 
multi-channels (L. J. Greenfield, 2012). The hand-crafted features in detecting the 
EEG signals fall into two broad classifications: they include temporal and spectral 
features (M. Ahmad, 2016). Recently, many deep learning techniques has given 
a best results in signal processing due to increasing level in accuracy (Y. Bengio, 
2013).The features extracted using Convolution Neural Network (CNN) proved 
to be the best in detection evaluation where the layers in CNN which support for 
accurate classification and prediction (Z. Mei, 2018). Despite, the results which 
are stated by the existing deep learning techniques in seizure detection, there are a 
few numerous challenges required to be spotted. One among them is presence of 
irrelevant channels and multiple information due to the extraction of features from 
multi-channels (A. Temko, 2012), (E. Keogh, 2011).To handle these challenges 
in the existing methodology (Y. Yuan, 2017), deep learning model is designed to 
concern the abnormalities in the brain that has been associated with EEG seizures. 
The demonstration of this proposed model is evaluated under various classification 
methods in governing the performance of the models. Electroencephalography (EEG) 
plays major parts in observing the brain movement of patients with epilepsy and 
makes a difference to analyze epilepsy.

the large set of high dimensional data. The performance analysis is done under 
multiple classifiers such as random forest, gradient boosting, and decision tree, 
which are used in feature extraction. Among them, random forest proves to be the 
best classifier in achieving a high degree of accuracy.
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LITERATURE SURVEY

Various researchers have proposed a methodology in combining the handcrafted 
features using Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier (C. Cortes, 2015) or Neural 
Networks (Y.-H. Shih, 2012) (NN) in building a multi-stage seizure detection system. 
Numerous highlights have been recognized within the time space that experiences 
the stage (B. Erem, 2015), statistical measures (Q. Lin, 2016) and entropy (H. R. 
Mohseni, 2016). Wavelet transform (V. Srinivasan, 2014) and Fourier transform (P. 
E. McSharry, 2003) could be consider for feature extraction purpose. There may be 
some growing trends in stating the time frequency descriptors mainly concerning the 
image in detecting seizure from EEG signals along with this precision and recall can 
be added for accuracy (A. S¸ engur, 2016). EEG system consists of multi electrode 
channels along with the growing features with increasing number of channels (N. 
D. Truong, 2017). To remove this dimensionality problem, a lot number of feature 
selection mechanisms have been identified in eradicating the irrelevant and redundant 
features before the classifier has been trained, so that effective prediction of epilepsy 
will be predicted. Enormous methods have been keep on exploiting the ideology 
that has been imposed on the detection of multi-channel EEG seizure detection 
that includes PCA (Principal Component Analysis) (U. R. Acharya, 2012), ICA 
(Individual Component Analysis) (Y.H. Shih, 2012) and Laplacian Eigen maps 
(B. Erem, 2015). Also, many stacked auto-encoders have been proved to be better 
methodology in feature extraction than handcrafted extraction (Q. Lin, 2016).
The above literature review identifies the limitations that’s are

•	 The existing classifiers found multiple local minimum rather than finding a 
distinct global minimum.

•	 Requires more training time.
•	 Keeps the number of features extracted EEG signals to be small.
•	 Requires concentrated computing and may not be supported for real time 

seizure detecting system.
•	 Very less in accuracy
•	 Number of parameters taken to estimate the efficiency is very less in number.
•	 Predicting of inter ictal stage in epileptic seizure is quite complicated.

DATA COLLECTION

The dataset has been obtained from the Kaggle repository. Since the data are 
collected from open source, it contains irrelevant, null and redundant features. The 
pre-processing is done to normalize the dataset. The features are extracted from the 
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pre-processed dataset. The extraction of time frequency and wavelet features are 
trained under CNN (Convolution Neural Network). The metrics are formulated for 
the trained set of data using Decision tree algorithm and Support Vector Machine. 
The accuracy, confusion matrix, average precision and ROC is calculated for 
analyzing the performance measure of the trained dataset. Dataset are classified as 
test, trained, overall trained and validation. Then classification algorithms such as 
Random Forest, Gradient boosting, Decision tree are implemented for the comparing 
the best suited classifier for extracting the features. Random Forest is considered 
to be the better suited for the classifying whether the pattern of seizure is epileptic 
or not. Applying (ICFS) Improved Correlation based Feature Selection in selecting 
the prominent features from the wavelet and time frequency.

ARCHITECTURE

The following are the steps involved in analyzing the machine learning algorithms 
used in improving the clarity of predicting seizure attacks in elliptic patience,

1.  Data collection
2.  Data pre-processing
3.  Implementation of CNN
4.  Classification using Machine Learning Algorithms
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EEG Data Set

The data is obtained from Kaggle repository. The EEG signals of various patients 
are collected as data values. The original data file extracted from the open source 
contains 5 set of different folders. Each file contains the recording of the activities 
of the brain for 23.6 seconds. The supporting time series data is sampled to 4097 
points of data. Further, the data points are partitioned into 23 chunks that includes 
178 data points that accounts for a second. The explanatory variable values x1, x2, 
x3….x178 that represents the 178 dimensional input values. And more importantly, 

Figure 1.  
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y represents the operation of the eye in certain amount of time. It has represented 
in class {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} where 5 means eye has been opened, 4 means eyes has been 
closed, 3 represents the identification of tumor region, 2 represents the location 
where the tumor is spotted and 1 means the recording of the activities of the seizures. 
Class 1 falls under the epileptic seizure category and all the other classes fall under 
non-epileptic seizure category.

Data Preprocessing

The pre-processing method involves various steps that includes identifying the 
individual trail set from the extracted dataset. Then, it is followed by filtering and 
rejection of artifacts. The identification is done using trigger signal. The dataset 
is referenced to an averaged channel. Filtering is supposed to do in removing the 
unwanted frequencies. The rejection of artifacts such as blinking of eyes is done using 
Multiple Artifact Rejection Algorithm and the signal power is checked proceeded 
with saving the changes in the same csv file.

Implementation of Convolution Neural Network (CNN)

CNN is a Deep Neural Network that can recognize and classify particular aspects 
in images, and they’re commonly employed for image analysis. CNN architecture 
is computationally efficient which involves special convolution, pooling operations 
and perform parameter sharing. Image, video recognition, medical image analysis 
and classification, computer vision, natural language processing are only a few of 
their uses. The wavelet feature extracted was trained in order to detect any epileptic 
transients in the data values of EEG signals. The CNN is employed for training 
the dataset values especially for the wavelet features concerned. The Convolution 
Neural Network (CNN) was developed from tenser flow. The parameters supposed 
to be implemented are used in optimizing the model and prevents over-fitting that 
includes dropout, 1 dimensional layer, balanced training, batch processing and 
cross-validation in determining the stopping criteria. In dropout layer, the percentage 
concerned for the fully connected layer has been dropped out to prevent data values 
over-fitting. The trained dataset value is further evaluated using Decision tree and 
Support Vector Machine (SVM). The dataset is classified into trained, tested, overall 
trained value and validation. The input feature provided for SVM and decision tree 
is given as the output that has been extracted from the spike detection based on 
CNN. The metrics obtained for the model are Accuracy, confusion matrix, average 
precision, recall, support and F1 score.
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Machine Learning Algorithms

Machine learning centers on the improvement of computer programs that can get to 
information and utilize it to memorize for themselves.Machine learning has played 
an essential role in big data systems due to its ability to efficiently discover hidden 
information and valuable knowledge. Appreciations to the advanced technology 
of machine learning and medical imaging for the rapid development of undergone 
computerized healthcare. Machine Learning is a data analysis of application belongs 
to build a model that desired predicted output for available data by predictive and 
statistical features.

Classification Using Machine Learning Algorithms

The classifiers are used in extracting the features from the data values of EEG 
signals. Among the various machine learning algorithms, Random Forest, Gradient 
Boosting and Decision tree is implied in the recognizing the variation from the 
extracted data values. Random forest is a learning algorithm that is supervised. It 
makes a “forest” out of an gathering of decision trees, which are commonly prepared 
using the “bagging” method. The bagging method’s basic premise is that combining 
several learning models improves the overall result. Mainly, the feature is concerned 
with time frequency and wavelet transformations. Since random forest is supervised 
learning algorithm concerned, it proves to be the better suited and also reduces the 
complexity. Random Forest is a tree-based machine learning system that leverages 
by combining the control of several decision trees. A random amount of trained 
data is used for classification purpose. D represents the dimension of extracted input 
features. The dimension of the subset features which are selected is represented as 
d. The d value is seen to be leaser than D. Among the three classifiers, performance 
proves to be given better for Random Forest (RF). The error rate is found on two 
aspects. One, the correlation between the tress formed form extracting the valuable 
feature set from EEG dataset in constructing the forest. Other, is the strength of the 
particular tree in the selected forest. When the strength is increased, the error rate is 
highly reduced. The another algorithm which is taken is gradient boosting technique. 
In machine learning algorithm faults can be partitioned into two categories: bias error 
and variance error. Gradient boosting is one of the boosting strategies that is used 
to reduce the model’s bias error.For classification and regression, Decision Trees 
(DTs) are a non-parametric supervised learning method. The decision tree algorithm 
can be used for solving regression and classification problems; the goal is to learn 
simple decision rules from data attributes to develop a model that predicts the value 
of a target variable. Random forest is very effective in classification that helps in 
constructed at the training time and the output of the class can be either classification 
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or regression. Random Forest Classifiers help to reduce model overfitting, and in 
some circumstances, they are more accurate than decision trees.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This research concluded new approaches based on the EEG signals detecting the 
epileptic seizure. Electrical activity is a brain EEG, this paper is used to analyze 
brain detects seizure problems. The spatial representing of electrodes the wavelet 
signals of EEG data utilize for analyzing seizure.The trained model is analyzed 
under various performance metrics. The measures chosen in evaluating the model 
are accuracy, average precision, support, recall, confusion metrics and F1 score. The 
random forest chooses features randomly during the training process. Therefore, it 
does not depend highly on any specific set of features. This is a special characteristic 
of random forest over bagging trees. When comparing the trained and validated data 
values under the implied classification algorithm, Random Forest (RF) gives the 
best accuracy when compared to Decision tree and Gradient Boosting. Specificity 
determines the ratio of classified seizure activity that has been captured accurately 
to the total count of labeled data values. The parameters taken for evaluation are 
accuracy, precision, recall, F1score and specificity which support accurate prediction 
of epileptic seizure detection.

Figure 2. Confusion matrix for trained dataset using Random Forest Classifier
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Figure 3. Confusion matrix for validated dataset using Random Forest Classifier

Figure 4. Confusion matrix for trained dataset using Gradient Boosting Classifier
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Figure 6. Confusion matrix for trained dataset using Decision tree Classifier

Figure 5. Confusion matrix for validated dataset using Gradient Boosting Classifier
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Figure 7. Confusion matrix for validated dataset using Decision tree Classifier

Figure  8. Comparison of classifiers (Random Forest, Gradient Boosting and Decision 
tree) with trained and validation dataset
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The trained values from implementing the CNN architecture is validated under 
various performance analysis measure. The CNN model helps in achieving ROC 
of 91.85% and average precision of 83.16% for a specificity of 90%. The various 
study of seizure detection in the literature available exert various datasets and also 
provide enormous number of evaluation measures. The performance measure for 
three classifiers is discussed in the given table which helps in detecting the epileptic 
activity in the brain.

CONCLUSION

In this proposed study, a preliminary result has been automated for EEG seizure 
detection. It helps in classifying the best algorithm for epileptic seizure detection. 
The accuracy value obtained for the classifier chosen in extracting the time frequency 
and wavelet features from the EEG data values helps in analyzing the performance. 
When comparing the gradient boosting and decision tree random forest classifier 
have good performance metrics for trained dataset. CNN over comes the problem 
of choosing the local minimum value by involving different layers without setting 
the number of features to be small. In future, for artifact rejection that has been 
imposed in pre-processing, various algorithms can be imposed and incorporated 
to remove the false detection. It could be also implied in medical tasks using same 
data structure values, particular in sensing the health where the awareness is still 
identified as a major issue.

Table 1. Performance metrics for trained dataset

Type of Classifier Accuracy Precision Recall F1Score Specificity

Random Forest 100.000% 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

Gradient Boosting 99.111% 0.993 0.989 0.991 0.993

Decision tree 97.793% 0.998 0.958 0..977 0.998

Table 2. Performance metrics for validation dataset

Type of Classifier Accuracy Precision Recall F1Score Specificity

Random Forest 100.000% 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

Gradient Boosting 100.000% 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

Decision tree 99.072% 0.997 0.955 0.975 0.999
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ABSTRACT

Currently the world is experiencing the global digital transformation of the fourth 
generation revolution for industry in the field of cyber physical systems (CPS) and 
artificial intelligence. Moreover, by utilizing artificial intelligence, cyber physical 
systems will be able to perform more proficiently, collaboratively, and spiritedly. 
Agriculture crop control is a process to protect the crop as much as possible so the 
crop is not infected by the different kinds of pests. Pests are any living organisms 
including insects, animals, weeds, pathogens, and other creatures that can harm 
the agriculture crop. Pests and other diseases cause an average of 20-30% global 
potential loss of crop production in every year. So, crop protection is required to 
reduce these losses. This chapter explores CPS concept to improve crop production 
to protect the crop from wild animals using machine learning and cyber physical 
systems. The smart agriculture process under CPS includes crop suggestion, irrigation 
and fertilization automation, crop protection, plant monitoring, and harvesting.
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INTRODUCTION

In this digital era, embedding the biotechnology, informational technology and physical 
space has directed to the 4th revolution in industry i.e. industry 4.0. These revolution 
in industry has change the life style of human being. The main feature of revolution 
is transition from semi-adapted fabrication to mass, fully-adapted manufacturing. 
The emerging technologies for such revolution are embedded system, Internet of 
Things (IoT), Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning and many cloud services 
with next generation internet technology. In basic level of the production line, 
actuators, sensors devices armed with wired or wireless communication networks 
are combined and convert the designing of embedded system in to CPS. The major 
processing units used to monitor and control the CPS in physical space.

The crop protection method are presented in terms of (i) brief introduction new 
resolution in industry 4.0 and cyber physical system (ii) Smart Agriculture process 
(iii) prototype designing for crop protection using Machine learning and (iv) pest 
identification using different sensor techniques.

This chapter explore the brief introduction to new resolution in industry 4.0 and 
application of cyber physical systems in technology. In order to introduces Cyber 
Physical system applications in Smart Agriculture, definitions and characteristics 
of Cyber Physical System (CPS) are explained and define with model architecture 
for system. In CPS, mostly embedded system and computer network control over all 
processing environment to protect the crop production in real time. Implementing 
this type of CPS system, requires the knowledge of network, software, embedded 
system and physical process. Advance Research and applications are outlined to 
highlight the latest advancement in the field.

Lastly the crop production will improve by applying the right amount of resources 
in the accurate period at the exact location.

In this section the brief introduction of industry 4.0 and cyber physical system 
are presented.

Industry 4.0

The term industrial revolution is define as the process of changing from handcraft 
to machine manufacturing. The new industrial revolution is called Industry 4.0. In 
industry 4.0 the automation and information exchange in manufacturing industries 
using emerging trends such as Cyber Physical System (CPS) (Gil et all., 2019), smart 
agriculture (Tyagi, Sumarga Kumar Sah, et al.2020), Internet of Things (Lakhwani, 
Kamlesh, et al., 2020), Machine Learning (Hiran, Kamal Kant, et al.2021), Cloud 
Computing, Artificial Intelligence, Block chain technology and many more.
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When we talk about the first industrial revolution, it used the steam engine 
power and mechanical installation. This was followed by the electricity for mass 
manufacturing and assembly line in second categories industrial insurrection. Third 
time industrial revolution lead by the electronic chip and information technology. 
Now the Industry 4.0 is associated with CPS.
Industry 4.0 introduces new principles for manufacture industries including:

•	 Virtualization of assembling methods by connecting sensor generated signal 
with virtual plant and recreation models.

•	 Expanded interoperability between assembling through expanded availability.
•	 Distributed and smart decision-making plan.
•	 Real-time data collection.

Cyber-Physical Systems

Cyber-Physical system integrated two word “Cyber” and “Physical”, the term cyber 
is used to describe a person or thing as part of the computer and Physical refers to 
the physical devices. So the Cyber Physical Devices combine cyber capabilities 
with physical capabilities.

Helen Gill, first introduce the word Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) in 2006, 
at US (National Science Foundation). The word CPS are older and related with 
embedded system design. The Designing the computerized control algorithms is 
more challenging due to their tight coupling behavior with physical system and need 
to work properly in real time system. CPS also related with latest advance technology 
like Industry 4.0, IoT, Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) Automation, and the cloud 
computing (Hiran, K. K., et al., 2019). The autonomous automobile system, health 
monitoring system, smart agriculture system, robotics manufacturing etc. are the 
example of CPS (Feeney et al., 2017).
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Figure 1 details a block diagram of basic communication between cyber space and 
physical space in cyber-physical system (Ghobakhloo, 2018). Sensors converted the 
physical parameter to an electrical signal and this signals transferred to actuator that 
convert an electrical signal to a physical output. The transformation of information 
between sensor and actuators is done by the high speed secure internet.

GENERAL REFERENCE ARCHITECTURE MODEL

In this section the architecture prototypical model for Industry 4.0 and cyber-physical 
system are presented. This architecture model can be used to develop strategy plan 
and valuation of any other organizational strategies for manufacturing process.

Industry 4.0 Architectures

B. Chen and J. Wan introduces a layered global architecture for industry 4.0, 
presented in figure 2. The Industrial 4.0 architecture used a mixed wired/wireless 
communication technologies. The layered architecture composed of four layers as 
describe as follows (Schweichhart et all., 2016):

Figure 1. Cyber Physical System Communication Model
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1.  Physical resource layer: This is the bottom layer that include all the physical 
devices used for industry like robotic arms, automatic vehicles, sensors, 
unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) etc.

2.  Network layer: Network layer is worked above the physical resources layer and 
it includes all types of networking devices that used for the transfer information 
between physical resource layer and cloud application layer. These networking 
devices include the high speed internet i.e. 5G technology (Ordonez-Lucena 
et al., 2019).

3.  Cloud application layer: Cloud application layer used to improve its above layer 
i.e. the terminal layer using data mining and analysis technology. This layer 
also shows the cloud services domain for controlling the data base services 
(Yeboah, T.,et al., 2015).

4.  Terminal layer: All the advance industrial services for improving the 
manufacturing production and design are included in this layer.

Figure 2. Layered Architecture of Industry 4.0
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Cyber-Physical System Architecture

Al-Ali introduces a layered architecture for the cyber physical system. This architecture 
be made up of 5 layers namely, physical layer, network layer, data storage layer, 
process - analytic layer and last application layers.

1.  Physical layer: Physical layer consists all the physical system component 
including sensors, actuators, System on Chip (SOC), tracking devices (GPS 
and RFID) and microcontroller computing elements. Sensors capture all the 
real date and send to the cloud service for further processing.

2.  Network layer: The Network Layer consists all the networking devices and 
protocol for communication with cloud services including protocols such as 
Wireless Fidelity (IEEE 802.11), Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave 
Access (IEEE 802.16), General Packet Radio Service and 5G technology. 
These protocol are differentiate according to their properties according to 
scalability, bandwidth, speed, reliability, latency and security. Cyber physical 
system used these protocol in many applications such as hydropower plant 
monitoring system, Health monitoring system, smart agriculture, smart cities, 
driverless car, and wind power plant.

3.  Data storage layer: The physical layer collect lot of data from the physical 
objects and this data may be stored in a cloud domain of CPS. Data Storage 
layer consists the data management services in cloud domain such as Hadoop 
and the replica of stored data are distributed in different slave machines that 
are manage by replica management techniques.

4.  Processing and Analytic Layer: In this fourth layer different simulation model 
use processing on stored information with the help of dimensional modeling 
algorithms. Machine learning approaches for supervised and unsupervised 
learning including classification, clustering, and regression models are 
implemented to predict the final output value (Mahrishi, Mehul, et al.,2020).

5.  Application layer: Application layer consists of all the consumers level interface 
used in smart agriculture, green building, Intelligent Transportation Systems, 
health monitoring and robotics field.

CHARACTERISTICS OF CYBER PHYSICAL SYSTEM

Cyber-physical system have several characteristics for its quick decision making 
process for empower the manufacturing techniques to increase flexibility and 
efficiency. Cyber-physical systems should likewise be synchronized with the outer 
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world to share data and trigger activities. Different characteristics of CPS are listed 
in following Table 1.

LATEST ADVANCEMENT APPLICATION 
OF CYBER PHYSICAL SYSTEMS

In this section the latest advancement application of CPS are presented.

Green Buildings

A physical building that eliminates negative influences, and can create positive 
impacts, on our climate and natural environment are considered as a Green Building. 
CPS play a vigorous protagonist in the arena of green building infrastructure. It 

Table 1. Cyber Physical System Characteristics

S. 
No. Characteristics Description

1 Complexity CPSs are complex because all the used elements are different in nature

2 Interoperability Interoperability allows CPSs to interchange intelligible data.

3 Networking Capability

CPSs should to be made out of interconnected groups of handling 
components and physical components in enormous scope wired and remote 
organizations through an assortment of sensors and actuators, targeting 
developing insight across various fields.

4 Service orientation CPSs used service oriented model to provide digital services.

5 Modularity CPSs components may be separated and recombined for achieving the 
modularity so that CPS to be flexibly as per consumer requirement.

6 Autonomy CPSs Autonomy is the capacity of individually learn and adjust to the 
system environment.

7 decentralization It is the transfer of control command and decision rule in CPS so that it 
work as independent entity.

8 Integration CPSs integrated all the new advance technologies so that the design process 
is faster and accurate.

9 Virtualization Virtualization in manufacturing consists a copy of actual physical 
manufacturing process application.

10 real-time capability CPSs have capabilities to work in a real time environment with 
sophisticated performance in good predictable manners.

11 Computational 
capability

CPSs have various numerical computation capability and provide robust 
accuracy for real-world physical computation.

12 Intelligence CPSs are able to incorporate intelligent functionalities for fault tolerance, 
sensing behavior identification and decision making capabilities.
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expands the construction process and save time of human efforts. CPS major focuses 
on the environment parameter such as humidity, temperature, water level, light etc, for 
constructing a green building. The environmental data collected by various sensors 
that sense real-time hotness, moisture, and activate actuators is implanted within the 
construction to sense environmental variations. Overall, the functionality enhances 
vigor effectiveness and reduces energy feeding and emissions of conservatory gases.

Medical CPS

Medical cyber-physical systems (MCPS) are the network of different medical care 
devices for critical healthcare management. To achieve quality in large hospital 
MCPS are used. MCPS contains WSN to collect the diagnostic data, and for health 
monitoring and drug administration of patient’s.

CPS in medical field or MCPS used in many health industries such as hospital, 
pharma industries, diagnosis centers, patient live assistant system etc. The complexity 
of MCPS are depends on the particular used application for health monitoring 
environment. CPS architecture required large number of data to maintain the health 
of patient such as patient diseases history, historic data, and categories of diseases 
etc (Kritzinger et al., 2018).

Smart Grid Structure

The simple word ‘grid’ represent an electric grid, transmission lines network, power 
substations, transformers and other electricity supplier device. A smart grid structure 
is an electric system which will depend on data acquisition method. Smart grid 
contains advance part of cyber physical system. Electrical grid controls will be part 
of the Smart Grid, along with automation technology and a cyber-physical system 
that can respond digitally to quickly changing energy demand (Al-Ali, et al., 2018).

Remote Humanoid –Robots

Humanoid Robots are used to help human being in many field such as Entertainment, 
Education, Healthcare, manufacturing, agriculture etc. The present scenario 
nevertheless calls for human involvement in self-reliant environment in order to 
complete tasks which might be higher accomplished with human-in-the-loop. 
Humans, machines, and software program structures are required to have interaction 
and apprehend each other which will paintings together in an effective and sturdy 
way (Kim et al., 2021).
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Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS)

ITS not only for controlling the road traffic but also provide the safety mechanism for 
road accident and productive infrastructure utilization. An intelligent transportation 
system (ITS) is an advance technology in transportation area that increase the 
quality of transportation management and monitor the movement of all vehicle using 
Global Positioning System (GPS) system. Apart from smart traffic monitoring, the 
intelligent transportation system is also use in serval area such as Real-time parking 
management, E-toll collection, Ambulance notification, vehicle speed tracker and 
alert, real time traffic light management, Collision avoidance systems etc.

Aeronautic Applications

The major and critical application of CPS in the field of aeronautic. Aeronautic 
presentations include the real time air traffic management, autopilot management, 
behavior of aircraft, system health monitoring and aircraft landing etc.

Manufacturing

In manufacturing environment, cyber physical system used to auto-nursing the 
manufacture process and regulate the whole manufacturing process. So that the 
producing procedures id stepped forward and the better facts communicate between 
suppliers and clients Smart production gives extraordinary perceptibility controls 
at the supply chain, resulting in improved goods traceability and security The 
significance of IoT and CPS on the manufacturing industry is rapidly growing. Sensors 
are used to be expecting device put on and analyze burdens. The analytics reduces 
the renovation fee and growths procedure overall enactment (Grassi et al., 2020).

SECURITY ISSUES OF CYBER PHYSICAL SYSTEM

In digital transformation of industries revolution, a major challenge is security 
which is face by the cyber physical system and the most important element in this 
digital era is the modern cyber space. CPS security system need to balance the three 
characteristics named confidentiality, availability and integrity. The primary goal of 
confidentiality is to protect data by preventing information from being improperly 
disclosed. Availability is the contention that an authentic system is accessible by 
an authorized computer user at whatever time. Integrity is the protection of system 
data from unauthorized modification of information (Bakirtzis et al., 2021).
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Cyber security can be achieved by a sound structured of information and specialized 
experts in the field of cyber physical system (Gupta et al., 2020). In this unit we 
describe vulnerabilities of cyber physical system in Industry4.0 by classifying attacks 
according to following two target categories:

1.  Vulnerabilities in Physical Devices and
2.  Vulnerabilities in intermediate Network.

Vulnerabilities in Physical Devices

Cyber-physical system integrated with serval physical devices with computation and 
communication. Physical devices includes robotic arm, wireless sensors, robotic 
vehicles, automated machine, monitoring devices etc. Several types of internal or 
external attacks could be affected these physical devices such as:

1.  Physical attack: In a physical attack, an unauthorized employer gain physical 
access in physical devices to attack its structure in order to steal information 
or destroy all infrastructure.

2.  Data injection attack: A malicious program is injected in computer network by 
an attacker which corrupt all the device information or send the confidential 
information to attacker through network. This type of attacks are major problem 
of security in cyber physical system.

3.  Side-Channel attacks (SCAs): Side-Channel attacks steal the confidential 
information from integrated circuit (ICs) or devices through analyzing the 
physical parameter such as processing time, apply voltage, current flow etc.

4.  Time Delay attack: A Time Delay separate the two event occurrence in 
mechanical and electronic devices. The Time Delay attack is identification 
of vulnerabilities in the physical devices by analyzing how long it takes the 
system to respond to different inputs.

5.  Application layer attacks: Application layer attacks also called DDoS attack 
(Distributed Denial of Service Attacks). This type of attack are specially 
designed to break the services of application so a particular device application 
not being able to deliver it services to the user.

6.  Zero-day attacks: Zero day attack is a software related vulnerabilities that 
recently exposed by an attacker to exploits a fault in system which was unknown 
by developer. The name is derived from the number of days that a software 
developer has been aware of the issue.
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Vulnerabilities in Intermediate Network

Cyber-physical system also integrate the communication network capabilities to 
connect the cyberspace with physical space. The vulnerabilities also affected the 
manufacturing industries (You et al., 2020). It also increase the vulnerabilities in 
communication network. Generally network attacks are classify in to two categories: 
Active attacks and passive attack. In Active attack, the attacker modify, encrypt or 
damaging the information in communication channel. In passive attack, the attacker 
only access the unauthorized network and steal the personal information. The attacker 
not change the original information flow in network in passive attack.
Types of Network Attacks:

1.  Man-in-the-Middle Attacks: As a name, this type of attacks are access 
information between any communication networks to access the private keys. 
A person or attacker who stands in between two communicating parties are 
known as man in middle. Middle attacker read, monitor or access the controls 
of communication and can change the flow of information between any two 
parties. Man in the middle attacks is hard to identify. It is a type of Active 
attacks in network.

2.  IP spoofing: In IP spoofing, an attacker change the source address in the Internet 
Protocol (IP) header packet to make a user think the packet is from a trusted 
source. Using IP spoofing, thousands of computers send message using same 
source IP address to a large numbers of destination. IP Spoofing is normally 
a type of Denial-of-Service (DoS) attacks, which increase the network traffic. 
IP spoofing also known as Packet modification attacks.

3.  Eavesdropping: Generally Eavesdropping is the act of listening to the personal 
conversation of others without their consent. In eavesdropping attacks, the 
attacker monito the network packets and steal the personal information in weak 
network.

4.  Jamming attack: In Jamming attack, attacker send the several radio signals in 
wireless network to disrupt the communication by minimizing the Signal-to-
Inference-plus-Noise ratio. Wireless signal jamming devices are most often 
used to interfere with wireless networks, a type of denial of service (DoS) 
attack.

5.  Collision attack: In Collision attack, the attacker change the checksum bit in 
sent packet and retransmitted this modify packet to receiver.

6.  Wormhole attack: In wormhole attack, two attackers locate strategically in the 
network and keep track the network and record wireless information.

7.  Sinkhole attack: In Sinkhole attack, a compromised node attract the network 
traffic by sending it fake information to its neighbors.
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CONCLUSION

It is clearly visible that the growth of Industry 4.0 is influencing by the Cyber–
physical systems (CPS) in terms of automation and manufacturing. Through a brief 
introduction on Industry 4.0 and cyber physical system with machine learning, this 
chapter discussed the general architectural model for different layers in physical and 
cyber space with complexity, interoperability and networking capabilities of CPS. 
To be more specific, the chapter focused on security related issues and application 
of cyber physical system. The impact of cyber physical system on Industry 4.0 
was explored, respectively. Now it’s time to focus on the next industrial revolution 
i.e. Industry 5.0 in order to achieve more security in cyber physical to improve 
productivity and efficiency in manufacturing process.
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ABSTRACT

As cardiovascular diseases (CVDs) are a serious concern to modern medical science 
to diagnose at an early stage, it is vital to build a classification model that can 
effectively reduce mortality rates by treating millions of people in a timely manner. 
An electrocardiogram (ECG) is a specialized instrument that measures the heart’s 
physiological responses. To accurately diagnose a patient’s acute and chronic heart 
problems, an in-depth examination of these ECG signals is essential. The proposed 
model consists of a convolutional neural network having three convolutional, two 
pooling, and two dense layers. The proposed model is trained and evaluated on the 
MIT-BIH arrhythmia and PTB diagnostic datasets. The classification accuracy is 
99.16%, which is higher than state-of-the-art studies on similar arrhythmias. Recall, 
precision, and F1 score of the proposed model are 96.53%, 95.15%, and 99.17%, 
respectively. The proposed model can aid doctors explicitly for the detection and 
classification of arrhythmias.
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INTRODUCTION

Cardiovascular diseases (CVDs) are a severe menace to people. They are also the 
cause of rising global mortality rates. Among all fatalities worldwide, CVDs is the 
reason of 31% fatalities (Sahoo et al., 2019). The main causes of CVDs include 
hypertension, unhealthy diet, smoking, unhealthy lifestyle.

According to World Health Organization (WHO) statistics, heart attacks claimed 
the lives of 17.9 million people in 2019, with the majority of these deaths occur in 
countries with a low to average income (Gupta, 2016; “CVDs,” 2021). The death 
rate from cardiovascular diseases is approximately 0.27% in India (Prabhakaran et 
al., 2016). It is suggested that adopting a healthy lifestyle can prevent 90% of CVDs 
(McGill et al., 2008).

This paper proposes a model based on deep learning to classify different 
arrhythmias on the electrocardiogram (ECG). The organization of paper is as follows. 
Section 2 describes the background of the field. Section 3 presents the state-of-the-
art. Proposed approach including classification, model configuration, and dataset 
used is described in Section 4. Section 5 describes the experimental results. Finally, 
Section 6 shows the findings of our proposed model.

BACKGROUND

This section describes, heart, ECG signal, various cardiovascular abnormalities, 
and a comparison of various approaches used for the classification of arrhythmias.

Heart, a muscular organ, is responsible for the supply of the blood to all other 
human body parts (Aje, 2009). As seen in Fig. 1, a blockage in a coronary artery, 
which feeds blood and oxygen to the heart, causes a heart attack, which is a major 
health risk.
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Figure 1. Heart attack or Myocardial ischemia
(Sahoo et al., 2019).

Figure 2. The standard Electrocardiogram (ECG) signal.
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The characteristics of a normal ECG signal are depicted in Figure 2. Where the 
P-wave and QRS-complex represent depolarization/contraction of the atrium and 
ventricles, respectively, while the T-wave represents ventricle repolarization. The 
ECG signal is derived from an electrocardiogram (ECG), a device that records the 
heart’s physiological activities for a time interval. ECG data is used to diagnose 
various cardiovascular abnormalities, such as premature atrial contractions (PAC), 
myocardial infarction (MI), atrial fibrillation (AF), premature ventricular contractions 
(PVC), congestive heart failure (CHF) and supraventricular tachycardias (SVT). 
A rapid development of portable devices such as Holter monitor (Nikolic et al., 
1982), Apple watch etc., are developed to detect the ECG signal in recent years, 
which resulted in a big datasets for the researchers and human cardiologists to 
analyse the ECG data more accurately. As a consequence, automatically and reliably 
analysing ECG data has become a popular research topic. ECG data can also be 
used in innovative ways such as sleep staging and biometric human identification. 
To manage the large datasets, we need an efficient approach for the analysis. As a 
result, the datasets are subjected to machine and deep learning algorithms (Hiran, 
K. K.et al.2021). Figures 3 and 4 shows the basics of machine and deep learning 
approaches respectively (Xia et al., 2018). Traditional machine learning approach 
requires experts (human cardiologists) to extract characteristics from raw data 
and then generate final outputs using machine learning models or decision rules, 
whereas deep learning uses deep neural networks and extracts features automatically 
(Mahrishi, M.,et al.,2020). Here, expert features are a) Statistical features (heart rate 
variability, density histograms, sample entropy etc.), b) Frequency-domain features 
(Romero et al., 2001), c) Medical features (P, Q, R, S, and T wave parameters).

Figure 3. Traditional machine learning.
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Deep learning features of ECG data have been shown to yield more information 
than expert features in several studies (Huang et al., 2019). On a number of ECG 
analysis tasks such as sleep staging (Wei et al., 2019) and disease diagnosis (Li 
et al., 2019). Traditional image identification methods require stretching image 
matrices to one-dimensional vectors, which leads to loss of adjoining data in images 
and omission of some crucial features. Our proposed approach has the inclusion of 
CNN architecture.

RELATED WORK

The ECG signals are produced by the human heart’s potential difference. It additionally 
carries noise and baseline float which have to be removed with the aid of using 
smoothing and baseline elimination (Caroubalos et al., 1988). Various functions 
(inclusive of QRS interval, RR interval, and Beats in step with minutes) from the 
ECG sign are extracted to categorise diverse arrhythmias with the aid of feature 
extraction strategies inclusive of Principal Component Analysis (PCA) (Caroubalos 
et al., 1988) and Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) (Caroubalos et al., 1988). 
DWT computes the spectral power of the sign, and generates functions and PCA is 
used to suppress the undesirable functions. Machine learning algorithms are used to 
categorise the features after they have been extracted. Various classifiers inclusive of 
Support Vector Machine (SVM), Least Square Support Vector Machine (LS-SVM), 
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), Artificial Neural Network (ANN), Recurring 
Neural Network (RNN) have been applied for the classification.

Figure 4. Deep learning Approach.
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(Acharya et al., 2017) uses deep learning technique for automatically detection of 
five distinct groups of heartbeats in ECG signals. Authors used 1D ECG signals as 
input and designed a 9 layer 1-dimentional CNN model. Proposed approach achieved a 
classification accuracy of 94.03% with 109,449 beats. Model’s generalisation capacity 
improves as they perform filtration on input signals to filter-out high-frequency noise 
and then used the model to identify and classify noisy and non-noisy ECG signals.

(Abayaratne et al., 2019) proposed two methods where the first method is a rule 
based abnormality identification which uses Hamilton-Tompkins algorithm for 
the calculation of R peaks which achieves 97.55% accuracy with 705,000 beats. 
Second method uses RNN and LSTM models and classifies 15 classes of cardiac 
arrhythmias with 94.7% average accuracy with 96,265 beats.

(Kommireddy et al., 2020) proposed a four layered hybrid of CNN with LSTM 
associated ANN with ReLU and Sigmoid operate with inside the final layer and 
bought accuracy of 98.64% on MIT-BIH cardiac arrhythmia dataset with 107,620 
beats. (Hasan et al., 2020) provides an methodology with a CNN of sixteen layers 
with SoftMax activation function withinside the very last layer that classify five 
arrhythmia sorts (N, F, V, Q, S) of MIT-BIH arrhythmia dataset with 98.28% 
mean accuracy. (Izci et al., 2019) proposed a CNN version of 5 layers with ReLU 
in convolution layers and Softmax within the final layer that performed associate 
accuracy of 97.42% on comparable dataset with 27,789 beats. (Ullah et al., 2020) 
proposed a CNN version of 10 layers which classify eight varieties of cardiac 
arrhythmias of MIT-BIH arrhythmia dataset with an accuracy of 99.11%. (Oh et 
al., 2018) proposed a mix of CNN and LSTM layers with input as one-dimensional 
ECG signals. By inserting the waveforms within the processing phase, ECG data 
was separated into several ECG data segments of varying durations, and each data 
segment was likewise extended to the same length. The designed architecture 
classifies ECG signals into 5 categories: N (Normal), LBBB (Left Bundle Branch 
Block), VPC (Ventricular Premature Contraction), RBBB (Right Bundle Branch 
Block), and APC (Atrial Premature Contraction). The authors used 16,499 ECG 
beats from MIT-BIH dataset and obtained 98.10% accuracy.

(Mondéjar-Guerra et al., 2019) developed a method that incorporates a number 
of different types of Support Vector Machines (SVMs). The approach relies on 
R-R intervals, wavelets, and the HOS (Higher Order Statistics) of the ECG signal. 
Each sort of feature has its own SVM model (Hiran, K. K.,et.al.). Using the MIT-
BIH arrhythmia dataset with 49,691 beats in total, the approach categorised four 
categories of normal and abnormal beats (N, F, V, and S) with 94.50% accuracy.

(Subramanian et al., 2020) proposed a SVM classifier based model to classify 
ECG beats with an accuracy of 91% and F1 score of 90.65% with training data and 
testing data for of 15 and 23 beats respectively. Two types of comparison, beat to beat 
and beat to bat is performed which depends on QRS variation and P axis respectively.
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PROPOSED APPROACH

This section comprises Section 4.1 which describes the data transformation process 
from raw ECG signals. Section 4.2 describes the necessary modification on the input 
data to increase the model performance. Section 4.3 describes the architecture of the 
proposed model. Section 4.4 describes activation function used in proposed model. 
Section 4.5 describes a technique to optimize the model. Section 4.6 describes a 
technique to overcome over-fitting of the model which yield improved accuracy as 
compared to state of the art. Finally, Section 4.7 describes a detailed overview of 
the datasets used by our model.

In broad, the proposed model consists of following four steps as depicted in 
Figure 5.

Step 1: Data transformation step in which ECG beats are extracted from raw ECG 
signals.

Step 2: After the Data Transformation step, the signals are further pre-processed.
Step 3: After Pre-processing step, the data is sent as input to the Proposed Model 

(CNN in this research work). Here, training and validation set are provided to 
the fit the model according to the input data and finally, our model is trained 
on the given input data and is ready to be tested.

Step 4: Finally, the developed model is used for the classification of six types of 
arrhythmias, and a fresh set of dataset i.e., Test Set is provided to the model 
for the classification process.

Figure 5. Classification procedure of an ECG signal by proposed model.
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Data Transformation

Data transformation is the first step in which raw ECG signals are being transformed 
to ECG images to extract relevant features as shown below in Figure 6. It improves 
the data by suppressing undesired distortions and enhancing some aspects that are 
required for the model to train accurately. The input ECG image dataset taken from 
the kaggle open-source dataset, which was converted by (Kachuee et al., 2018) from 
raw ECG signals to two-dimensional RGB images of size 432x288 pixels. Some 
research works used time series data as input to the model; however, the proposed 
approach uses two-dimensional images as input as machine learning approaches are 
outperformed by deep learning methods. Machine learning approaches are designed 
to work with one-dimensional vector data, which requires stretching the image 
matrices to one-dimensional vectors, which leads to loss of adjoining information 
in images and the omission of some crucial features. Therefore, instead of using 
one-dimensional signals, we use images for better performance with convolutional 
neural networks. It can be used with real-time arrhythmia classification, which can aid 
doctors (Ying, 2019), as well as smart devices and medical devices to automatically 
classify arrhythmias by providing image data as input to the device.

Following steps are performed for the extraction of ECG beats from ECG signal:

1.  A split of 10s is performed on continuous ECG signals.
2.  Amplitude of ECG signal is normalized to zero and one range.
3.  All local maximums are determined through zero-crossings of first derivative.
4.  Using a 0.9 criterion on the normalised local maximum value, set of ECG 

R-peak values are calculated.

Figure 6. ECG beat extraction from an ECG signal.
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5.  The nominal heartbeat of the relevant window is calculated using the median 
values of R-R intervals (T).

6.  A signal component with a length of 1.2T for each R-peak is selected.
7.  According to a preset fixed length, the corresponding selected part padded 

with zeroes.

The proposed beat extraction approach is easy and efficient in performing the 
extraction of R-R intervals from ECG signals with various morphologies. Furthermore, 
all of the retrieved beats have the same length, which is necessary for them to be 
utilised as inputs to the following processing steps.

Pre-Processing

The model’s performance has to be improved, thus ECG images were further pre-
processed in the proposed approach. Using ImageDataGenerator library (“IDP,” 
2021), pre-processing is performed by implementing firstly, rescale = 1./255. Rescale 
is a multiplier that will be applied to the data before any additional processing. Since 
the original images include RGB coefficients in the range of 0-255, but such values 
would be too high for the model to handle (given a normal learning rate), we scale 
using a 1./255 factor to target values between 0 and 1.

Secondly, shear-range = 0.2, which shears the image by 20% and we added 
zoom-range = 0.2, which implies 20% zoom-in and zoom-out. Further, color mode 
= “grayscale” converts the input image to a grayscale image of 64x64 pixels. As 
(Kachuee et al., 2018) transformed ECG waveforms from raw ECG signals to 
coloured images, we have to convert RGB (coloured images) to grayscale images 
for the CNN model’s input (Hiran, K. K., et al., 2013), as colour is not a significant 
feature in distinguishing arrhythmia kinds from the images in this work.

ImageDataGenerator also has the advantage of utilising less memory. This is 
because we would load all of the images at once if we didn’t utilise this class. However, 
when we use it, we load the images in batches, saving a significant memory space. 
When trained on new, slightly changed images, the model becomes more resilient.

Model Architecture

Deep learning (Deng et al., 2013) is a relatively recent method in the domain of 
artificial intelligence and pattern identification that has quickly proved popular. A 
novel approach for identifying six different forms of ECG signal arrhythmias is 
created in this work. Our proposed CNN model comprises of three convolutional, 
two pooling, a flatten and two dense layers as shown in Figure 7, to automatically 
classify the arrhythmia into six different categories using the MITBIH and PTB 
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arrhythmia diagnostic records. The ECG dataset used includes labels that identify 
the type of arrhythmia. Expert cardiologists are the ones who assign these labels. 
The weights of the model are statistically initialised with kernel initializers. This 
will create and distribute the weights, and it may be used as a starting point. The 
extracted beats are utilised as inputs, as indicated in Section 4.1. All convolution 
layers use 2-D convolution and contain 32 kernels of size 3 with kernel initializer = 
‘he-uniform,’ where he-uniform is a variance scaling initializer, which selects values 
from the range of [-limit, limit], where limit equals sqrt(6/fan-in), and fan-in is the 
weight tensor’s input unit count. As we are working with ReLU activation function 
he-uniform performs better with ReLU activation function as compared to other 
kernel-initializers i.e., Glorot/Xavier initializer etc. (“LWI,” 2021). All the three 
convolution layers and the second last fully-connected layer uses ReLU activation 
function. ReLU is used in our model as it is more computationally efficient as 
compared to sigmoid and tanh functions because it only activates a limited number 
of neurons and sets all negative values to zero.

In addition, we employ max pooling layers of size 2 and stride 2. Finally, the 
last convolution layer is used to represent the input beats. For classification, this 
representation is fed into a network of two fully linked layers with 100 and 6 neurons 
on each layer. As it performs multi-class classification, the final fully linked layer 
employs the Softmax activation function.

Figure 7. Architecture of proposed approach.
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By adjusting the optimizer and learning rate, the model’s training phases may 
be enhanced. Therefore, We used a 0.01 learning rate and optimised with SGD 
(Stochastic Gradient Optimizer) with momentum value equal to 0.9. Further, Early 
Stopping technique used to prevent over-fitting of the model.
An in-depth look of proposed architecture is given in Table 1.

Activation Function (AF)

Our model employs the ReLU activation function in three convolution layers and 
one fully-connected layer and Softmax function in the final fully-connected layer 
as indicated in Section 4.3.

Softmax Function

The Softmax function has application in computing the probability distribution of a 
set of real numbers (Goodfellow et al., 2016). The Softmax function generates a set 
of values ranging from 0 to 1, with a probability total of 1. In a multi-class model, 
Softmax algorithm returns the probabilities of each class with highest probability 
value corresponds to target class. Almost all deep learning systems employ the 
Softmax function in their output layers. The two activation function Sigmoid and 
Softmax are used for binary and multivariate classification respectively.

Table 1. An in-depth look of the proposed approach.

Layer Type Activation 
Function

Output 
Shapes

No. of 
Filters Parameters

0 Input - 64x64x1 - -

1 Convolution 
(Conv2D) ReLU 62x62x32 32 320

2 Max-pooling - 31x31x32 - 0

3 Convolution 
(Conv2D) ReLU 29x29x64 64 18496

4 Convolution 
(Conv2D) ReLU 27x27x64 64 36928

5 Max-pooling - 13x13x64 - 0

6 Flatten - 10816 - 0

7 Fully-
connected ReLU 100 100 1081700

8 Fully-connected Softmax 6 6 606
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The standard Softmax function 𝜎: RK→[0,1]K is defind by following equation:
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K z

i

j

( ) =
=∑ 1

for i=1, …, K and z = (z1,…,zk) ϵ RK (1)

Where z is the input vector.

Rectified Linear Unit Function

Nair and Hinton created rectified linear unit (ReLU) activation function in 2010 
(Nair et al., 2010). In terms of performance and generalisation, it leads the Sigmoid 
and Tanh activation functions in deep learning. As it is a faster learning activation 
function it is the most widely utilised function. The ReLU resembles to a linear 
function, keeping the characteristics of linear models that make gradient-descent 
optimization straightforward.

y = f(x) = max(0,x) (2)

Where x represents the input to the ReLU and y is the corresponding output value.
It removes the vanishing gradient problem occurring in the previous activation 

function by driving the negative input value to zero. Advantage of implementing 
ReLU units is they results in faster calculations as they don’t compute divisions or 
exponentials which improves overall computation performance.

The ReLU also compresses the values between zero and maximum, resulting in 
sparsity in the hidden units. Because of its simplicity and dependability, ReLU has 
been employed in several architectures.

Cost function

The cost function is used to calculate the difference between the estimated and true 
value of the CNN model’s error (Ullah et al., 2020). The error function is minimized 
using an optimizer function. In neural network theory, various cost functions have 
been used. We employed the cross-entropy function using the equation as follows:
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Where C, y, N, c, a, and n denotes the cost to be reduced, target value, total number 
of classes, class index, actual value, and number of training points respectively.

The findings are optimised using a gradient descent approach. In our model, 
we make use of SGD optimizer with 0.9 momentum and 0.01 learning rate. SGD 
updates the parameters (weights) of each layer using the computed gradient after 
passing one training sample through the neural network at a time. As a result, a single 
training sample is sent through the network at a time, and the loss associated with 
it is calculated. Following each training sample, the parameters of all the network 
layers are updated. As the network only processes one training sample, it is easier 
to memorise. It is computationally fast as only one sample is processed at a time.
Equation is given by:

w w Q w w
n

Q w
i

n

i
= − ∇ ( ) = − ∇ ( )
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h

1

 (4)
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1

1
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Where 𝜂 is the learning rate, Q is a loss function and w is the network parameter.
In comparison to similar methods like Batch Gradient Descent and Mini Batch 

Gradient Descent, it can converge faster for bigger datasets since it causes more 
frequent parameter updates (Bottou et al., 2012).

Early Stopping (Ying, 2019)

This technique is used to prevent the “learning speed slowdown” problem. Because 
of noise-learning, algorithm accuracy stops increasing or worsens beyond a certain 
point.

As a result, the goal is to determine the precise point at which training should 
be discontinued. We were able to get the ideal balance of under-fitting and over-
fitting in this manner. The learning process for artificial neural networks aims to 
identify the ideal weights and biases. Learning process and learning speed of neurons 
depends on values of the partial derivatives of the cost function i.e., ¶

¶
C
W  and 

 as described below in equation 6 and 7 

respectively:

C
b

¶
¶
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Where 𝐶 is the cost, 𝑊j is the 𝑗th weight, 𝑋j is the 𝑗th input, 𝑏 is the bias, a is output
when inputs values are 1 and 𝑦 is the output (Ying, 2019).

Dataset Details

ECG image signals derived from publicly accessible MIT-BIH arrhythmia (Moody 
& Mark, 2001) and PTB diagnostic (Kachuee et al., 2018) datasets. The MIT-BIH 
arrhythmia dataset has 48 records, each lasting around 30 minutes from ambulatory 
ECG records obtained between 1975 and 1979 on two channels. 23 records were 
chosen at random from a set of 4000 24-hour ambulatory ECG recordings with indoor 
patients accounting for 60% and outdoor patients accounting for 40%. Remaining 
twenty-five recordings were selected from a similar collection. The selected ECG 
recordings were digitised at 360 samples per second with an 11-bit resolution over 
a 10mV range for each channel. Two or more cardiologists independently analysed 
each record, providing relevant solutions to the concerns in order to provide a 
computer-readable result. In addition, this dataset contains approximately 110,000 
explanations. The PTB Diagnostics dataset contains ECG records from 290 people, 
with 148 of them having been diagnosed with MI, 52 with a healthy heart, and the 
remaining with seven other diseases. ECG signals from 12 leads were captured at 
1000Hz in each record.

The dataset contains six types of ECG signals; namely, normal beats (N), ventricular 
ectopic beats (V), fusion beats (F), unclassified beats (Q), supraventricular ectopic 
beats (S), and myocardial infarction (M).
Table 2, shows a breakdown of ECG beats.
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Figure 8, shows the various ECG signals segments used in this work.

Table 2. Breakdown of six classes of beats.

Type Number of Beats

F 803

M 10,506

N 94,635

Q 8,039

S 2,779

V 7,236

Total 1,23,998

Figure 8. ECG signals segments, namely; normal beats (N), unclassified beats (Q), 
fusion beats (F), ventricular ectopic beats (V), supraventricular ectopic beats (S), 
and myocardial infarction (M).
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RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

The experimental approach and results of the experiment are described in this 
section. The experimental data for the proposed model derives from the MIT-BIH 
and PTB diagnostic databases, which are international standard ECG databases. It 
is frequently utilised for the development of cardiac arrhythmia research areas as 
it contains accurate and descriptive expert annotations. The experiment used 64% 
of the dataset for the training, 16% for validation, and 20% for testing i.e., 79357, 
19842, 24799 respectively. In the final model, there were 50 epochs for training. 
The dataset was split into 32 batches during each epoch.

Two dimensional images were resize to 64x64 grayscale images for the input 
to CNN model. The proposed CNN model was implemented using Tensorflow 
(Abadi et al., 2016), a Python package. Hardware specifications for the execution 
of our models are GPU TITAN XP. Training process took a total of 31448.33 sec.

The optimization parameters of the proposed model are the number of convolution 
layers, pooling layers, and early stopping technique (a regularization technique to 
overcome over-fitting (Ying, 2019)). As the proposed model uses a large dataset, 
more number of convolution operations required to extract features from the 
training dataset by the proposed model to perform better on the test dataset. Based 
on the number of convolutional layers and pooling layers present in the model, we 
evaluated two experimental approaches and performed experimental verification. In 
Experiment CNN-A, we used a CNN model of five layers with one convolutional, 
one pooling layer with SGD optimizer having learning rate, momentum, batch 
size, epochs 0.01, 0.9, 32, and 30 respectively. In Experiment CNN-B, we used a 
CNN model of eight layers with three convolutional, two pooling layers with SGD 
optimizer having learning rate, momentum, batch size, epochs 0.01, 0.9, 32, and 
50 respectively. The average accuracy improves from 98.04% in CNN-A to 99.16% 

Figure 9. Accuracies of two training models CNN-A and CNN-B.
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in CNN-B with more number of convolution operations, max-pooling operations, 
and increased epoch values from 30 to 50 respectively.

Figures 9 and 10 represents the accuracy and loss curves for training and validation 
for the CNN-A and CNN-B models, respectively.

To further comprehend the trained model’s learning, we included a classification 
report and a confusion matrix for the trained model CNN-A, which explain the 
trained model’s actual prediction on the test data in Fig. 11 and Table 3, respectively.

A low precision value in the prediction of F reflects overfitting and incorrect 
classification of the model. So by appending more convolutional layers and max-
polling layers in CNN-B model we are able to improve the classification report and 
the confusion matrix as shown below in Fig. 12 and Table 5 respectively.

Classification report presents the overall performance measures such as accuracy, 
precision, recall, and F1 score of the proposed model as described in the following 
equations:

Figure 10. Loss of two training models CNN-A and CNN-B.

Figure 11. Classification Report of CNN-A model.
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Accuracy
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True positive, false positive, true negative, and false negative predictions are 
denoted by TP, FP, TN, and FN, respectively. TP denotes the classification of normal 
ECG data to normal, whereas TN denotes the classification of outlier data to abnormal 
categories. FP denotes the classification of abnormal ECG data to normal, whereas 
FN denotes for classifying normal data to abnormal categories. Further, TP and TN 
denotes correct classification, whereas FP and FN denotes an error in classification. 
The evaluation indicators from the two experiments were also compared. Table 4 
compares the outcomes of the two experimental approaches. With less number of 
convolutional and pooling layers as compared to CNN-B, CNN-A results in over-
fitting and low accuracy.

As shown in Fig. 12, overall performance of all the classes i.e., F, M, N, Q, S, 
V improved.

Table 3. Confusion matrix of CNN-A model.

Predicted/True F M N Q S V

F 143 17 0 0 0 1

M 4 2097 0 0 0 0

N 0 0 18842 0 28 56

Q 0 0 113 1495 0 0

S 19 69 0 0 443 25

V 74 61 0 0 17 1295
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Table 5 below depicts the final CNN-B model’s confusion matrix. The model 
performed much better on M, N, Q, and S, whereas the classification of kinds F was 
mediocre. This might have been produced by the waveforms’ slight morphological 
variations throughout the learning process.

Table 4. Average classification performances of CNN-A and CNN-B.

Experiment Scheme Accuracy Recall Precision F1score

CNN-A One Conv2D layer 98.04% 91.72% 89.54% 98.06%

CNN-B Three Conv2D layers 99.16% 96.53% 95.15% 99.17%

Figure 12. Classification Report of CNN-B model.

Table 5. CNN-B model’s confusion matrix.

Predicted/True F M N Q S V

F 142 19 0 0 0 0

M 0 2101 0 0 0 0

N 0 0 18820 0 4 102

Q 0 0 9 1599 0 0

S 4 4 0 0 531 17

V 23 10 0 0 16 1398
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Fig. 13, shows a normalized confusion matrix of the final CNN-B model with true 
and predicted label. Similar to the proposed approach numerous feature extraction 
based tasks may incorporated using the application of convolutional computing due 
to the advancement of deep learning technology (Lai, 2019).

DISCUSSION

In this section, our model is compared to current ECG classification approaches. 
Deep learning techniques have been used in recent research works to establish a more 
accurate and reliable way for cardiac arrhythmia classification, with the MIT-BIH 
arrhythmias dataset being used by the majority of the researchers. In our proposed 
approach if we have chosen a machine learning model then we need to extract the 
features by ourselves in a csv file. Here, in our approach we have directly given 

Figure 13. Normalized Confusion Matrix of CNN-B.
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images as input to the CNN model which automatically extracts features from the 
input images. The proposed model outperformed state-of-the-art research. The 
confusion matrix of CNN-B model gives insight of the model’s performance in terms 
of actual and predicted label. Further, a performance comparison of the proposed 
model is presented in Table 6 with various performance metrics.
The benefits of using CNN model:

1.  CNN model is an automatic model which does not require additional feature 
extraction, selection or classification.

2.  It outperforms all types of ECG signals.
3.  F1 score gives the performance measure in terms of accuracy of the proposed 

model.

Table 6. Comparison of proposed work with state-of-the-art.

Author Classes Classifier Average 
Accuracy Sensitivity ECG Beats/

Dataset

Machine Learning Methods

(Mondéjar-Guerra et al., 2019) 4
Combination 
of Multiple 
SVM

94.50% 70.3% 49,691

(Subramanian et al., 2020) 3 SVM 91% 
F1-90.65% - Train = 15, 

test = 23

Deep Learning Methods

(Acharya et al., 2017) 5 CNN 94.03% 96.71% 109,449

(Oh et al., 2018) 5 CNN+ 
LSTM 98.10% - 16,499

(Abayaratne et al., 2019) 15 Combined 
RNN-LSTM

94.7% 
P-98.3% 

F1-94.1%
98.34% 96,265

(Izci et al., 2019) 5 CNN 97.25% - 27,789

(Kommireddy et al., 2020) 4
CNN+ 
LSTM and 
ANN

98.64% - 107,620

(Hasan et al., 2020) 5 CNN 98.28% - MIT-BIH

(Ullah et al., 2020) 8 CNN
99.11% 

P-98.59% 
F1-98.00%

99.61% MIT-BIH

Proposed model (CNN-A) 6 CNN
98.04% 

P-89.54% 
F1-98.06%

91.72% 1,23,998

Proposed model (CNN-B) 6 CNN
99.16% 

P-95.15% 
F1-99.17%

96.53% 1,23,998

P: Precision, F1: F1 score
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The proposed deep learning model outperformed the competition in terms of 
average accuracy, precision, recall, and F1 score i.e., 99.16%, 95.15%, 96.53%, 
and 99.17% respectively in six class classification types of ECG signals; normal 
beats (N), unclassified beats (Q), fusion beats (F), ventricular ectopic beats (V), 
supraventricular ectopic beats (S), and myocardial infarction (M) performed on 
1,23,998 ECG beats than the others. Our approach has the inclusion of Stochastic 
Gradient Descent optimizer and Early Stopping technique which improves the 
performance of the proposed approach. Stochastic Gradient Descent optimizer 
allows deep neural networks to be trained more efficiently by letting each layer of the 
network to learn more independently. On the other hand, Early Stopping technique 
used to prevent over-fitting. Our proposed model can aid doctors explicitly for the 
detection and classification of arrhythmias.

CONCLUSION

This research work proposes a CNN-based classification model for automatic 
categorization of arrhythmias using ECG signals. Two-dimensional images are 
taken as input from the MIT-BIH and PTB dataset. This model classifies six types 
of ECG with 99.16% classification accuracy that is higher than state-of-the-art 
studies on similar arrhythmias. This research resulted in a more efficient way for 
ECG arrhythmias classification with CNN deep learning method. This would aid 
doctors to better diagnose cardiovascular disease and eventually improves the rate 
of detection and identification of symptoms at early stage.
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ABSTRACT

Cyber space became inevitable in today’s world. It needs a security technology to 
safeguard the whole system from outsiders. An intrusion detection system acts as a 
strong barrier and screens the vulnerability. There is an upgraded amount of network 
attacks such as DoS (denial of service), R2L (remote to local) attack, U2R (user to 
root), and probe attack. These network attacks lead to prohibited usage of data from 
various applications like medical, bank, car maintenance, and achieve activities. 
This will result in financial gain and prevent authorized persons from accessing the 
network. Intrusion detection systems were implemented in systems where security is 
desirable. The conventional system makes use of machine learning techniques such 
as random forest and decision trees that entail many computational resources and 
higher time complexity. To overcome this, a DNN-based intrusion detection system 
is proposed. This IDS not only detects the abnormalities but also results in higher 
accuracy compared to existing systems. This also improves the speed, accuracy, 
and stability of the system.
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INTRODUCTION

Intrusion Detection system is used to protect systems from intruders. It is a modern 
security technology to prevent exploitation. In Internet, security can be compromised 
through numerous ways. More IoT network, Internet usage and data transfer leads to 
more anomaly problems. Thus researchers need to focus on self-adaptive intrusion 
detection systems without any human interaction (Jabez & Muthukumar, 2015). 
IDS monitor, detect any malicious activity and policy violation in the network. 
Security systems like firewall, an anti-virus software, etc are also used to protect 
the system. When an enterprise grows larger, existing security measures is not 
enough to protect the entire system from intruder. Many times anti-virus software’s 
also gets cooperated by the invaders and leads to false alarm (Aung & Min, 2017). 
A secured network has Intrusion Management System (IMS) which consists of 
Intrusion Detection System (IDS) and Intrusion Prevention System (IPS). An IDS 
detects the malicious activity whereas IPS prevents the network from any malicious 
activity. Intrusion Detection system will monitor the regular activities in network 
and classify the normal and abnormal events. It will not make any changes in the 
event occurred. The difficult part is to identify the malicious event which is very 
similar to normal activity (Mustafa, Jae, Muhammad & Sugwon, 2021). Intrusion 
Prevention System controls the entire system and stops the packet proactively if 
it is a risky. It finds and drops the hazardous packet before it reaches the target. 
If any malicious activity detected, then IDS sends the alarm to the administrator. 
Then administrator takes necessary actions depends on the anomaly detected in the 
system. Anyway a human intervention is needed in IDS to prevent the entire system 
from any type of hazard. After the evolution of modern technologies like machine 
learning algorithms, human intervention is not essential in IDS interaction (Jabez 
& Muthukumar, 2015). Machine Learning algorithms detect the anomaly in the 
system and take the essential actions based on the database it have. In the database, 
all types of anomaly and its behavior are stored. By comparing the activities of the 
system with the database, IDS senses the anomaly if any and proceeds the required 
actions which make the system secure.

Types of IDS

There are two types of IDS namely: Network Intrusion Detection System (NIDS) 
and Host Intrusion Detection System (HIDS). NIDS works at network level. It’s 
installed at strategic points of network to monitor threats or anomaly. NIDS analyze 
whether large amount of traffic happens in the network. If traffic occurs, then the 
chance of attack also will be high. For an example, Firewall configured at network 
to find good and bad sender. HIDS installed in all network devices with internet 
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connectivity. This intrusion detection system works as a second line in defense 
against the malicious attack. HIDS role comes into performance only when NIDS 
failed to detect the attack in the network. When attacker enters the network NIDS 
should able to detect it, otherwise intruder intrudes into network devices. Then 
HIDS installed in devices must detect the attack to provide security. For example, 
monitors the local system and alerts the administrator if any unauthorized person 
attempts to make any changes in the local file system or about missing files (Cuelogic 
Technologies,2019).

Cloud Computing and Edge Computing

Cloud computing handles big data and suffers due to security issues. In cloud 
computing, all data stored at centralized cloud data center and sent to requester 
when needed. This centralized data center always under a threat and have a chance 
of compromise. To overcome this, edge computing were introduced, in which 
data are distributed and stored at small data center located nearer to the user. Edge 
computing lies between cloud and the user. Edge computing can also be called as 
Fog Computing. A small distributed and localized data center is called Edge devices. 
Edge devices can be gateway, router and any network devices. For example, Amazon 
Prime Video uses edge computing technology in which data centers are placed at 
different localized zone nearer to the consumer. When a user requests a page, request 
sent to nearer data center and processed. If it is found, video started playing on the 
requester screen. If it is not found in nearer data center, then request is forwarded 
to centralized i.e cloud data center. From centralized cloud, requested video copied 
to user’s nearest data center and started playing on the requester screen. When you 
play most popular videos, streaming of data will be less comparatively because 
popular videos are distributed to all small data centers in order to avoid buffering. 
All videos cannot be stored in edge data center due to limitations in size.

Artificial Intelligence

Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning and Deep Learning are interconnected and 
aim to achieve the same. Machine Learning and Deep Learning is a classification of 
Artificial Intelligence. AI makes the system to perform with human intelligence. In 
other words, machine which acts like a human. Artificial Intelligence and Machine 
Learning carries most of the organizations to the topmost level.
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Figure 1 shows the relationship between Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning 
Algorithms and Deep Learning. In AI, partial dataset is used to train and remaining 
to find the output with the trained system. Smart environment became possible in 
these days by using AI in all applications. Smart Applications can be found in a 
car, home appliances and in many enterprises. System became an expert system by 
using human intellectuality. It’s able to do all functionality of applications without 
any human interference.

Machine Learning

Machine Learning became essential in today’s machine world. Huge amount of 
data were created by IoT devices and social network like Watsapp, Facebook 
etc. Intrusion detection system is unable to handle dynamic and complex cyber-
attacks hence efficient adaptive system using machine learning is needed (Anish & 
Sundarakantham, 2019). Billions of data were created, can be processed, discovered 
and used for future prediction by ML Algorithms. Machine learning can be classified 
as supervised, unsupervised and Reinforcement learning. Supervised learning has 
a set of rules to decide the outcome whereas unsupervised learning will not have 
any strategies to follow. Reinforcement learning increase the reward by allowing the 
agent to decide the action based on the current state. Unsupervised algorithm can 
easily detect anomalies in intrusion system but it is easily disposed to false positive 
alarms. To reduce the false positive alarm, supervised algorithm can be used. In 
supervised algorithm, intrusion detection system will be trained with normal and 
abnormal activities. Supervised machine learning algorithms like Random Forest, 
Decision Tree were implemented in IDS.

Figure 1.  
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ML Algorithms monitors and learn the network behavior to classify the normal 
and abnormal activity (Mustafa, Jae, Muhammad & Sugwon, 2021). If any attack 
(abnormal activity) detected, then the algorithm take the essential actions as 
programmed. In machine learning algorithms, feature extraction and classification 
process need to be done separately. In deep learning, neural networks itself extracts 
the necessary features and do the classification. Internet of Things (IoT) network 
is enlarging tremendously and became essential thing in day today life. IoT devices 
can be used in all type of applications like medical, insurance, military etc (Zhenhai, 
Haoran & Chenglong, 2020). Intrusion detection became mandatory in all fields 
to prevent intruders. The main challenge is to preventing the false alarm from 
misleading the system (Alif & Tohari, 2020).SVM with Random Forest in which 
classification process works with high speed. Parameter variation is not done in 
the proposal and used as such(Chang, Li &Yang, 2017). Using RF with k-means 
improves the performance of system and reduces the processing time (Iftikhar, 
Mohammad, Muhammad & Aneel, 2018).

Decision Tree

Decision tree is one of the supervised machine learning techniques. It is constructed 
based on ID3 algorithm (He & Runjing, 2017). In ID3 algorithm, for every single 
attribute Entropy and Information Gain will be considered as given in (1) and (2) 
respectively. Entropy calculates the disorder in target feature. Entropy value will 
either 0 or 1 since binary classification is used in our proposed model. Information 
Gain measures the features which properly classifies the target classes. The feature 
which has high information gain is designated as best result (Ahmed, Leandros, 
Mohamed, Makhlouf & Helge, 2019)

Entropy(S) = - å pᵢ * log2(pᵢ) (1)

where i = 1 to n, n is the total number of classes in the target output and pᵢ is the 
probability of class ‘i’

IG(S, A) = Entropy(S) - å((|Sᵥ| / |S|) * Entropy(Sᵥ)) (2)

where Sᵥ is the set of rows in S, Sᵥ| is the number of rows in Sᵥ and S| is the number 
of rows in S.
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Random Forest

It is a grouping of DTree. This gives high accurateness than a single tree and 
less disposed to over-fitting. This method can be used for both classification and 
regression algorithm (Chang, Li & Yang, 2017). In this proposed system, it is used 
for classification in intrusion detection system. Data gets preprocessed then fed for 
classification. After classification data will be constructed into n number of tress. 
Depending on the majority vote, each tree gets categorized and generates the result 
(Ibrahim, Ali, Essam, Raed & 2016).

Deep Learning

Deep Learning is one of the machine learning and it uses programmable neural 
networks. It learns from processing the training dataset and uses it to learn the 
characteristics of test dataset. Deep Learning uses multi - layered structure of 
Artificial Neural network as architecture, which is called as Deep Neural Network. 
DNN develops a self-adaptive system with better analysis and pattern matching. This 
network helps to achieve artificial intelligence by implementing machine learning 
algorithms. Languages like Python, R are mostly used to develop a neural network. 
Deep Learning is used in many real time applications like Driverless car, Medical 
field, Recommendation systems etc. It is believed that deep learning, an advancement 
of ML will rule the future world.DNN can be classified into three types based on 
its architecture namely: Feed Forward Neural Network (FFNN), Recurrent Neural 
Network (RNN) and Convolutional Neural Network (CNN).

i) Feed Forward Neural Network

Generally DNN is a Feed Forward Neural Network (FFNN) in which data is 
unidirectional from input to output layer. Link connects the neurons in all layers in 
a forward direction. Supervised learning in FFNN uses back propagation to end up 
with best accuracy.

ii) Recurrent Neural Network

RNN looks like a directed graph, information flows to next layer and next layer to 
previous layer also. It has memory in internal state to remember the information. 
In RNN, data flows forward and backward of the layer to work depending on the 
current input and past output values. RNN became smarter by using Long Short 
Term Memory (LSTM), which is a special kind of RNN. LSTM has one input gate, 
forget gate and output gate.
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iii) Convolutional Neural Network

Convolutional Neural Network commonly applied to visual applications like object 
detection, image classification and natural language processing. CNN takes images 
as input whereas DNN and RNN have values as input. CNN also uses LSTM to 
achieve good performance. Output of CNN will be extraction of particular region 
of an image. Region exhibits the desired feature which is called feature map. To 
overcome this problem, DNN based intrusion detection system is built. IDS are 
experimented by evaluating DNN in terms of different number of hidden layers to 
obtain high accuracy for dataset KDD-99.

DNN Architecture

DNN is a collection of neurons and it contains one input layer, hidden layers and one 
output layer. Input layer has neurons to get input and forward it into hidden layer. 
Neurons in hidden layer get activated based on the activation function. Activated 
neurons forward the information to the following layer. This continues and reaches 
the output layer. In output layer, neurons exists depends on the type of output. If 
it’s a binary classification, then output layer will have only two neurons one for true 
and one for false. Propagation function plays an important role in neural network to 
achieve high exactness. Forward and Back propagation are two types of propagation 
function used in neural network. Forward propagation will deliver “predicted value” 
whereas back propagation delivers “error rate”. Neural network groups the unlabeled 
data based on its similarities and label the training data based on it. It mechanically 
adjusts to changing input and results in best output. This technique of adjusting the 
weight of neurons according to the error value helps DNN to achieve high precision 
than ML Algorithms. Adjusting the weight of neurons quickly or slowly defined as 
learning rate of a model. Irrespective of neural network types whether FFNN or RNN, 
back propagation used as problem solving method. This makes neural network more 
applicable for speech recognition, text classification, language processing, intrusion 
detection system and semantic analyzing. In this proposal, DNN with various hidden 
layers were built and trained. Training and testing of dataset can be split as 80% 
and 20% or 70% and 30% respectively. In this proposal, 80% of dataset used for 
training and 20% of input dataset used for test set. Three different DNN with single 
layer perceptron and multi-layer perceptron (one hidden layer, two hidden layers, 
and three hidden layers) are trained (80% of dataset) and tested (20% of dataset). 
After training, test data given as input for all three DNN and results were compared. 
Performances of all three DNN were analyzed using accuracy, precision, recall and 
F1-score. It should be noted that this module of predicting the possibility of attack 
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will help the organization to take necessary precautions. Figure 2 describes the 
workflow of the proposed system.

The workings of DNN were explained as follows. The proposed model executed in 
classification process to categorize normal and abnormal data. Abnormal data might 
be created by attackers or there is also a chance of a system getting cooperated. This 
type of data is a fake data which can prevent the system from doing its functionalities. 
Initially, KDD dataset get preprocessed by cleaning, filling the missed values and 
removing the noise. During classification process, DNN with different layers were 
trained and tested.

Figure 2.  
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i) Input and Hidden Layers

The input layer consists of 41 neurons. The outputs of input layer are served into 
the hidden layers. A hidden layer uses ReLU as the non-linear activation function. 
Rectified Linear Unit is most popular activation function because of its simplicity 
and fastness. During training, weights are adjusted and fed into the next upcoming 
layer. Reducing the count of neurons from first layer to last, results in output with 
high accuracy.

ii) Regularization

To regularize the neural network, dropout is used in DNN. Dropout is also called 
as dilution. Dilution used in neural network to avoid over-fitting problem. To make 
the whole process efficient and time-saving, Dropout (0.01) is used. Accuracy of 
neural network increased gradually when dropout value is less.

iii) Output Layer and Classification

The output layer is the last layer in neural network. It involves only two neurons 
namely: Compromised and Uncompromised since it make use of binary classification. 
The hidden layer has 1024 neurons and its output fed into output layer. The mapping 
from hidden layer to last layer done by, a sigmoid activation function. The value of 
sigmoid function lies within the range 0 to 1.

iv) Prediction Phase

In this phase, the data is fed into the proposed system to forecast the input data 
whether it is an attack or not. The system relates the input data and the weights with 
the expected output, and makes the prediction. At this phase, the accuracy, precision 
and recall of the system is considered for benchmarking purposes.

Performance Evaluation

Neural network gets trained and then tested. After training and test phase, three 
DNN were associated in term of accuracy and confusion matrix. Accuracy is the 
percentage of correctly categorized data and all categorized data. Confusion matrix 
is used to identify normal and abnormal data. Correctly classified data is called 
as True Positive (TP). Correctly classified normal data is called as True Negative 
(TN). Wrongly identified abnormal data is called as False Positive (FP). Wrongly 
identified normal data is called as False Negative (FN).
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Figure 3 shows the evaluation of the accuracy, precision, recall, f1 score of 
DNN with different number of layers. Accuracy can be found in the context of 
total number of correct prediction to the total number of dataset. Precision can be 
found in the context of total number of correct positive prediction to total number of 
positive prediction. Recall can be found in the context of total number of correctly 
classified positive prediction to the total number of correctly classified data. F1-
score provides the degree of incorrectly classified data. This proposed model was 
executed using Tensor flow and Python programming. The outcome of proposed 
model was measured using accuracy, precision, recall and f1-score as given in (3), 
(4), (5) and (6) respectively.

Accuracy= (TP+TN) / (TP+TN+FP+FN) (3)

Precision = (TP) / (TP+FP) (4)

Recall = (TP) / (TP + FN) (5)

F1-score = 2*((Precision * Recall) / (Precision + Recall)) (6)

Figure 3.  
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CONCLUSION

Internet became an essential and a part of daily life. Internet application plays a 
vital role in many fields like medical, transportation etc. Nowadays, Internet of 
Things (IoT) based Smart city, Smart Agriculture, Smart transportation started 
empowering the smart world. Big data generated by IoT devices under a severe 
threat. Security is a major concern which brings the need of detecting abnormal 
activities. Intrusion detection system senses the variance occurrence in all types of 
applications and provides security. In the community where internet technologies 
are used, IDS became an unavoidable one. Implementing DNN in intrusion detection 
finds anomaly and prevent it with high exactness. The DNN consists of two hidden 
layers achieves accuracy is 93.1%. The DNN with one hidden layer attains precision 
of 99.9%. The DNN consists of two hidden layers achieves 91.6% as highest recall 
value. The DNN with two hidden layers reaches 95.6% of F1 Score. When compared 
single layer and multi layers perceptron, we conclude that DNN with multi layers 
perceptron (two hidden layers) perform better. Thus it is determined, DNN with 
two hidden layers gives high accuracy of 93.1% for the KDD - 99 dataset (80% of 
training set and 20% of test dataset).
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ABSTRACT

The people are affected by retinal vascular disease. This research automates the 
prediction of such disease using retinal image acquisition. The condition of the 
retinal blood vessels is manifested as the mirror of the vascular disease of the human 
body. Human retinal images of the eye give extensive data on diagnostic changes 
caused by local optical sickness that reveal some of the vascular diseases such as 
diabetes, cardiovascular disease, hypertension, vascular irritation, and stroke. The 
infinite perimeter active contour with hybrid region information (IPACHI) model 
is used to segment and calculate perimeter of the blood vessels. The next stage is 
classification of affected retinal vessels by using support vector model (SVM) and 
artificial neural network (ANN) models. After classification, the arterio venous 
ratio (ANR) is computed to identify the exact type of retinal disease. The work is 
done in MATLAB software, and it proves the accuracy of 95% in prediction of the 
retinal disease.
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INTRODUCTION

Image processing leads to image analysis that involves the study of feature extraction 
from the pre-processed images, segmentation based on vessel and perform 
classification on the preprocessed images. This technique analyzes the patterns 
using the vessel retinal image. Diabetic retinopathy is the major problematical 
disease that distresses the human retina and the result is blindness. Segmentation 
recognizes the indeed portions of each pixels in the input image in order to invent 
out the correspondence with various entities. A proposed system is focused mainly 
with the segmentation which is well automated that avoids all the hand crafty tools 
and the blood vessels emerging from the retina are inspected repeatedly. Finally, it 
is permitted to initial vision screen tests, for the identification of various diseases 
related to retina. This enables us to prevent and minimize vision impairments also 
many diseases related to age and much vascular sickness. Also, it reduces the cost 
of the screening.

The retina is interior part of the human eye. The optic disk which is a oval shaped 
disk located at the center of the retina. The interior position that helps in radiating 
the major blood vessels will be the optic nerve. The retinal blood vessels are well 
observed that helps in diagnosing the disease which was compared to the existing 
technology. The most important step is the extraction of blood vessels in computerized 
diagnosis and treatment of various vascular disease including diabetic retinopathy, 
arteriosclerosis, glaucoma, retinal artery occlusion, stroke and hypertension. In 
inclusion to fovea and optic disc, the blood vessels donates from a wide features 
of a retinal vessels captured from fundus camera and most of its properties are 
commonly associated with disease such as diabetes, stroke, arteriosclerosis and 
hypertension. Also, the most popular eye illness mainly retinal artery occlusion 
and choroidal neovascularization implies a wide changes in the vasculature network 
of retina. The blood vessels segmentation in the retinal fundus images proves to 
be helpful for the diabetic retinopathy detection and glaucoma diagnosis. While 
taking Cyber Physical System into the account, it mainly focuses on the ability to 
interpret the data based on the information available on the outer world. Now a 
days, most of the researchers are involved in the attack detection using CPS. Some 
of the machine learning algorithms, when approached using CPS resulted in better 
outcome compared to some of the traditional machine learning models.

LITERATURE SURVEY

In this paper (Timo Hellsted et al., 1996) the author proposed the evaluation of a 
microaneurysms (MA), fluorescein angiogram (FAG) and conversely time which 
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is in red dot captured in a colored photograph. Wide new varieties of automated 
segmentation of retinal blood vessels in coplanar color images of the human retina 
(Joes Staal et al., 2004). The automated method can be worn in computerized 
analysis of retinal vessels images. The main aim of the research is to classify and 
categorize each and every pixel in an image as vessel or no vessels. The major 
causes of blindness in the commercial world that includes many reasons for instance 
diabetic retinopathy, hypertension, stroke, age-related maculation degeneration, and 
glaucoma. The methodology for coplanar fundus image processing techniques for 
concrete Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT) has also been evaluated. Distinct 
concern is provided to perceptible techniques for the scrutiny of retinal fundus 
photographs (Michael D.Abràmoff et al., 2010) embedded with a pivot on clinically 
associated assessment of human retinal vasculature network, recognition of lesions 
in the retina, evaluation of a particular Optic Nerve Head (ONH) region, and to 
computerize techniques for the identification of retinal disorders.

The aim of this proposed system is to analyze, review and classify the various 
vessel extraction algorithms by giving a brief description, marking the necessary 
points and also mainly the performance measures (M.Fraz et al., 2012). The 
intent is to provide structural design for the existing exploration and to initiate the 
wide range of segmentation algorithms (Annunziata et al., 2016). The conduct of 
algorithms is almost collated and examined on publicly available datasets (DRIVE 
and STARE) of enormous retinal images using a wide number of measures which 
include positive rate for both true and false matches. It also accounts for accuracy, 
sensitivity rate, specificity rate and sector under receiver operating characteristic 
(ROC) curve. It has been found that the multiple vessel segmentations of a similar 
image so as to strengthen the detection of confluent points (M. V. Usha, Vidyashree 
et al., 2015). The concept behind the research is the convergence ought which is a 
detectable victimization vessel segmentations at completely different scales. DR 
is that the leading reason for visual defect within the accounting for ninety nine of 
cases in Asian country (N. Otsu, 1979). Asian country and China currently quite 
ninety million individuals with polygenic disease pass though polygenic disease. 
A procedure for vessel extraction in retinal vessels has been projected (S. Roy 
chowdhury et al., 2016). The most steps are to use associate isotropous diffusion 
filtration within the original vasculature to revive sure vascular structure lines 
and take away evaporated lines. At the secondary stage, the four-dimensional line 
pursuit section permits all vessels to search out the specified volume. Hard a map 
for a selected image needs many steps.

The development in many tissue engineering technologies (Abdulhannan P et al., 
2012) promises in producing some of the matching patency graphs for autologous 
substances. The elucidation is required in atherosclerosis pathophysiology in providing 
exclusive targeted material that is well suited for pharmacotherapy.
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The main focus on the laser treatments (Raval et al., 2020) in other words, 
photocoagulation in combination with the growth factor of the anti-vascular 
tissues helps in measuring the appropriate changing status of the visual acuity and 
also the IOP (Intra Ocular Pressure) control. The role of sensors plays important 
functionalities in the increasing growth of Cyber Physical Systems (CPSs) (Iarovyi 
S et al., 2016). These works not only guarantees reliable work but also provides 
desirable performances indicating the design and deployment. The emerging of such 
machine learning techniques and algorithms will be relied most only CPS that it 
assures promising results when compared with the values obtained from the linear 
models in calculating the width of the blood vessels.

PROPOSED SYSTEM

The proposed system is to implement automatic process and analyzed model distinct 
deep learning models. The green channel is first selected from the image that is colored 
which helps in the contrast enhancement by modifying the color range standards 
using CLAHE (Contrast Limited Adaptive Histogram Equivalent) algorithm. It uses 
the active contours for enhancement, remove background noise, mark the edges of 
the retinal vessels, and compute the width of vessels that helps to recognize diseases. 
A machine learning concept using deep neural network algorithm including Support 
Vector Classification Model and Artificial Neural Network is used to segment the 
blood vessels. Finally, this automated proposed methodology provides segmenting the 
vessels with higher performance ratio that is used in predicting the vascular disease 
and the ratio in which the vessels are affected after comparing with the trained sets.

DEEP LEARNING MODELS

Convolution Neural Network

Since large amount of workloads and complexity is involved in pre-processing of 
data, CNN is the well suited method for classification problems especially in image 
processing methods. Not only with the images the result goes well but also promises 
in bringing the excellent results in non-imaging data too. The data after importing 
into the model, the convolution neural network is built using 4 different parts:-

•	 Convolution – The input data are used in creating the feature maps which is 
further applied in filtered maps.
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•	 Max pooling – It enables the CNN model in detecting whether it encounters 
any modifications or not.

•	 Flattening – The data is further converted to array by flattening method 
which makes easier for the data to be read by CNN.

•	 Full Connection – The calculation of loss function for the CNN model will 
be done by the hidden layer.

Support Vector Machine (SVM)

The kernel function used in SVM will take input in low dimensional space that will 
be transformed into higher dimensional. It is well suited for non-linear problem 
that does large complex data transformations. The data here is separated based on 
the label criteria or the user defined outputs. The two main classes that is positive 
and negative rates are made separable via linear plane i.e. hyperplane. A technique 
known as the kernel trick is used in separation of these classes by adding some of the 
features manually in creating a hyperplane. The algorithm is especially applicable 
for increasing the mathematical function in respective to the collection of data used. 
The hidden patterns is well recognized in the huge amount of clinical datasets is 
SVM techniques in comparison with the other deep learning models.

RETINAL IMAGE ACQUISITION

Image acquisition allows getting retinal image from datasets and setting as input for 
further processing. The image given as input is stored as Tagged Image File Format 
in the datasets. Both test dataset (Fig.1) and trained set images (Fig.2) are acquired 
for predicting the vascular disease.
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Figure 1. Test dataset

Figure 2. Trained dataset
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PRE-PROCESSING

The image pre-processing commonly involves eliminating the low-frequency 
background noise, removing reflections, rationalizing the intensity of the solitary 
particle images, applying filters and masking undesired portions of images. Gaussian 
filter has been applied for the entire image in order to reduce the (S P Meshram et 
al., 2013) contrast and wavelet filter to blur the edges and also extracts the features 
of the vessels (Fig.3).

FILTERING

Morphological filters such as dilate, erode, close and open which can be applied by 
filtering the image in order to shrinking or enlarging the image spaces, which process 
the tiny spaces in the input image supported the certain detailed characteristics are 
encoded within the particular structuring element, are reported (Fig.4).

DILATE AND ERODE

Dilation and Erosion are the two essential operators in considering the region of 
extracting mathematical morphology. As some crucial areas of fore-ground pixels 
that enlarge in size, some of the spotted holes within the inner regions turn out 
smaller. The main effect of abrasion on the image is to make erosion in the outer 
boundaries foreground pixels, typically including the white pixels. While in the case 
of foreground pixels that diminish in size, holes become enlarged.

Figure 3. Feature Extraction
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OPEN

Mainly, opening springs from the elemental morphological operations of abrasion 
and dilation. The opening operation basically resembles erosion; it tries to get rid 
of relatively number of the foreground image pixels from various sides. In general, 
it is slightly levelling than erosion.

CLOSE

The closing methodology is gap that has been done in reverse, is outlined as dilation 
in each pixels followed by associate erosion mistreatment identical structuring 
component for each operations. Closing is analogous that it tends to enlarge the 
boundaries of fore-ground regions during retinal vessel image backup considered 
as pepper noise.

RETINAL VESSELS SEGMENTATION

In Segmentation (N. Patton et al., 2006) of blood vessels neural network mechanism 
of image processing is implemented. The initial vessel values are tracked and pointed 
along with the features of the vessels. Bases on the values that has been for the 
respective feature, subsequent algorithm is implemented. The separation of input 
values from the retinal image from its integral part is performed. The deep neural 

Figure 4. Filtering
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network model is implemented for segmentation and feature extraction of the retinal 
blood vessels. It creates vascular network that has been traced using neural active 
color contour that has been measured with neighbourhood function. It can extract 
the vascular network that has been mapped, where every node denotes a convergence 
point in the vascular tree. Binary mask in the segmentation process is originated by 
finding the vessels, edges from sharpened image. Finally provide the segmentation 
mask for pre-processed retinal images (Fig.5).

RETINAL VESSELS CLASSIFICATION

The vessels are tracked via vessel classification method and the calculation is done 
considering the width of every blood vessels. The arteries and veins classification is 
done based on the width values, and are represented using NN model and Support 
Vector Machine Model.

Figure 5. Segmentation of Retinal Blood Vessel
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After vessel extraction, feature vector is mapped involving the properties of 
artery and veins. This is adopted for the line extracted image and a label name 
which is appointed to every line, representing the artery and vein picture element. 
Supported these labeling section, the ultimate aim is currently to allot one in every 
of the labels to the respective artery category (A), also the alternative with vein 
category (V). So as to authorize the final classification between A/V categories at 
the side of vessel potency data the structural data and also are used (Fig.6). This 
could be done for the exploitation of SVM classification. The brightness (Naik, S. 
K et al., 2003) level improvement enhances the exploitation of ‘adaptive gamma 
correction’ (AGC) technique is not the suitable gray level varies, so this technique 
not causes the ‘gamut-problem’.

DISEASE DIAGNOSIS

In diagnosis phase, the measurement of testing and training retinal image dataset. 
The positive and negative matches including True and False Rate, sensitivity, 
specificity and accuracy is used which in turn used in the calculation of AVR ratio 

Figure 6. Edge Detection
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to predict the disease. The disease has been diagnosed using Arteria Ventricular 
ratio based on the vessel measurements of both arteries and veins mainly Central 
Retinal Ventricular Equivalent (CRVE) and Central Retinal Arteriolar Equivalent 
(CRAE) is found which to be associated with risks factors of vascular diseases and 
found as a positive real numbers (Fig.7 & Fig.8).

Figure 7. Performance Measure for Normal Image

Figure 8. Performance Measure for Affected Image
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Our fundus retinal image data that has been obtained from the database provided by 
Kaggle contests are about 90,000 images. We have separated 1500 images from the 
training dataset in order to provide them to the validation dataset. The probability 
distribution provides a feature with higher dimensionality. The features have been 
listed below:-

•	 The averages of Red, Green, and Blue channel values within 50 percentage 
cropped image of the human retina.

•	 Moreover, the overall standard deviation of the original image has been 50 
percentages centered cropped image.

•	 In total, there includes twelve features for one retinal fundus image.
•	 The feature vectors obtained by the probability distribution of dimensionality 

are used as vector input of SVM classification.

The Automatic prediction of diabetic retinopathy may reduce the high risk of 
vision impairment for those who suffer from retinal diabetics. In this study, Fuzzy C 
Means clustering and ANN has been proposed with a final accuracy rate of 88.03% 
for more than 2500 test images and proved to be a fitter solution. The result shows 
that SVM classifier pooling AUC fits the prediction fit value along with the reduced 
error rate calculation.

The outcome helps in analysing the AUC value obtained those shares a common 
hike value in addressing the basic clinical queries. Among the boosting algorithm, 
Support Vector seems to the better working since it deals with most of the linear 
data and also the data fitting comes with a improved generalized feature using a 
subsequent non-linear kernel value.

CONCLUSION

The difficulty in segmenting noise image is eliminated by using this application. It 
reduces the calculation overhead in segmentation. The interface assists in analyzing 
the photographs effectively. The system is tested well and satisfaction of users 
is found to be a lot of. A node integrated with Simulation tool structure put in 
will execute the appliance and identifies the most effective website. The spectral 
consistency gains better quality than existing for classification functions. It appears 
higher to aim for better spatial quality as feasible, providing the spectral quality of 
feature extraction stays higher than acceptable minimum. The system eliminates the 
difficulties within the existing system. The proposed method is extremely quick in 
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applying segmentation rule and also very particular in reducing the overall difficulties 
in segmentation algorithms. Enhancement results (Zhou et al., 2018) of CLAHERGB 
and CLAHELab measure raises the visibility within the processed image.

FUTURE WORK

The new system is developed when the future enhancements are quite often 
consolidated with the existing current modules with minimum amount of integrated 
work. The adverse system proves to be helpful if below further enhancements are 
included in future. The algorithm will be applied to all or reasonably image formats 
like tiff (Tagged Image File Format) and alternative. The factors employed in the 
classification algorithms will be generalized in order that default values turn out the 
generic segmentation. The segmentation rule is used to section only single image 
at a time. In future, multiple segmenting algorithms including Convolution Neural 
Networks (CNN) and its layers can be used for sectioning of the multiple retinal 
images at same time. In future, pattern recognition algorithms that suits for exact 
matches in the given input data with former patterns. For distinctive, the similar 
pattern with efficiency.

In analyzing the pattern values and also the correlation obtained from the 
linear and predictive models, CPS (Cyber Physical System) can also be taken into 
consideration such that they have the capability to adapt and learn the characterized 
models. This type of predictive learning can be easily helpful when large amount of 
test inputs are taken and processed. It also involves high monitoring, along with the 
continuous maintenance of the predictive models. Hence, Machine learning can be 
evaluated as the innovative that plays a key role in such kind of development models.
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ABSTRACT

Data types and amounts in human society are growing at an amazing speed, which 
is caused by emerging new services such as cloud computing and internet of things 
(IoT). As data has been a fundamental resource, research on big data has attracted 
much attention. An optimized cluster storage method for big data in IoT is proposed. 
First, weights of data blocks in each historical accessing period are calculated by 
temporal locality of data access, and the access frequencies of the data block in next 
period are predicted by the weights. Second, the hot spot of a data block is determined 
with a threshold that is calculated by previous data access. In this work, big data is 
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1. INTRODUCTION

IoTs have grown more popular in the development of corporate applications. 
Since these dispersed sensors have generated massive volumes of data, gathering, 
integrating, storing, processing, and utilizing this data has become a critical issue 
for businesses. Bothe researchers and engineers are faced with the challenge of 
processing this voluminous heterogeneous data stored in widely distributed systems 
like CCSs (Sezer et al., 2017). IoT-based Data Storage Systems in CCSs is attempting 
to balance distributed executions on three parameters namely unified infrastructure 
resource managements, multi-tenant storages with isolated performances, and flexible 
scalability of systems (Ding, Z. et al, 2013)

Transfers, processes, and integrations of IoTs are demanded massive, real-time, 
and unstructured data processes with hierarchical levels like data storage and analysis 
(Borthakur, D, et al, 2017). These issues are addressed in traditional data storage 
systems by fault-tolerant mechanisms (data copies) resulting in redundancy owing 
to poor utilization and increased data storage costs though only certain portions of 
information are accessed (Zhang, Q., et al, 2017 and Zhang, Q., et al, 2013).

Current researches have proposed effective cluster storage solutions for these 
voluminous data from IoTs which are based on temporal localization of data accesses 
and establishment of weights for data blocks based on access histories and anticipated/
forecasted weights of the block’s access frequencies (Barik, R.K., et al., 2018). 
Subsequently, threshold values determined from previous data accesses identify a 
data block’s hot (Marjani, M., et al, 2017 and Jan, B., et al, 2019).

Data balances are maintained by altering copies of data blocks and storing 
them as distinct groups in high-performing low load nodes for improving access 
efficiencies and resource utilizations while lowering storage costs (Kumari, A., et 
al, 2018). Clustering techniques adapted to store data reliably and storing copies 
of frequently accessed data in multiple nodes ensures data availability at all times. 
However, storage overheads become very high when duplicate data is more (Ding, 
Z., et al, 2013).

To overcome those issues, an improved framework is introduced in this chapter. 
The main goal of the proposed work is to ensure optimal and reliable data storage 
with reduced storage overhead and ensured data integrity. In this work, big data is 

divided into multiple segments based on semantic connectivity-based convolutional 
neural networks. Each segment will be stored in the different nodes by adapting the 
blockchain distributed-based local regenerative code technology called BCDLR. 
Experimental results demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed model in terms of 
packet delivery ratio, end-to-end delay, energy consumption, and throughput.
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divided into multiple segments based on semantic connectivity-based convolutional 
neural networks. Each segment will be stored in the different nodes by adapting the 
blockchain distributed-based local regenerative code technology. This work ensures 
data integrity and as well as ensures data recovery by adapting the regenerative 
code technology.

Section I of this research work examines the significance of big data storage in 
IOT networks, Section II provides an overview of the classical approaches used 
for big data storage, Section III compares research strategies and their benefits and 
drawbacks, and Section IV discusses simulation results. Section V discusses the 
conclusion and future direction for work.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

This section reviews methods used for secure storage of IOTs in big data. Ding 
(Ding et al, 2013) proposed generic Statistical Database Clustering for Big Data 
Analysis in IOTs data. The study used statistical functions within DBMS kernels 
where complex statistical queries were transformed into conventional SQL queries. 
Moreover, statistics based analyses using distributed/parallel servers, resulted in 
increased performances in experimentations.

Tripathi (Tripathi et al, 2020) suggested metaheuristic-based clustering for 
handling massive data based on the power of MapReduce. The study’s suggested 
approach used the searching power of military dog squads to identify the best centroids 
where MapReduce handled voluminous data. The study tested their proposed schema 
against 17 benchmark functions for their efficiency in optimizations while comparing 
experimental results with 5 contemporary algorithms namely BOAs (bat optimization 
algorithms), PSOs (particle swarm optimizations), ABCs (Artificial Bee Colonies), 
MVOs (Multi-Verse Optimizations) and WOAs (Whale Optimization Algorithms). 
Moreover, the study’s parallel version used MapReduce [MapReduce-based MDBO 
(MR-MDBO)] for clustering large datasets of industrial IoTs.

Hosseini (Hosseini et al., 2017) suggested in their study, a new method for 
predicting and pinpointing epileptic episodes followed by the use of deep learning 
structures including Stacked Auto-encoders, CNNs, enhanced optimizations 
based on PCAs (Principal Component Analyses), ICAs (Independent Component 
Analyse), and DSAs (Differential Search Algorithms). The study’s CCS solution for 
IoTs established recommended architectures for real-time processes, autonomous 
computations, and massive data storages.

Wu (Wu et al., 2019) suggested a log fusion approach for tuning logs of components 
into structured data by removing noises, adding timestamps, and labeling data. The 
study introduced prediction models for voluminous data and improved sequence-
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to-sequence (seq2seq) approaches by the addition of attention mechanisms and 
changing global data distributions with adjustors. Their findings showed that trained 
NNs (neural networks) performed well on real-world data and in comparison to 
prior prediction techniques, their RMSEs (root mean square errors) were reduced 
by 46.65%, while their R2s (R-squared) fitting degrees increased by 14.28%.

Chervyakov (Chervyakov et al., 2019) in their study used distributed data storage 
systems for encryptions and governance of data. Their RRNSs (Redundant Residue 
Number Systems) included a revolutionary strategy for error correction codes and 
mechanisms for secret sharing. The study while decoding from RNS to binary 
formats AR (approximated rank) values of numbers for minimizing computational 
complexities and size of coefficients. The study’s AR-RRNS approach, detected 
errors while controlling computations based on approximate values and arithmetic 
properties of RNSs. Their theoretical foundations for configuring information 
losses, data redundancies, and encode/decode speeds could be adapted to preferred 
workloads and storage. Their theoretical study demonstrated proper selections of 
RRNs parameters could not only increase security and dependability but also reduce 
storage overheads with the processing ability of encrypted data.

Mohammed (Mohammed et al., 2014) generated healthcare infrastructures with 
IOIO microcontrollers, signals, communication protocols, secure and efficient 
mechanisms for large file transfers, database management systems, and centralized 
clouds. Their research focused on system/software architectural design needed for 
developing IoTs CCS medical applications. Their proposed infrastructures could 
be used by other sectors of healthcare where they concluded on recommendations 
and extensions of identified healthcare solutions.

Guo (Guo et al., 2017) proposed CSFs (Crowdsourcing Semantic Fusions), 
leveraging on social users’ pooled expertise and blended crowd computations 
to semantic fusions. They first mined cross-modal semantics correlations and 
standardized semantic objects for their fusions. Subsequently, dimension reductions 
and relevance feedbacks were employed to eliminate non-primary components 
and noises. In examining storages and distributions, their results illustrated the 
effectiveness and accuracy of their proposed approach as it was an effective and 
practical cross-modal semantic fusion and distribution mechanism for heterogeneous 
social media data in a novel social media semantic processing. The study used 
interactive visualization frameworks for mining social media information which 
enhanced semantic knowledge and representations of data.
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3. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

This section stages the proposed model data storage of big data in detail in the first 
stage big data is divided into multiple segments based on semantic connectivity 
using a convolution neural network and then in the second stage, each segment will 
be stored in the different nodes by adapting the blockchain distributed based local 
regenerative code technology (Li, J., et al, 2017). The overall architecture of the 
proposed model is shown in figure: 1.

3.1. Dividing Big Data Into Multiple Blocks Using 
Semantic Segmentation Based CNN

Big data create storage overhead to reduce this problem it requires dividing into 
small segments. This work using semantic connectivity based segmentation using 
CNN (Eggert, C., et al, 2017).

•	 Input: It accepts large amounts of data as input. Perform a normalization 
before passing information to the first convolution layers.

•	 Convolution Layer: Convolution layers (Abbas, S.M. and Singh, S.N., 2018)
are composite convolutions followed by batch normalizations for non-linearity 
with ReLUs (Rectified Linear Units) and where normalizations eliminate 
covariance, allow quicker learning rates with improved generalizations 

Figure 1. Overall architecture of the proposed model
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(Pandey, A. and Wang, D., 2019). ReLUs are well-suited for deep learning 
techniques and avoid information losses by zero padding of convolution layers 
(Nguyen, K., et al., 2017 and Biswas, A. and Chandrakasan, A.P., 2018)

•	 Residual Separable Bottleneck: To achieve faster processing and preserving 
receptive fields, principal building blocks of networks are based on residual 
connections, bottlenecks, and separating convolutions where parameters of 
corresponding layers of [5 x 5] convolutions with 16 kernels are reduced 
from 6 to 896 for designs (Zhang, Q., et al, 2020)

•	 Unpooling with Shared Indexes: These procedures in decoders share 
pooling indices of symmetrical pooling operations of encoders and thus 
enable networks to keep track of maximal activation spatial placements on 
encoders without transposed convolutions and are costly(Kim, T.Y. and 
Cho, S.B., 2019). As a result, unpooling operations produce sparse feature 
maps that subsequent convolutions use for learning and increasing densities. 
Pooling layers are [2 x 2] convolutions with stride 2.

•	 Output: The last layer uses linear operations followed by softmax activations 
that predict pseudo probability vectors and where elements represent 
likelihood of features belonging to classes for divisions into segments.

Figure 2. Structure of CNN
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3.2. Block Chain Distributed Based Local Regenerative 
Code Technology for Data Storage in Different Nodes

After the data is divided, it must be stored in a safe location, such as separate 
nodes. This is accomplished through the use of Block chain distributed based local 
regenerative code technology.

The distributed storage fault-tolerant structure of industrial blockchain consists of 
high fault-tolerant local code block namespaces, index records, and mappings from 
code blocks to storage nodes. Perception modules assess storage node’s loss of data 
and communicate the loss to metadata information management modules. When 
clients read files, they first acquire file encoding block’s offset information from 
storage servers. Original terminal data is then retrieved directly from block chain 
storage nodes by using system’s local codes which are high fault-tolerant local codes. 
To improve the overall reliability and resilience of industrial block chain storage 
systems, cache servers are configured for storage servers and fault-tolerant local 
code encoded data are transmitted and cached on storage servers. Cache servers are 
in charge of file backup caches and when storage servers are physically destroyed, 
cache servers assume control and begin operation thus reducing latency overheads 
of data file reconstructions but by increasing the storage overhead (Sajjad, M., et 
al., 2019).

Fault-Tolerant Distributed Storage Algorithm

Because of the massive number of nodes in block chain cloud storage systems, many 
storage nodes are destroyed and local codes that can effectively repair failed nodes 
need to be created (Md. Shahidul Hasan, et al, 2020). This study selects appropriate 
values of n and k based on the number of cloud storage system nodes in block 
chains to construct a local code with locality of (n, k). The usage of vector codes 
in development of single local codes with localities (n, k) is investigated as vector 
codes include n discrete repair groups and numerous failing nodes can be patched 
concurrently from k discrete local repair groups. The number of local repair groups 
specifies the number of failed nodes that may be fixed concurrently, whereas the 
number of nodes in the repair group determines the repair locality. Using Cauchy 
matrix and multidimensional linear vector codes, a local code with the locality of 
(n, k) may be created (Balamurugan E et al, 2020).

First, the source file M is divided into n data blocks {X1,X2, . . ., Xn} and stored 
in nodes in which each node contains three blocks. The first block is a data block 
Xi, the second block is a check block Yi = X1Ai1 + X2Ai2 + · · ·XkAin, and the third 
block is a timestamp block Ti, combined as a coding vector Bi = {Xi, Yi, Ti}, 1 ≤ i ≤ 
n, so that fault-tolerant local regeneration code is constructed. Whenever one node 
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fails, it is assumed that node 1 fails, so the sources file M can be restored by (14) 
that fastly locate the node other than node 1 and download its first block {X2,X3, . . 
., Xn}, and downloading next its second block Yj by any surviving node j(j ≠ 1). 
Whenever i (i ≤ n

2











 ]) nodes fail, the source file M can be recovered by quickly 

locating the other n − i nodes and download the first block {Xi1,Xi2, . . ., Xin−1 }, and 
then download the second block Yj1, Yj2, . . . Yji from any i surviving nodes j1, j2, . . 
., ji (jl > i, l = 1, 2, . . ., i). Each regeneration code has three parts, namely, data 
domain Xi, check domain Yi, and timestamp Ti, as. As shown in Algorithm 1, the 
design of distributed storage regeneration code, when one node fails, the source file 
can be restored by other surviving nodes.

Creation of matching flow graph information for block chain networks (Fig. 4), 
comprehend structure of fault-tolerant local regenerative codes in block chain networks 
as neighbouring local codes in fault-tolerant local regeneration codes recover from 
faulty local codes. Industrial block chain networks have nodes that upload data to the 
network and damages in network’s node data triggers data recoveries that completely 
restore nodes’ data by downloading relevant data Xi, Yi, Ti from surviving nodes.

Algorithm 1.

Input: 

Source file M, non-singular matrix U, V ;

Output: 

Coding matrix G;

1: Divide souce file M into n data blocks

Xi
 = x

i1
, x

i2
,   . . .,   x

in
, i = 1, 2, . . ., n;

2: for i ≤ i, j ≤ n do
3: Compute Aij

 = (Vi)TU
j
 + c

ij
E;

4: end for
5: Compute Yi

 = X
1
A
i1
 + X

2
A
i2
 + ... + X

k
A
in
;

6: Record Ti
 to get coding vector B

i
 = X

i
, Y

i
, T

i
;

7: Generate code B = B1
,B

2
,  . . ., B

n
; 

8: return Coding matrix G.     
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Efficient Blockchain-Based Recovery Algorithm

1. Data Recovery for Single Node Failure

When developing regenerative codes, data storage and node repair are often segregated 
but not exposed. When mending data in nodes, no encoding and decoding operations 
are required to download data, and a single failing node in the system may be 
precisely repaired using a simple XOR operation. It was discovered that by adjusting 
the current basic regenerative codes, it is possible to extract the encoding form that 
can properly repair several failing at the same time, nodes repairing methods, and 
bandwidths are detailed. This proposed unique regenerative code’s coding approach 
is simple to implement with storage capacity closer to theoretical minimum node 
storage. Because of improved local repair capacity and low overheads of disc input/
output, several nodes in the connection system can quickly repair multiple failed nodes 
when specific conditions are satisfied, resulting in a high practical application value.

When a new storage node is added to the blockchain cloud storage system, it is 
supposed to distribute evenly to local codes, as well as ensure the construction of 
high fault-tolerant local regenerative codes while keeping the count of local codes a 
constant as lengths of local codes increase. If l storage nodes are added to the local 
code, the bandwidth cost of creating high fault-tolerant local regenerative code is 
reduced and the expanded code, the system’s information bits are preserved but 
the check bits are increased to l/2. The enhanced code (nL + l/2, k, d’min + l/2) 
corresponding to the local code (nL, k, d’min) is being built. At present time, the 
system’s minimum distance for expanded code is d’min + l/2.

Figure 3. Blockchain-based fault-tolerant distributed storage structure
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Furthermore, the system’s improved code is capable of fixing failed nodes more 
effectively. The additional codes (nL + l/2, k, d’min + l/2) are based on system 
extended codes, and network coding is utilized to produce a set of high fault-tolerant 
local regenerative codes to develop the distributed local check of local codes. At 
this point, the distributed local check adds l/2 bits, and the local codes add l bits 
altogether.

When a single node, such as node 1, is damaged, the following procedure is used: 
Find the injured node 1 through the blockchain network and undamaged nodes, then 
use all data in the network except node 1 to construct a checking domain Yi(i ≠ 2) and 
any other node can recover node 1’s data. Algorithm 2 depicts this as pseudo-code.

Algorithm 2.

Input: 

Coding matrix G, failure node 1 ;

Output: 

First block X1
 stored in node 1 ;

1: Locate other n − 1 nodes other than node 1 by the third 

block of storage nodes quickly; 

2: Download its first block X2
,X

3
, . . ., X

n
;

3: Select any surviving node j(j ≠1) to download its second 

block Yj
 ;

4: Use formula (14) to recover the first block X1
 in node 1;

5: return First block X1
 in node 1.

2. Data Recovery for Multiple Nodes Failure

Appropriate selection of repair nodes from surviving nodes and transmission channels 
of repair nodes to new nodes are explored for fault-tolerant local regeneration codes 
for lowering regeneration time and bandwidth overheads during fault node repairs. 
This figure represents repair methods of failed node counts and includes phases 
indicated below(Balamurugan E., et al, 2020).

Step 1: Create a mathematical model of repair node selection in a heterogeneous 

cloud storage system, with the goal of minimizing 
i

n

=
∑
1�

�

�ci λi, in which ci is the 

download cost of node I and {λ1, λ2, L, λn} is the download distribution for the 
chosen repair node. When the problem node is placed in the system local code 
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portion of each local code in the fault-tolerant local regeneration code, many 
local repair groups may be available for each fault node, and the repair group 
with the lowest repair cost is considered.

Step 2: Consider all constraints when selecting repair nodes including repairs where 
regeneration times may be longer data transmission times of repair nodes to 
new nodes, linking bandwidths may limit transmission rates from repair nodes 
to new nodes, and flow conservations on heterogeneous network’s cloud 
storage nodes.

Step 3: Find the optimal value of the function Minimize i

n

=
∑
1�

�

�
ci λi. When the scope 

of the industrial blockchain cloud storage systems are limited, linear 
programming techniques optimize the selection of new/repair nodes, and data 
transmission lines. Computational complexity of linear techniques increases 
as breadths of industrial blockchain’s cloud storage systems expand. Further, 
heuristic selection techniques including genetic, simulated annealing, and ant 
colony algorithms are investigated for identifying estimated optimal new/repair 
nodes, and transmission channels with the aim of reducing fault node repair 
regeneration times and bandwidth overheads.

When I nodes in the n industrial nodes are damaged, it is best to assume that node 
1 to node I fails. can make use of the initial blocks X i+1,X i+2, . . ., Xn of n − i nodes 
other than node 1 to node i and the second blocks Yj1, Yj2, . . . Yji of any surviving 
nodes j1, j2, . . ., ji (jl > k, l = 1, 2, . . ., i) to reconnect node 1 to node 1, Algorithm 
3 represents the pseudo code.

Algorithm 3.

Input: 

Coding matrix G, failure nodes 1 − i;

Output: 

First block X1
,X

2
, . . ., X

i
 stored in node 1 to node i ;

1: Locate other n − 1 nodes other than node 1 by the third 

block of storage nodes; 

2: Download its first block X i+1
, X 

i+2
, . . ., X

n
;

3: Select any surviving nodes 

j1, j2, . . ., ji
(j

l
 > k, l = 1, 2, . . ., i) to download its 
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second blocks Y
j1
, Y

j2
, . . ., Y

ji
 ;

4: Use formula (15) to recover the first blocks 

X1
,X

2
, . . ., X

i
 in node 1 to node i;

5: return First blocks X1
,X

2
, . . ., X

i
 in node 1 to node i.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The experimental findings of the proposed model BCDLR are discussed in this 
section. NS2 is used to implement the proposed model. In terms of data access 
speed, data consumption, cost, and storage overhead, this suggested model is 
compared to existing RRNS and CSF. An experiment with six racks is simulated 
using Ubuntu14.04 as the operating system, installing the Hadoop cloud platform, 
and employing a computer with an Intel Xeon 4 core CPU, 8G RAM, 1 TB SATA 
hard drive, and Gigabit NIC configuration for storing cluster data node connection.

Performance comparison results of the proposed BCDLR method and the existing 
RRNS and CSF method in terms of Data access speed is shown in the above figure. 
In the above figure different methods are taken as X-Axis and Data access speed 
values are taken as Y-Axis. The proposed Model uses blockchain distributed based 
local regenerative code technology by which access speed increases. From the 

Figure 4. Data access speed (Gbps)
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results, it concludes that the proposed BCDLR model produces higher Data access 
speed results of 85(Gbps) whereas existing RRNS and CSF methods produces only 
65 (Gbps) and 70(Gbps) respectively.

Figure:5.Shows the performance comparison results of the proposed BCDLR 
method and the existing RRNS and CSF method in terms of Data utilization. In 
the above figure, different methods are taken as X-Axis and Data utilization values 
are taken as Y-Axis. The proposed Model utilizes semantic connectivity-based 
segmentation it increases data utilization. From the results, it concludes that the 
proposed BCDLR model produces higher Data utilization results of 88(%) whereas 
existing RRNS and CSF methods produce only 75(%) and 85(%) respectively.

Figure 5. Data utilization (%)
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Performance metric cost results of the proposed BCDLR method and the existing 
RRNS and CSF method in terms of cost are compared in figure.6. In the above 
figure, different methods are taken as X-Axis, and cost values are taken as Y-Axis. 
From the results, it concludes that the proposed BCDLR model consumes lower 
costs 500($) whereas existing RRNS and CSF methods consume higher costs 350 
($) and 270($) respectively.

Figure 6. cost ($)

Figure 7. Storage overhead (bits)
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Figure: 7. Shows the performance comparison results of the proposed BCDLR 
method and the existing RRNS and CSF method in terms of storage overhead. In 
the above figure, different methods are taken as X-Axis and Storage overhead values 
are taken as Y-Axis. From the results, it concludes that the proposed BCDLR model 
produces lower Storage overhead results of 88(%) whereas existing RRNS and CSF 
methods produce higher Storage overhead 75(%) and 85(%) respectively.

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

With the evolution of technology in data collecting and retrieval, the number of 
available data in the context of big data and the Internet of Things grows by the 
minute. As a result, a new data-management architecture is required. In this work, 
first big data is divided into multiple segments based on semantic connectivity based 
convolutional neural network. Each segment will be stored in the different nodes by 
adapting the block chain distributed based local regenerative code technology. This 
work ensures the data integrity and as well as ensures the data recovery by adapting 
the regenerative code technology. Experimental results shows that the proposed 
model provides better results in terms of data access speed, Data utilization, Cost and 
Storage overhead than other state of art models. However, deep learning increases 
computational difficulties, necessitating the employment of another machine learning 
model for data segmentation in the future.
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ABSTRACT

Blockchain technology generally is associated with financial applications where it 
serves the role of maintaining records. However, such a tamper-resistant distributed 
ledger can be used for fashioning applications in the healthcare domain. Harnessing 
the potential of blockchain as a data store for health records would ensure that 
they would be secure as multiple copies of them are preserved in a decentralized 
manner to ensure data redundancy and security. With this technology in effect, the 
medical sector could leverage blockchain tech to allow any authorized hospitals to 
securely communicate, share information/records independent from a central figure. 
Information shared would only contain relevant data related to the query between 
stakeholders with appropriate permission attached to their roles. This chapter 
delineates the architecture of such a system explaining its benefits and limitations 
as a medical data-storage architecture.
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INTRODUCTION

In the present scenario, bulk Electronic Medical Records (EMRs) handling is 
dependent on the Health Information Systems (HISs) (Haux, R., 2006). These systems 
are centralized and provide multiple functionalities such as patient scheduling, 
admission/discharge/transfer logs, and billing information. The principal disadvantage 
of this centralized infrastructure is the lack of transparency, increased risk of data 
leaks, and subsequently higher repair costs (Menachemi, N., & Collum, 2011). The 
HIS usually handles Electronic Medical Records (EMRs) from a single hospital. It 
means that the patient’s cumulative report from multiple hospitals and doctors is 
not part of the EMR. This information can be pivotal for providing detailed insight 
in identifying symptoms and envisaging responses for the patient. An Electronic 
Health Record (EHR) is, therefore, a better alternative. EHRs give a holistic, long-
term view of the patient’s health (Heart, T., Ben-Assuli, O., & Shabtai, I. 2017).

The word blockchain seems quite self-explanatory since one would initially think of 
it as a collection of blocks linked together linearly. But in the real world, blockchains 
can be intricate. On the ground level, it is just a database storing information. But the 
structure and the concepts used in this database make it so unique (Pilkington, M., 
2016). With the advent of cryptocurrencies in the last decade, blockchain has gained 
much popularity. It forms the heart of any cryptocurrency or a decentralized system 
(Eyal, I. 2017). Talking about decentralization, it is the process by which activities 
of a system are distributed and are not in direct control of a centralized authority.

Our work proposes a Consortium Blockchain (Hasselgren, A., Kralevska, 
K., Gligoroski, D., Pedersen, S. A., & Faxvaag, A., 2020) to support transparent 
Electronic Health Records (EHRs) and enhance the disease prediction system. The 
proposed architecture ensures transparency while maintaining anonymity by utilizing 
the principle of Smart Contracts. Some key highlights of the proposal include 
organizing multiple hospitals under Hospital Clusters (HCs). The Hospital Clusters 
(HCs) aggregate multiple hospitals according to seven parameters. These parameters 
are specialization, location, threshold rating, average cost of treatment, capacity, 
fatalities, and recovery rate. The combination of these HCs forms a decentralized 
network that shares the consortium blockchain. A chatbot tuned according to each 
Hospital Cluster (HC) is then entwined with the user interface. The architecture 
encapsulates the following primary objectives:

•	 Channelized rule-based patient information gathering.
•	 Transparent and perspicacious Electronic Health Records maintenance.
•	 Secure storage of appropriate information on the ledger.
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Communicating with customers through live chat interfaces has become an 
increasingly popular means to provide real-time customer service in e-commerce and 
medical services domains. Customers use these chat services to obtain information, 
seek assistance, or consult for reservations. The real-time nature of chat services has 
transformed customer service into two-way communication (Mero, J., 2018). The 
addition of a chatbot to gather user inputs can further enhance the proposed system.

At least four different structures are the basis of the functioning of a chatbot 
(Davenport, T., & Kalakota, R., 2019):

•	 Natural language processing: To make sense of the demands.
•	 Knowledge management: To process the relevant details and provide an 

answer.
•	 Deep learning helps the chatbot improve its response to each interaction.
•	 Sentiment analysis: To detect the frustration and transfer them to a human.

The idea is that the user enters their symptoms as the input in the input section 
of the chatbot. Then the chatbot finds the keywords from the given text and updates 
the state of the dialogue using the state tracking system (Noroozi, V., Zhang, Y., 
Bakhturina, E., & Kornuta, T., 2020). After the user has provided all their inputs, 
the chatbot converts the results into a natural language and gives the output back in 
a form that the user (human) can understand.

Section 2 of the paper explores existing blockchain-based Healthcare Systems 
available in the literature. Description of the proposed architecture of the system 
CluniacChain is in Section 3. Section 4 provides the implementation, and Section 
5 provides the conclusion, highlighting the benefits of CluniacChain. The blueprint 
of the database used by the described system is present in the appendix.

LITERATURE SURVEY

Blockchain application extends to pharmaceutical traceability, data sharing, clinical 
trials, and device tracking (Bell, L., Buchanan, W. J., Cameron, J., & Lo, O. 2018). 
Passing healthcare data through third parties, insurance, and healthcare providers 
puts it at substantially high risk. Thus, healthcare data interchange is a problem. Data 
sharing and interoperability can work together only if the proposed system takes 
care of privacy. Our system will allow nationwide interoperability by implementing 
Electronic Health Records (EHRs) (Reisman, & Miriam., 2017) securely.

With the increasing internet usage, people started using it to browse related 
symptoms out of curiosity which led to the development of Natural language-based 
chatbots and prediction systems. Based on the text provided, these systems utilize 
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various NLP algorithms to engage with the user and predict the user’s disease. The 
features from the text that are symptoms, in this case, are extracted and analyzed to 
predict the output (Rajput, A.E., 2019).

However, only a limited number of applications exist that combine these prediction 
systems with blockchain technology. Many barriers stand in the way of blockchain 
technology emerging in the field of healthcare. One of the prominent barriers is 
the inherent resistance to change the current practices and move to blockchain. 
Our system will help remove this reluctance by keeping the patient at the center 
and taking care of their privacy. A sublime way of storing data between the patient 
and the hospital on a consortium blockchain is smart contracts. Prior application 
of smart contracts in healthcare is limited. Thus, the data storage techniques on the 
permissions authorities need to be analyzed further.

Some services (HealthCoin, 2019) have expanded their vision towards building 
a system to construct a global electronic health record system. Other initiatives are 
combining AI/ML to improve healthcare services. There are existing systems that 
issue a smartcard to link EHR data with blockchain-based identity. Others manage the 
permission and authorization for the data in a decentralized manner. These systems 
(BurstIQ., 2017) see the future of healthcare in blockchain technology because they 
believe that it keeps the patient at the center.

There is extensive research available on blockchain security and challenges. 
Some of these research works (Park, J., & Park, J., 2017) proposed contracts through 
a multi-signature technique ensuring secure transactions. Such a system discards 
transactions with improper configurations. Additional data security is possible by 
using encryption algorithms such as AES (Uthayashangar et al., 2021). Systems 
can combine AES with Attribute-based encryption to store encrypted data securely 
in untrusted cloud servers (Yadav et al., 2020, p. 2321 - 2336). Healthcare systems 
can benefit from this and allow secure storage and sharing of patients’ data.

Further, combining chatbots with the healthcare system can enhance the application 
(Athota et al., 2020). The concept of chatbots is not new. Chatbots have evolved 
over a long period. Limited computation power was the primary reason for the delay 
in their development. Currently, performance, functionality, and humanity are the 
metrics used to judge chatbots (Radziwill, & Benton, 2017). Healthcare systems can 
utilize the chatbots tuned according to these parameters for interactively gathering 
the patient’s data.

Finally, the Healthcare systems can incorporate clustering techniques for grouping 
hospitals based on similarities and matching the patient to the ideal hospital. Clustering 
using K-Mean is a simple technique to cluster large datasets. The complexity of a 
simple K-Mean clustering algorithm depends on the selection of the initial centroids. 
Basic K-Mean clustering algorithm requires maximum space and processing speed 
for large datasets. The parallelized K-Mean algorithm is more efficient since the 
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centroid selection process is more optimized than the simple K-Mean. The outcomes 
of the parallel algorithms are always the same, which improves the cluster quality, 
number of iterations, and elapsed time. Therefore, the benefits of parallel K-Mean 
over simple K-Mean make it an ideal candidate for clustering applications and 
subsequent usage in healthcare systems (Shang et al., 2021, p. 1-20).

PROPOSED METHOD

The proposed architecture known as CluniacChain (CC) comprises several sub-
components. The workflow of the proposed architecture is shown in Figure 1 and 
Figure 2

Figure 1. Workflow of the CluniacChain System
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Disease Prediction

The chatbot serves the purpose of getting the user’s input in the form of natural 
language. Wherein the patient describes their feelings. The machine learning model 
uses the patient’s description in Natural language for predicting the disease. The 
disease gets mapped to a specialization that is one of the parameters considered 
while recommending a cluster. The dataset used for this purpose is obtained from 
UCI-The Machine Learning Repository (Drug review dataset, 2018). The model 
was trained on 27453 data instances and seven attributes, out of which only three 
are of our interest, these are:

•	 UniqueId - Unique ID for each data instance
•	 Condition - Diagnosed disease
•	 Review - Patient’s description of their condition in natural language

The Machine Learning model utilizes the BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) algorithm. 
It is an NLP-based state-of-the-art model developed by Google. On our test set, it 
gave an accuracy of 80.37%. For preprocessing, remove the stop words from the 

Figure 2. Workflow of the CluniacChain Storage System
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user’s input to provide only keywords to the model. Removal of unnecessary words 
like conjunctions and prepositions also occurs in this process.

There is another option of manually choosing the department that the patient 
wants to go to instead of using the disease prediction system. Some patients that 
don’t have a medical record and are unsure of their condition can utilize the chatbot 
for disease prediction.

The user also enters his location. It is one of the core parameters responsible for 
recommending a hospital cluster to the patient. Some other additional inputs are 
threshold rating which is the minimum hospital rating that the patient desires, and 
approximate budget that is the patient’s budget. After the completion of disease 
prediction, assign the patient to their respective specialization. Then the next part 
of the system deals with cluster allocation and hospital selection.

Recommendation System

The recommender system is one of the crucial components of CluniacChain. This 
system uses a clustering algorithm to categorize hospitals into several clusters, which 
may then be selected based on several parameters described in Table 1.

Table 1. List of parameters for the CluniacChain Recommender System

Sr No Parameter Description

1 Specialization Specialization of the hospital

2 Location Lat. Long. of the hospital /geo-tracking

3 Threshold Rating Feedback from patients

4 Average cost of treatment Median cost treatment for any procedure

5 Capacity Availability of seats

6 Fatalities Fatalities in hospital

7 Recovery rate Average survival-to-discharge rate
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Based on the time complexity as shown in Table 2, K-Means and Mean Shift 
clustering takes the least time and Agglomerative Clustering has the highest time 
complexity. Higher time complexity may cause significant delay and require more 
computation power to be feasible for big chunks of data. The distinguishing power 
of each algorithm is tested by running it on the 2-D data as shown in Figure 3.

Table 2. Comparison of clustering algorithms ideal for the proposed recommender 
system

Algorithm Complexity

K Means O(n^2)

Mean Shift O(n^2)

Agglomerative Clustering O(n^3)

Affinity Propagation O (n^2 * T), T = no of iterations

Time complexities of each Algorithm (*n is the no of datapoints)

Figure 3. Arbitrary data plotted
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Figure 4 depicts the clusters formed by K-Means and Agglomerative Clustering, 
Affinity Propagation, and Mean Shift providing the Arbitrary data shown in Figure 3 
as input. In conclusion, K-Means, Affinity propagation, and Agglomerative Clustering 
formed similar clusters on the same dataset, and K-Means took the least time of 0.10 
seconds. Mean Shift took the most time of 15.92 seconds. The plots show that the 
K-Means algorithm is the most versatile in speed vs. cluster identification, followed 
by Agglomerative Clustering that showed similar clustering with comparable speed.

The algorithms are then tested on a benchmarking dataset created with a varying 
number of data points to judge the scalability of each algorithm. This mock dataset 
consists of data points with a fixed dimension of 7 attributes (the same number of 
factors that the recommender system uses).

Figure 4. Cluster formation of different algorithms
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Figure 5 clearly shows that the K-Means algorithm fares well in terms of scalability 
that is of utmost importance in this application since the number of data points 
increases rather rapidly. Based on the above results, K-Means clustering is selected 
as the ideal candidate as the clustering algorithm for the recommender system.

K-Means Algorithm in Hospital Clustering

1.  Select k number of clusters.
2.  Select k number of centroids at random from the data set of hospitals.
3.  3.  Calculate proximity to each of these centroids from the hospital by determining 

the Euclidean distance d between them.

d=√((s1-s2)
2+(l1-l2)

2+(t1-t2)
2+(a1-a2)

2+(c1-c2)
2+(f1-f2)

2+(r1-r2)
2) (1)

Here the subscripts (1) represent the values of the centroid and subscript (2) represents 
the value of attributes for the data point that is the hospital to be clustered.

s = Specialization (categorical variable)
l = Location
t = Threshold Rating
a = Average cost of treatment
c = Capacity
f = Fatalities

Figure 5. Performance Comparison of Clustering Implementations
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r = Recovery rate

4.  Group the hospitals into k sets based on the minimum distance d calculated 
around the given centroids.

5.  Calculate the average of each attribute within each cluster formed around these 
centroids.

6.  Updated centroids have their attribute value as an average calculated for 
hospitals assigned to its cluster.

7.  Continue performing steps 3, 6 till these centroids cease to update.
8.  Obtain the final clusters.

Initially, the centroids are selected in a randomized manner. It ensures that 
the process of clustering executes quickly. The proposed algorithm has the time 
complexity of O(n^2), where n is the number of hospitals to be clustered.

If a new hospital enters the CluniacChain system, it gets classified using the 
K-Means algorithm described above into a cluster in which other hospitals with 
similar attributes are grouped.

CluniacChain then re-clusters the hospital when the ratio of the number of 
clustered hospitals to the number of unclustered hospitals is severely disturbed 
from the preset threshold. For the ratio calculation, the system fetches the value of 
the number of hospitals clustered since the previous iteration and the number of 
the new additions/removals of hospitals since the last clustering from the hospital 
cluster table defined. Once re-clustered, a more accurate cluster is formed with the 
updated assignment of new hospitals. Now the system reinitializes the number of 
additions/removals of unclustered hospitals.

The cluster allocation by CluniacChain’s recommender system for a new patient 
is done by calculating the Euclidean distance d as shown in Eq. (1) of the query 
with details from Table 1. These details are sent to the recommender system and 
compared to each k centroids to form the clusters. After cluster allocation, a list is 
presented to the patient, ranking hospitals with the lowest Euclidean distance of the 
selected cluster. In the following sections, the blockchain specification and schema 
for databases are explained to store and share the EHR records by the CluniacChain 
system.

Blockchain Specifications

Consortium blockchain, also known as a federated blockchain, is the blockchain type 
used in our system. Here the hospital clusters act as the federated entities responsible 
for pushing data onto the blockchain. The patient needs to provide their consent for 
the access of medical records by the hospital. Keep the Electronic Health Records 
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in the cluster’s database and create pointers to the medical records. Only push these 
pointers to the blockchain network as Smart Contracts between the hospital and 
the patient. Because medical records are very data expensive, storing them on the 
blockchain would make the whole blockchain network very data inefficient. The 
pointer-based approach helps in overcoming this. Thus, healthcare records will be 
kept in the cluster’s database.

Data stored on the cluster’s database is in encrypted form so that in case of a data 
breach, this ensures that the data can’t be misused. The encryption is done based 
on the attributes issued by the attribute issuers. When the data is encrypted and 
signed by the patient, enter it into the cluster database. The application’s database 
is managed using firebase, which is a NoSQL cloud-hosted database. It can scale up 
as per the requirements. It is a platform developed by Google for providing database 
support to mobile and web applications. Firebase provides CRUD APIs for seamless 
integration with the application. Since the patient records consist of sensitive data, 
therefore it is encrypted before being pushed to firebase. The encryption algorithm 
used is AES, and the secret key used for encryption and decryption of data is the 
user’s document key provided by firebase. The subsequent sections discuss Attribute-
based encryption and signing in detail.

Since the system comprises a consortium blockchain, the consensus algorithm 
used is Proof of Stake (PoS). Due to the prior authorization of the hospital clusters 
to push data onto the blockchain, using Proof of Work (PoW) consensus would be 
a waste of computing power and resources (Cao et al., 2020, p. 480-485). For the 
verification of a block, choose another hospital cluster. It is done based on an age 
factor of the Hospital Cluster. The older the age, the greater the chance of being 
selected. After a Hospital Cluster has done its verification task, reset its age to zero 
to avoid starvation. The hospital that will push fraudulent transactions onto the 
blockchain would be given a low priority in the recommender system, one of the 
factors responsible for recommending the hospital. Since no hospital would want 
its reputation to go down, it ensures that it constantly pushes correct data to the 
chain. Keep a counter for each hospital that would increase every time a fraudulent 
transaction is encountered from that hospital. Upon crossing the threshold of 
fraudulent transactions, that hospital would be removed from the system. Therefore, 
the CluniacChain penalty system prioritizes valid transactions and incentivizes the 
hospitals to push correct data to the chain.

Figure 6 shows the performance of the CluniacChain prototype with PoW 
implementation. It shows how PoW is a time-consuming mechanism. The block size 
was fixed at 1 KB, and the mathematical puzzle involved finding a number q such 
that hash(pq) contained leading five zeroes, where p is the previous proof, and q is 
the new proof. The prototype was tested on Intel(R) Core (TM) i5-7300HQ CPU 
@ 2.50GHz, 2496 Mhz, 4 Core(s), 4 Logical Processor(s) using Python 3.8.10. 
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Based on the prior works (Gervais et al., 2016), and (Wu, & Song, & Wang, 2020, 
p. 1-13), Table 3 shows the comparison between Proof of Work (PoW) and Proof of 
Stake (PoS) in terms of Consensus, Finality, Latency, Throughput, and Scalability.

Issuing Attribute Keys for Privileges

Among popular cryptographic hash functions like SHA-1, BLAKE2, SHA-3, and 
MD5, BLAKE2 seems the ideal candidate for our purpose due to the following factors:

Figure 6. Performance analysis for PoW implementation of CluniacChain

Table 3. Comparison of PoW and PoS

Parameters PoW PoS Consortium

Consensus No supervising permission Supervising permission required

Finality Is not ensured Is ensured

Latency 6 blocks time Network latency

Throughput Less no of tx per sec Huge no tx per sec

Scalability Large number of miners Small number of validators
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•	 It is appropriate for distributed systems because it can quickly compute a 
large amount of secure hash data.

•	 It is also quite efficient on a single-core CPU.
•	 It is currently the only hash function with no successful attack performed on 

it.

According to the reviewed work (Sharma, & Yasmin, 2018), it was concluded 
that BLAKE2 had no avowed security threats as compared to popular hashing 
algorithms like MD-5 and SHA-1.

To ensure that only patient-authorized entities are allowed access to their data, 
encrypt it and sign it, providing data authenticity. For understanding the generation 
of attribute keys, it is required to define the additional terms.

Generate a secret key to encrypt the patient data. This step involves the AES 
(Daor et al., 1999) algorithm for encrypting the EHR belonging to the patient and 
ABE (Attribute-based encryption) to encrypt the secret key.

Let the private key of the patient be denoted as K1 and the public key as K2.
Let the key-issuer be denoted by KI (KI is the Hospital Cluster in this system). The 

cluster generates different keys (Read/Write/Update/Delete) based on permissions 
granted.

Let the Secret Key be denoted by Skey.
Let the Attribute Key Set be denoted by AKS which can be called the secret key 

of the secret key Skey.
Let the Electronic Health Record of the patient be denoted by EHR.
Let the Final Signature generated after applying the hashing algorithm BLAKE2b 

(Aumasson et al., 2013) on the ciphertexts be ζ.
Now, generating the ciphertexts:

T = AES (Skey, EHR) (2)

Suppose the user has multiple attribute keys issued by some key issuer KI, then 
the ciphertext would be represented by:

U = {ABE (AKS1, Skey), ABE (AKS2, Skey) ..., ABE (AKSn, Skey)} (3)

Where AKS1 might be the secret key for the user’s read permission, AKS2 for the 
user’s write permission, and so on.

Now before storing it into the database, hash these ciphertexts by using an 
appropriate hashing algorithm. Based on the advantages discussed earlier, the 
BLAKE2b algorithm for hashing is used here. So, after hashing these two ciphertexts, 
it can be denoted as:
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V = blake2b (T, U) (4)

Finally, a signature will be generated using

ED25519, ζ = Sign (K1, V) (5)

The ciphertexts T in Eq. (2), U in Eq. (3), and the signature ζ in Eq. (5) are ready 
to be uploaded into the database after the generation of the signature.

If the doctor wants to access the EHR of any patient, then the ciphertexts and 
the signature ζ in Eq. (5) are downloaded. If the ζ in Eq. (5) is valid, and the doctor 
possesses the required attributes used as attribute keys while encrypting, then they 
will be allowed to decrypt the U in Eq. (3) to obtain the Skey using which they can 
decrypt the EHR available in T Eq. (2).

Figure 7, Figure 8, Figure 9 and Figure 10 shows the comparison of the time 
taken to generate keys after encryption and signatures for different combinations 
of encryption and hashing algorithms. The Read x-label indicates that only Read 
permission was provided, based on which the signature was generated after hashing. 
Similarly, the Read + Write x-label indicates that only Read and Write permissions 
were provided, and Read + Write + Delete means that all the three permissions 
were provided. All the values in the y-axis are in seconds.

Figure 7. 3DES and Blake2b combination
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Figure 9. AES and Blake2b combination

Figure 8. 3DES and SHA256 combination
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Observing the security and computation time tradeoff, AES with Blake2b proves 
to be ideal for CluniacChain, as shown in Figure 9. Also, the cluster permissions 
table stores the Signature (ζ in Eq. (5)), Attribute Keys (U in Eq. (3)), and the list 
of permissions which includes the Patient Id, Hospital Id, and the Keys issued for 
every patient.

The Operations

The Electronic Medical Records (EMRs) of a patient are combined with additional 
information to provide a holistic picture as Electronic Health Records (EHRs). 
Storing the EHRs after encryption would ensure the security of the data. Similarly, 
a digital signature will ensure the integrity of the EHR. For future enhancement, a 
sign-encrypt-sign approach would be ideal.

As discussed in the previous sections, encryption and signing are part of a multistage 
process. The Hospital Cluster (HC) would act as the attribute issuing authority in 
the process. It would be responsible for issuing the secret key for the patient. The 
user authorizes the hospital for specific permissions such as Read, Write, Update 
and Delete in the next step. Based on the allowed attributes, the Hospital Cluster 
issues corresponding attribute keys. The four operations, Read, Write, Update and 
Delete, applied on the EHR are synchronized to the blockchain.

Figure 10. AES and SHA256 combination
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Record Reading and Adding (Read and Write)

The EHR reading and adding operation requires the two attributes Read and Write. 
In the first step, the patient’s secret key encrypts the EHR. Signing the encrypted 
text by the patient in the next step ensures data integrity. Using a mutually agreed 
set of attribute keys between the hospital and the patient, the patient’s secret key 
encryption happens simultaneously. In the next step, the user uploads the encrypted 
EHR to the server. The server sends the information regarding the encrypted data 
to the blockchain as a Smart Contract. After verification, the addition of the new 
block into the blockchain occurs. Finally, storing encrypted data in the database 
happens, and the patient receives information added notification.

If another hospital wants to read the encrypted data, the patient needs to grant 
the read permission to the hospital through the Hospital Cluster. The creation of a 
smart contract for information retrieval happens. Then the block for this transaction 
is verified and added to the chain. Because of the patient’s read permission grant, 
the hospital can use the read attribute key to get the secret key for decrypting the 
encrypted EHR.

Record Update (Update)

If patients want to update their EHR for a particular hospital, they need the update 
attribute key. After the permission is granted, the patient can upload their modified 
EHR to the server. Encryption of the EHR using the patient’s secret key and signing 
by the patient occurs just like the Record Reading and Writing operation. Once again, 
the server sends information regarding the encrypted EHR to the blockchain as a 
Smart Contract. After verification, the addition of the new block to the blockchain 
occurs. Replacement of old EHR with the new EHR occurs through unlinking followed 
by linking. Finally, deletion of old EHR and addition of new EHR in the database 
happens. Once successful, the patient receives an information update notification.

Record Deletion (Delete)

If the patient wants to delete their EHR, they need the delete attribute key. After 
the permission authorization between the patient and hospital to delete the EHR, 
the delete attribute key comes into the picture. The patient then needs to confirm 
the deletion operation on the EHR. Then, the server sends information regarding 
the deletion of the EHR to the blockchain as a Smart Contract. After verification, 
the addition of the new block to the blockchain occurs. The EHR is then unlinked 
and deleted from the database. Once successful, the patient receives an information 
deletion notification.
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IMPLEMENTATION

To use the services offered by CluniacChain, a new user should register first before 
unlocking all the services like Disease predictor, medicine prescription, saving their 
medical reports safely in the Cluniac database, and requesting appointments with 
a doctor based on the severity of the disease.

After the user registers, they have to submit their blood group, Date of Birth, 
Email ID, name, and address which are stored and mapped to a generated unique 
ID. Let’s assume the user wants to identify a particular disease they are suffering 
from by providing symptoms like headaches, nausea, and sensitivity to light. The 
CluniacChain Recommender System predicts migraine and prescribes ibuprofen 
to the user. If the user is satisfied with the medication, their medical record would 
be stored in CluniacChain through the Record Reading and Adding operation. 
Otherwise, they can go ahead and book an appointment with a doctor.

For booking an appointment, CluniacChain uses the user’s address at the time 
of registration. The system will search for the nearby hospital clusters containing 
a list of hospitals and assign a hospital based on the patient’s requirements. In this 
case, the user is assigned to a Neurology hospital in Hospital Cluster A to diagnose 
migraine further. Then the appointment request is sent to the reservation queue, 
and the hospital administrator handles them. After the appointment confirmation, 
the doctor will prescribe medicines and the patient’s EHR update occurs through 
the Record Update operation. Figure 11 shows the described example in a stepwise 
manner.
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CONCLUSION

The proposed system incorporates blockchain technology to store medical records to 
harness its potential advantages in the medical sector. The system uses the Attribute-
based encryption method to sign the EHR of the user such that only authorized 
personnel can retrieve the EHR using the designated attribute keys they possess, 
ensuring that the EHRs are secure and no unauthorized access is allowed.

Figure 11. Example showing the workflow of real-world implementation of 
CluniacChain
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Users can enter their location, filter hospitals based on ratings and budget. The 
proposed system will then match them with the best possible Hospital Cluster, and 
then the user can choose any hospital as per their liking from the list of hospitals. 
Hospitals trying to access the EHR must be permitted by the user through the 
sharing of attribute keys. If the user doesn’t want to visit the hospital, they can 
use the chatbot to describe their symptoms. The system will then give the possible 
disease based on the input using the BERT algorithm. The specialized doctors are 
suggested to the user based on the prediction. If the user is not satisfied, they can 
book an appointment to visit the nearest specialized doctor.

The penalty system implemented in the architecture ensures that the privileges 
are not misused. A penalty score keeps track of the misconduct. If it exceeds a 
preset threshold value, then that hospital would be banned from using this system. 
Also, for keeping track of the different clusters, this system uses a Global Cluster 
Connector. Data security through blockchain is the main advantage of this system. 
The data stays protected with less possibility of a breach.
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ABSTRACT

The rampant developments in the field of predictive analytics, artificial intelligence, 
big data, along with information and communication technologies have opened new 
ventures in cyber physical systems (CPS). The wide range of opportunities presented 
by CPS facilitated massive transformation of industrial processes that converged 
to building smart systems under the umbrella of Industry 4.0. The manufacturing 
and energy sector are now shifting their focus on predictive maintenance to pre 
plan their maintenance activities to reduce the downtime at optimized costs. This 
proactive maintenance planning involves the integration of multiple technologies 
like big data analytics, machine learning, and internet of things to build a complete, 
comprehensive framework that predicts the onset of failure from the early warning 
signs. The primal focus of this work is to develop a generic CPS framework for 
predictive maintenance (PdM) in industries from the condition monitored data.

A Cyber Physical System 
Framework for Industrial 
Predictive Maintenance 
Using Machine Learning
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A BRIEF OVERVIEW OF CONDITION 
MONITORING AND INDUSTRY 4.0

Condition Monitoring (CM) is the latest buzzword in the manufacturing sector. 
CM is defined as the uninterrupted process of monitoring a system, in the context 
of diagnosing a fault or failure. This process can be fractionated into a sequence of 
activities such as monitoring, detection of faults, diagnosing the cause of fault and 
fault prognostics. CM involves closely monitoring the critical parameters that can 
effectively characterize the health state of the system or equipment under study. 
Not all the parameters contribute to CM which is followed by fault detection. The 
domain experts have to delineate the critical variables or parameters whose deviated 
values can be a direct implication of the occurrence of faults.

CM is broadly bifurcated into reactive and proactive CM. The former diagnoses 
the causes of the fault after its occurrence while the latter strives to foresee the fault 
before its occurrence. It is very evident that the world is moving deeper into the era 
of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and its cognate technologies. The maintenance sector 
in industries also harness its benefits by embracing Machine Learning (ML), Big 
Data Analytics (BDA) and Deep Learning (DL) in CM and failure prediction of 
equipment. Fault prognostics is an integral part of smart manufacturing, which is 
the pivotal objective of Industry 4.0. Predicting the fault from the early signs offers 
many fold advantages to the industries:

•	 Demean the overall equipment maintenance time and downtime
•	 Accelerate the productivity rate
•	 Increase the working time
•	 Mitigate the maintenance costs
•	 Ensure safety

CM is an effective tool in fault prognostics, since it can avoid mitigating the 
frequency of unplanned maintenance activities. Predicting the failures has become an 
inevitable part of any smart infrastructure. The advent of technologies like Internet 
of Things (IoT), Cloud computing, Digital twins, Edge computing and Edge AI has 
accelerated the advancements in industries, facilitating the evolution of Industry 4.0.

Evolution of Industry 4.0

The smart transformation of the industries towards embedding intelligence and 
empowering the workers by using modern control systems is the primary motto of 
Industry 4.0. The conviction of Industry 4.0 is perceived to achieve the following 
traits:
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•	 Integrate the physical and digital world
•	 Secure data transfer
•	 Intelligent automation
•	 Increased degree of product customization
•	 Smart assemble line
•	 More tightly coupled industry value chain

The metamorphosis to Industry 4.0 is realized as a result of numerous advancements 
that happened over the years, which are compartmentalized into various generations. 
Each generation will evolve as a progression in which the legacy systems will be 
replaced with more powerful modern rendition. The changes in each generation 
are gradual and incremental. The salient features of each industrial revolution are 
discussed below.

Industry 1.0

Eighteenth century witnessed the era of the first industrial revolution, which was 
triggered by steam power. The production line was mechanized thereby capable of 
producing large volumes of goods. Power looms and steam powered locomotives 
came into reality. This brought a massive change in human lifestyle and industrial 
activity. Ford assembly line is a well-known example for mass production with 
increased productivity.

Industry 2.0

The great breakthrough in the second generation was the generation of electricity. 
1870’s envisioned massive industrial production driven by electrical energy. This 
led to stupendous employment of the human workforce. Mammoth conveyor belts 
and large assembly lines can exist.

Industry 3.0

The third generation was mainly characterized by the advent of electronic products 
and computers. Usage of computers and data exchange was further increased by 
the deployment of ARPANET, which is the brainchild of today’s internet. These 
developments further automated the production lines in the manufacturing industries 
with high end technologies. The memory programmable controls reduced the 
requirement of human assistance.
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Industry 4.0

The main plug of the fourth industrial revolution is the debut of Information and 
Communication Technologies (ICT), which constitutes the cyber world. This era is 
actually a constellation of array of technologies like AI, digital twins, 3D printing, 
additive manufacturing, cloud computing, edge computing, IoT etc. Industry 4.0 is 
a lattice of all these technologies built with the aim of achieving smart factories, in 
which the communication between components, systems and people is completely 
networked (Ricardo, 2018). The projected production line is nearly autonomous with 
minimal human control. The elementary hallmarks of this era are wholesomeness, 
speed and pervasive nature. One of the pivotal application areas is predictive 
maintenance, where the maintenance activities are scheduled by foreseeing the failures.

Thus the modern day industries are transiting to become smarter by imparting 
the futuristic and state of art technologies to increase the production at declined 
maintenance and manufacturing costs.

Condition Monitoring

The main goal of CM is to control the adverse effects of equipment failure, thereby 
reducing its downtime. The term availability focus on the duration of time the machine 
can operate to its promised performance. This is analogous to the operational time. 
The maintenance policies of the industries is designed based on the CM strategies 
adopted by them. There are two types of maintenance policies namely reactive and 
proactive maintenance. The reactive maintenance policies come into effect after the 
occurrence of fault in the system. This is relatively cheap. The proactive maintenance 
policies predicts the occurrence of fault from its early warning signs. Hence these 
strategies has wider scope to be deployed in smart industries. Proactive strategies 
are classified into preventive and predictive maintenance. The taxonomy of the 
maintenance activity is shown in Figure 1.

Preventive Maintenance

This policy plans the maintenance activity in regular time intervals. Maintenance team 
does their routine checks periodically based on the operational hours or time. The 
usage or operational based maintenance activities are carried out after the equipment 
crosses a threshold running time. Time based maintenance is done after a pre-specified 
amount of time. Both these methods are widely applied in manufacturing industries 
to save time and costs. The major limitation here is the maintenance activity will 
be invoked irrespective of the health condition of the machine.
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Predictive Maintenance

This proactive maintenance strategy predicts the lifetime of the equipment by analyzing 
the trends and patterns from the critical variables values. This deploys condition 
monitoring as a tool to detect the abnormal patterns from the data (Thyago, 2019). 
This increases the magnitude of proactive nature, thus reducing the frequency of 
maintenance activity. The ambit of predictive maintenance is further widened by 
predictive analytics, AI based techniques and IoT.

Differences Between Preventive and Predictive Maintenance

Though both predictive and preventive maintenance fall under the canopy of 
proactive maintenance strategies, they possess some inherent differences. Preventive 
maintenance involves periodic inspection of the equipment irrespective of the 
need. On the other hand predictive maintenance is done only when there is need 
for maintenance activity. Preventive maintenance does not necessarily require any 
condition monitoring activity, since they are done periodically without any inspection. 
Hence they do not incur any additional investment to develop the infrastructure. But 
predictive maintenance is an on demand strategy which requires initial investments 
in infrastructure and skill training. Preventive maintenance is bounded on the 
average lifespan of an equipment whereas predictive maintenance is determined on 
predetermined health conditions of the machinery. In short preventive maintenance 
appears to be more economical and simple but the long term benefits of predictive 
maintenance outmatch the former.

Figure 1. Taxonomy of Maintenance Strategies
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ROLE OF CYBER PHYSICAL SYSTEMS 
IN PREDICTIVE MAINTENANCE

The Industry 4.0, swarming sensor deployment, data analytic tools, developments 
in predictive analytics and BDA has collectively conferred to achieve excellence 
in the field of smart manufacturing (Saeed, 2019). The notion of Cyber physical 
Systems (CPS) appears to be an amalgamation of computing entities that connects 
the physical world with the digital world (Monostori, 2014). Cyber physical systems 
operate on 3C’s namely Connect, Communicate and Control. This makes them best 
suited for use cases like industrial automation. CPS redesign the outlook of the 
entire manufacturing sector by transforming the industries into a complete cognitive 
enterprise. The three major pillars that foster the growth of CPS in industries are:

•	 Interconnection between various edge devices
•	 Analytics and visualization of industrial Big Data
•	 Smart decision systems

Figure 2 depicts the interconnection of the physical and digital world through 
CPS. The raw data from the physical entities are recorded through sensors. The 
actuators operate in reverse direction which realizes the physical process from 
the sensor values. These data are cached in a storage medium. All these activities 
ensure that the physical world data is decoded and further processed by the virtual 

Figure 2. CPS connecting the physical and digital world
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computing systems. The cyber world comprises innumerous advanced technologies 
for intelligent data analytics such as predictive analytics, Edge AI, Machine Learning, 
Deep Learning, fog computing etc. The data from the physical world floats in the 
cyber world through multiple interconnection mediums such as WAN, LAN, Low 
range communication and wireless medium. The general perspective of CPS is 
given in Figure 3.

•	 Smart Connections at More Granular Level: Various networking 
technologies like LAN, WAN, Fibre optic cables and wireless medium are 
deployed to collect data from the edge devices installed at various geographic 
locations. Appropriate sensors, actuators, data transfer protocols, data security 
measures are the key components of the CPS. Inappropriate selection of these 
entities will heavily penalize the final performance of the CPS system.

•	 Decoding data: The data collected from various sensors actually represent 
the physical processes. Proper analysis will transform these data into useful 

Figure 3. Various perspectives of CPS in the context of Industry 4.0
(Lee, 2015)
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information, which escalates as higher level knowledge. Visualizations 
and exploring interdependencies among the data will give a detailed 
understanding on the domain. These results are later converted into valuable 
business insights.

•	 Virtual level: This is a more complex and advanced level where the acquired 
information reaches a central repository. CPS systems are built at this level 
only after extracting useful information from the free floating data. Some of 
the common ways of uprooting information are similarity analysis, anomaly 
detection, surprise event detection etc. These form the key constituent of the 
advanced decision support systems that are built in any CPS.

•	 Cognitive level: After acquiring detailed knowledge, the intelligent decision 
making is done on site or in remote mode of control. Cognitive data analysis, 
insights drawn from data, exploration of the domain and diagnostic procedures 
are considered for achieving higher level knowledge to build the decision 
support systems.

•	 Configuration: This level holds the supervisory control of the entire CPS. 
The feedback obtained from the cyber space is used to make the CPS more 
adaptive, reliable, self-configurable and self-optimized. The implications 
drawn from the cognitive level are applied to take real time corrective, 
preventive and predictive decisions.

Failure Mode and Effect Analysis

Failure Modes and Effect Analysis (FMEA) is a traditional failure prognostic tool 
that is widely adapted in industries. This strategy enumerates all possible failure 
modes in which an equipment could operate along with the recovery actions (Okoh, 
2014). Apart from isolating the failure modes, FMEA also focuses on the effects of 
faults and the degree of severity of the faults. The severity of failure is gauged based 
on three primary variables namely damage severity, iteration of its occurrence and 
delineating the faulty component. All these three factors are integrated to form Risk 
Priority Number (RPN) as mentioned in equation 1.1.

RPN = Severity x Occurrence x Isolation (1.1)

The RPN score is considered as an important metric to assess the impact of a 
specific fault or failure. The value of RPN is a predominant factor in evaluating the 
impact of the risk. The risks are higher, when the score is high. The historic data 
and heuristics are also involved in determining the extent of risk occurrence. The 
complete FMEA chart is given in Figure 4.
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The continuous condition monitoring of the equipment under investigation will 
help in the process of fault identification. The cause of effect analysis of the fault is 
done to determine the reason behind the failure. The risk priority is estimated based 
on the RPN, which holds a primary role in carrying out the maintenance activity. 
This will greatly reduce the effect of faults and equipment failure in industries. The 
two common types of FMEA that is widely adopted by manufacturing industries are:

•	 Design Failure Mode and Effect Analysis (DFMEA): This mainly probes 
into the system to detect design-related failure and its controls. Malfunctioning 
of finished products, reliability and safety in the context of the product design 
is assessed by DFMEA. This is very desirable, since the failures are controlled 
at the design level without causing much damage to assets.

•	 Process Failure Mode and Effect Analysis (PFMEA): This mainly focuses 
on the faults and failures that are likely to occur in various manufacturing 
processes of equipment such as assembling, fabricating and mounting. This 
analysis is very much useful in identifying missing parts, misalignment, 
inappropriate dimensioning etc.

Figure 4. Failure Modes and Effect Analysis
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FMEA is the classical maintenance solution that is widely adopted in manufacturing 
industries. Though it is very simple but effective, FMEA depends on expert’s decision. 
The rudimentary faults and failures can easily be identified and isolated. This is a 
more economical predictive fault diagnosis procedure with intensive human activity.

Advantages and Disadvantages of FMEA Analysis

FMEA is a well-structured and logical way of identifying the faults in a cost effective 
way. This is a proven methodology that highlights the key performance areas that 
require attention. The benefits and limitations of FMEA are analyzed here:

Advantages of FMEA Analysis

•	 Early identification of faults and failures
•	 Easily highlight the system interfacing problems
•	 Keeps track of product and process failures, whose knowledge will be 

immensely helpful to improve in the lagging areas.
•	 Helps the architect or designer about the pitfalls in the product at the design 

stage
•	 Proper documentation of failure modes and its mitigation strategies
•	 Easily designed either through hand drafted sheets or computer software
•	 Recovery actions can be planned according to the RPN score

Limitations of FMEA Analysis

•	 One of the traditional methods that requires tedious and human intensive 
tracking activities.

•	 When the FMEA is not done on proper time, then it does not serve its purpose
•	 Detection of multiple failures and propagation of failures to different points 

is often disregarded
•	 It is a complete subjective analysis
•	 FMEA should be built as a dynamic system, where frequent analysis and 

updates should happen
•	 Uncertainty in assessing the failure and recovery rates

Rationale of CPS in Predictive Maintenance

Industry 4.0 mainly focuses on imparting smartness at every feasible locale in its 
spectrum. One of the most lucrative areas is predictive maintenance, where the 
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failure time of the equipment is predicted from the early warning signs. Predictive 
maintenance is one of the features of Prognostics and Health Management (PHM). ML 
and DL algorithms used to predict the health state of any equipment by quantitatively 
monitoring its critical health parameters like dissipated heat/ temperature, process 
efficiency, auditory signals, pressure, vibration, flow rate of any liquid, and humidity 
(Shankar Sankararaman, 2015). Any deviation from the normal operational profile of 
the equipment under study will be considered as an anomaly. This is an early symptom 
of fault or equipment failure. Literature suggests many instances of deploying CPS 
in maintenance systems. Some of the notable works are discussed here.

Maxim Shcherbakov proposed a concept based CPS model for proactive 
maintenance that optimizes the downtime of the equipment (Shcherbakov, 2020) 
. Two approaches are proposed in this work. The first work focuses on predicting 
the failure before its onset while the latter aids in automating the decision making 
process. This acts as an excellent platform for building a CPS system for predictive 
maintenance. Integration of multiple computing technologies like BDA, IoT and 
cloud computing for developing a CPS for predictive maintenance is proposed by 
Fang-Ning Yang (Yang, 2019). The critical variables from the mechanical big data 
are processed by offline association rules to implement predictive maintenance. The 
salient feature of this work is that it considers interrelation between various factors 
that causes faults and equipment failures in industries.

Intense research has been done in positioning the COS in its right place in the 
industrial maintenance. A holistic and well-structured process with various stages in 
development of CPS in the perspective of the organization (Sascha Julian Oks, 2018). 
This framework will greatly help the small and medium scale industries to adapt 
to setting a CPS. An integrated work that intertwines the modelling and simulation 
of the physical systems into CPS is proposed under the notion cyber physical 
modelling and simulation (Sascha Julian Oks, 2019). The reference architecture in 
the proposed work delineates guidelines and structure for the industrial activities 
that could mimic the CPS. This system provides a greater degree of scalability, 
robustness and modularity. This work can be extended to any specific industrial 
case study, which is a real success for the proposed work.

A tight coupling of CPS with the maintenance principles is described by 
Santiago Ruiz-Arenas (Santiago Ruiz-Arenas, 2014). This work details that some 
of the features of CPS cannot be connected with the physical world and some will 
be partially connected. Some features will be strongly connected with CPS. These 
principles are implemented with practical examples that provide more detailed 
insights to develop a complete maintenance advisory system. A complete deployable 
framework is proposed by Olivier that explores CPS for enabling intelligent decision 
making (Olivier Sénéchal, 2019). The key constituents are Sustainable Condition 
based maintenance that guides in the evaluation of Remaining sustainable life or 
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Remaining Useful Life of any equipment. This framework is very generic and shifted 
towards building holonic structures.

The 5C way of incremental building of CPS under multi regime conditions is 
discussed in Behrad Bagheri (Bagheri, 2015). The proposed architecture covers the 
entire lifecycle of data right from its gathering stage to decision making phase. This 
makes use of emerging computing technologies like cloud computing to provide 
efficient data access. Highly adaptive clustering which can detect new operational 
regimes without human intervention is proposed in the work. CPS finds its application 
even in the post prognosis. A cloud based framework that uses IoT to connect the 
physical space and the cyber space is proposed by Sata et. al (Sata, 2018). The cloud 
services are utilized at PaaS, SaaS and IaaS levels. This framework is implemented 
to estimate the travel costs by the technicians. The Genetic Algorithm (GA) approach 
is used to optimize the problem. The shortest distance is calculated using stochastic 
based searching techniques.

A cloud and IoT based CPS is proposed by Hehenberger that focuses on integration 
of individual physical components into a comprehensive computational system 
(Hehenberger, 2016). This work details the requirements of CPS from the industry 
perspective along with the interaction and integration to form Cyber Physical 
Production Systems (CPPSs). A fresh approach of combining Unified Modelling 
Language (UML) and System Modelling Language (SysML) into a new framework 
termed Concurrent Modeling and Architectural Design (COMET) that aids in creation 
of prototypes and blueprints for maintenance activities (Rauniyar, 2010). Another 
methodology of integrating CPS with Digital Twins (DTs) in developing a more 
efficient, resilient and intensive real time CPS is proposed by Fei Tao (FeiTao, 2019). 
Though the CPS and DTs are not aligned on same objective, but their correlation will 
definitely help in building collaborative components. CPS systems are not confined 
only to mechanical industry. Cyber Physical Energy Systems (CPES) are new flavor 
of energy management and maintenance system with intelligent co-ordination and 
communication (Faruque, 2014). This model validates the usage of multitude of 
technologies to build residential microgrid. Jazdi et al. introduced a new framework 
for integrating CPS in implementing more reliable and secure development cycle 
(Jazdi, 2014). This framework addresses the major challenges of CPS in Industry 4.0.

Role of Machine Learning and Deep 
Learning in Predictive Maintenance

Handcrafting of features to deploy predictive maintenance in industries is a tiresome 
and challenging task. A weighted long Recurrent Convolutional Long Short Term 
Memory (LSTM) addresses this challenge by modelling a double layered inner 
LSTM and double layered outer LSTMs (Zhenyu Wu, 2018) . This model uses under 
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sampling and the objective function used here is weighted cost sensitive loss function. 
The primary advantage of this model is that it is best suited for highly imbalanced 
classes, which is more common in fault diagnosis. This model is able to learn from 
the temporal signals with considerably low overheads. Another CPS based model 
that detects the Remaining Useful Life (RUL) of rotary components in a motor is 
proposed by Eva Masero Rúbio et. al (Rúbio, 2019). The health condition of the 
motor is classified into four classes namely unacceptable, unsatisfactory, satisfactory 
and good through unsupervised K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN) algorithm. Apart from 
detecting the fault, this CPS is capable of detecting the severity of the faults also.

A deep learning based architecture to implement the concept of Digital Twin (DT) 
is proposed by Jay Lee et. al (Lee, 2020). This reference architecture supports the 
manufacturing industries with necessary guidelines which are extremely cooperative, 
transparent with a high degree of efficiency and resilience. This proves that fostering 
the development of AI based approaches like deep learning can contribute to the 
gradual development in the manufacturing sectors. Apart from learning features 
from textual or numerical data, visual representations are also very useful in learning 
features. Rafael Penna et. al proposed an improved 2D/3D visualization tool for 
intelligent predictive maintenance (Penna, 2014) . The HTTP makes the remote 
access more plausible. The complete implementation of this tool Toggle makes it 
possible to create or edit maintenance scenarios. The Blender 2D is used for 2D 
visualizations.

Erkki Jantunen et. al presented a complete overview of the expectations of Industry 
4.0 (Jantunen, 2016). The wear and tear of the equipment are measured through 
vibration and optical methods. The author has suggested CPS based optimizing 
solutions to address the issues regarding predictive maintenance. A framework 
that helps in maintenance based decision making is proposed by Olivier Senechal 
et. al (Olivier Senechal, 2019). The key elements are sustainable condition based 
maintenance, remaining useful life prediction and building a prognostic business 
environment. The framework is implemented in real word use cases.

The challenges and pitfalls in maintenance operations in manufacturing firms are 
effectively combated by computerized maintenance management systems (CMMS). 
These systems are lack dynamicity in their operation. Jun Ni et al. proposed a effective 
decision support tool for predictive maintenance in manufacturing industries (Jun 
Ni, 2012). This prioritizes maintenance activities based on the heuristics and the 
real time implementation in automotive industries gave promising results. A novel 
hybridization of Genetic Algorithm with data envelopment analysis to improve the 
overall reliability is proposed by Sheikhalishahi et al. (Sheikhalishahi, 2014). This 
deals with multi-objective solution to determine pareto-optimal solution to find the 
best maintenance policy by the top management. A flavor of bi objective GA that 
retains superior selection of maintenance policy augmented with unit-cost cumulative 
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reliability expectation measure is suggested to assess the effect of maintenance cost 
of individual component (Wang, 2014).

Piero Baraldi et. al used a simple K Nearest Neighbours classification algorithm 
to detect bearing faults under variable speed and load conditions (Piero Baraldi, 
2014). The feature engineering is done by multi objective optimization that is 
supported by Binary differential evolution technique. This method is very simple 
but its implementation in real time industrial scenarios can be done only after testing 
and modifying the method in par with the external conditions. Extreme Learning 
Machines (ELMs) are gaining significance that smoothen the feature selection 
process. Ye Tian et. al proposed an ELM that uses Local Mean Decomposition and 
Single Valued Decomposition to detect failure in bearings (Ye Tian, 2015). This 
work extracted fault feature vectors to categorise the faulty bearings from healthy 
bearings and could be extended to rotating components like shafts.

Wavelet function based Auto encoders are deployed with ELM to extract important 
features from bearing vibration signals (Shao Haidong, 2018). This unsupervised 
technique was able to characterize the raw signals more effectively and then classify 
the faults using ELM. The performance of the work, when subjected to multivariate 
data is not studied. S. S. Udmale et. al proposed application of ELMs using the features 
extracted through spectral kurtosis of vibration signals (S. S. Udmale, 2019). The 
hyperparameter tuning of hidden nodes is done by modified bidirectional search, 
which is the main reason for the development of more concise ELM for bearing 
fault classification. This method offers the scope for analysis of more evolutionary 
algorithms for fault classification.

Literature reveals that implementing CPS based frameworks that integrate sensors, 
actuators and intelligence in predictive maintenance has a long history. Though it is 
very evident that the benefits of CPS based solutions outweigh the challenges, it is 
quintessential to develop a comprehensive framework that could be readily deployed 
in real world industrial scenarios.

PROGNOSTICS AND HEALTH MANAGEMENT TRIANGLE

CPS technology is actually a complex amalgamation of heterogeneous active and 
passive elements that are capable of defining the dynamic environment. The CPS 
needs to adapt autonomously to the changing environment in both internal and external 
aspects. The failures, faults and threats need to be diagnosed and recovery actions 
must be scheduled to avoid catastrophic disasters. Building CPS based Prognostics 
and Health Management (PHM) frameworks must inherently inculcate resilience as 
a vital element. The pivotal elements in CPS are sensors, actuators and intelligent 
elements. This can be perceived as instilling smartness or intelligent elements in a 
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mechatronics system. A very primitive architecture that uses a legacy network to 
transfer data is shown in Figure 5. The sensors and actuators are connected through 
a legacy network, which already exists in the industry.

The PHM focuses on degradation of equipment due to fatigue, erosion, wear 
and tear to manage the maintenance activities by assessing equipment health. The 
advancements in PHM has triggered the industry to shift its focus to predict the 
Remaining Useful Life (RUL) of the equipment from the run-to-failure data. RUL of 
any component is the time duration during which it gives its maximum performance 
(Shankar Sankararaman, 2015) . RUL prediction plays a key role in planning 
maintenance activity and mitigating the negative effects of faults with complete cause 
and effect analysis. Though there are various strategies for predictive maintenance 
under the umbrella of PHM such as analytical models and physical models, data 
driven models take precedence over the others (Okoh, 2014) . The real challenge 
confronted by the PHM domain is the availability of run to failure data, which is 
very scarce. The PHM in industries is realizable in two flavors:

•	 Prognostics, which is the prediction process that models the degradation rate 
by assessing the present health status for prognosis of future health. This also 
includes estimation of risks

Figure 5. Primitive CPS connected through legacy network
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•	 Health management, which is scheduling maintenance activities and recovery 
actions based on the prognostic results.

The definition of prognostics presented by the International Organization for 
Standardization states that the prognosis process in any domain is the actual estimation 
of risk along with time to failure in one or more fault modes (Tobon-Mejia, 2012). 
Figure 6 shows a detailed view of the processes happening under the canopy of PHM.

The PHM process envelopes a series of activities that can be grouped under three 
main categories namely data collection, intelligent decision making and interactions 
with the outside world. The connectivity between these entities is brought about 
by recent communication protocols depending on the industrial requirements and 
standards. The PHM triangle is quintessential to understand the magnitude of activities 
that is involved in the success of predictive maintenance. Also, the expertise and 
other associated resources that are required to implant PHM strategy in any industrial 
sector, can be planned and organized from the PHM triangle.

BUSINESS PROCESSES IN IMPLANTING CPS BASED PHM

All the changes incorporated in the industries has a long lineage of business processes 
and high-level decisions taken by top management. Determining the right time and 

Figure 6. PHM Process in industry
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right context to introduce PHM in smart manufacturing is very crucial for advanced 
health monitoring. The considerations and rationale in framing best practices in 
industrial maintenance demands a strategic business purpose to reduce, access and 
tract the faults. The domain of PHM uncovers the errors and faults even in smaller 
subsystems, thus enhancing the performance of the entire manufacturing process 
in terms of Overall Equipment Effectiveness (OEE). This term is a gold standard 
and distinct business metric that is set by the manufacturing industries to improve 
productivity. This metric plays a significant role in isolating losses and tracking 
the progress of faults. This OEE is governed by three factors namely availability 
(A), performance (P) and quality (Q). The computation of OEE is done according 
to Equation 1. This forms a benchmark in estimating the equipment’s reliability in 
operation to achieve the desired quality metrics.

OEE=A x P x Q (1)

This metric is a gold standard for assessing the lifetime and performance of the 
maintenance tool process or strategy. The cost benefit analysis of the equipment’s 
performance and maintenance measures can be carried out based on the OEE. 
Incorporating PHM into manufacturing involves decisions taken at various managerial 
levels. These strategic decisions mainly focus on:

•	 Isolating the areas with room for improvement in terms of OEE
•	 Delineating operational profiles and mapping them to costs, environment and 

safety considerations
•	 Establishing benchmarks for maintenance practices
•	 Deploying cost effective condition monitoring strategies
•	 Drafting top management level maintenance policies

Business Processes in PHM Based CPS

Major changes in the manufacturing industries happen by collaborative effort made 
by top level management and the skilled workforce. Realizing PHM in industries 
involves two main phases namely conception phase, which mostly involves top and 
middle level management personnel. They are responsible for making strategic 
decisions in the maintenance context. The decision making process is iterative and 
the decisions are assessed based on the room for optimization and cost benefits. 
These decisions are accomplished in real time scenarios by the skilled workforce 
which comprises maintenance engineers. Figure 7 gives a detailed overview. 
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Thus the maintenance engineers are solely responsible for implementing the 
maintenance policies in the end systems. Proper training and enhancing the skill set 
will make the implementation of CPS based PHM solutions in industries, a more 
effective task.

CYCLIC FRAMEWORK OF CPS BASED 
PREDICTIVE MAINTENANCE

It is evident that CPS transforms the technologies by interfacing the physical and cyber 
world (Baheti, 2011). The surge in the computational capabilities and affordability 
of sensors has made the cutting edge technologies like Big Data, AI and IoT recent 
buzzwords in Industry 4.0. The CPS are physically engineered systems that are 
integrated with communication and high tech computing technologies (Rajkumar, 
2010) . The new modalities of these systems involves amalgamation of multitude of 
technologies to monitor, assess, control and coordinate various physical processes 
by means of computations. The smooth handover of physical space to the cyber 
world for intelligent decisions making and enforcing those decisions back into the 
physical world is the crux of the CPS.

The era of predictive maintenance has seen a rampant surge after the 
multidisciplinary researches focused on building intelligent solutions to solve 
maintenance issues. PHM and predictive maintenance has emerged as a potential 
candidate to implement many CPS frameworks. As CPS is still in its embryonic stage, 
there is definitely space for developing new frameworks to aid the deployment of 

Figure 7. Business processes in CPS based PHM
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predictive maintenance solutions in manufacturing systems. The detailed framework 
is presented in Figure 8.

It is apparent that implementation of predictive maintenance solutions in smart 
manufacturing involves physical condition monitoring of equipment for isolating 
operational profiles. Not all operational profiles are fruitful in detecting the presence 
of faults. It is extremely necessary to delineate the fault profiles that could effectively 
characterize the health condition of the equipment. Thus learning important trends 
and patterns from the degrading signals are termed as feature extraction. These 
trends and patterns are then subjected to decision support systems, where learning 
algorithms are deployed to diagnose or predict the occurrence of faults. As the world 
is swiftly moving into the era of visualization, the results and detailed analysis are 

Figure 8. Cyclic framework for CPS based Predictive Maintenance
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converted to visuals for effective understanding. The maintenance decisions are 
made of the top management regarding the maintenance activities, which are again 
consigned into the physical world. A more granular view of the proposed framework 
is explained here.

Data Acquisition

Data acquisition from sensors is the primary means of collecting the physical 
properties and its related events in the environment. Predictive maintenance involves 
the usage of heterogeneous types of sensors like vibration, temperature, oil analysis, 
flow rate, pressure etc. The observations from the sensors can be any one of the 
following types:

•	 Structured data: They are clearly defined in some fixed pattern or format. 
These data can be readily processed by higher levels.

•	 Unstructured data: These data are not organized or could be fitted in some 
specified format. They are naïve data with large quantities of noise. These 
data have to undergo intensive preprocessing to convert them into usable 
forms.

•	 Semi structured data: They are the data elements which are not in specific 
pattern but carry some inherent organizational structure. Minimum to 
moderate amount of data cleaning is required to process this data.

Knowledge Representation

The data that is sourced by the sensors is actually a warehouse of information. 
The process of knowledge representation delves on the raw data to extricate the 
judgments and beliefs suitable to be processed by intelligent environments. The 
condition monitored data are transformed into maintenance knowledge space to 
enable business level knowledge sharing (Guo Jian-wen, 2010). Alternatively 
ontology based knowledge representation is also done. Apart from these, logical and 
unambiguous rule representation, semantic network representation, predicate and 
first order logic, Fuzzy rules, attribute based frame representation and conditional 
rules are some of the other popular structured knowledge representation forms. The 
choice of knowledge representation depends on the industrial use case.

Any form of representation must adhere to the following important properties:

•	 Accurate representation: The representation strategy must be capable of 
characterizing and representing versatile and heterogeneous knowledge with 
adequate accuracy.
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•	 Inferential Adequacy: This refers to the trait of dynamically forming new 
representational structures from already existing ones.

•	 Efficient inferences: The knowledge representation form must be simple and 
effective such that drawing inferences from them is easy.

•	 Acquisitional efficiency: This is the ability to automatically attain higher 
knowledge levels.

Decision Support Systems

Engineering predictive maintenance is strongly supported by decision making 
algorithms and models. The knowledge obtained from the symbolic reasoning in 
the previous phase is utilized by learning algorithms and AI based methodologies to 
diagnose the faults based on the condition monitored data. These algorithms reduce 
the degree of uncertainty that is widely prevalent in conventional condition based 
maintenance systems. The intelligent predictive maintenance decision support system 
complements the conventional maintenance process by including intelligence with a 
greater amount of predictive prowess based on the degradation trends and patterns.
The primal goals of intelligent decision support systems are listed below:

•	 Identification of loopholes in conventional maintenance systems
•	 Finding new ventures for innovations
•	 Assigning priority based maintenance tasks
•	 Upgrading the maintenance skill set
•	 Integrating production and maintenance activities

The decision support systems are generally implemented by amalgamating the 
techniques like big data, fuzzy logic, machine learning models and tools, deep 
learning techniques, Internet of Things and predictive analytics. Lot of algorithms, 
frameworks, tools and models are currently surging in as a result of research. The 
results of decision support systems comes in four flavors:

•	 Intelligent condition monitoring
•	 Fault diagnosis
•	 Fault prognostics
•	 Prediction of Remaining Useful Life of the equipment

These results can be broadly placed into two categories namely reactive 
maintenance strategies and proactive maintenance strategies. The maintenance 
activities that are carried out after the occurrence of faults are termed as reactive 
strategies. Fault diagnosis is a reactive strategy while fault prognosis is proactive 
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strategy, where faults are predicted from the early warning signs. Prognosis can be 
either a classifying mechanism which labels the equipment to be in faulty or healthy 
state; or a regressive algorithm that predicts the time at which the equipment fails 
completely (RUL).

Data Visualization

Graphical representations of data, information, intermediate results, exploratory 
data analysis, signal representation are easy ways to understand inherent patterns, 
trends and even outliers. The visualization helps to extract latent correlations 
between various physical entities. Visualizations in predictive maintenance serves 
the following purposes:

•	 Deeper insights about the various physical quantities can be obtained by 
drilling into the data

•	 Higher degree of dynamicity
•	 Visualizations can effectively portray the results of various pre-processing, 

signal extraction and predictive models.
•	 They are time saving approach and are effective communication tools about 

predictive maintenance

Another notable area that draws attention is Human–machine interaction (HMI), 
which is actually the communication between a human and a machine through a user 
interface and is shown in Figure 9. The stages in this interaction process are intention, 
selection, execution and evaluation [28]. The workflow manager is responsible for 
the data exchanges and communication between Machine to Machine and Machine 
to Human in the production process (Ziqiu Kang, 2012).

The visualization tools are able to process dynamic scenarios such as prediction of 
RUL in aircraft engines, health state of nuclear and thermal power plants (Scheifele, 
2014). Human machine cooperation is an advanced form of HMI that addresses the 
new issues emerging in human machine association. Portable and handheld devices, 

Figure 9. sequence of HMI
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Model-View-Controller (MVC) and tangible user interfaces are some of the popular 
HMI techniques.

Business Level Maintenance Policies

The process of maintenance is a continuous activity that involves maintaining the 
working condition of the equipment at optimal thresholds. Maintenance management 
involves sequence of related processes by utilizing the resources in an efficient and 
regulated fashion complying with performance standards. Every company has its 
own, unique maintenance policy that are dictum to be followed by the workforce at 
all levels. The salient features of these policies are:

•	 To assure the reliability of equipment and safety of workers.
•	 Maintain the equipment in proper calibration to avoid unexpected and 

frequent failures
•	 Proper adherence to maintenance policies reduces the likelihood of loss in 

inventory and equipment
•	 Negligence to maintenance policies may result in devastating effects such as:
•	 Underutilization of equipment
•	 Surge in the maintenance cost and labor costs
•	 Increase in the cost of procurement of industrial spare parts
•	 Occupational hazard

Framing business level maintenance policy presupposes detailed planning. 
Proper planning and scheduling of maintenance activity on demand without any 
disruption of services and production is an important criterion for any maintenance 
planning board. It is to be concluded that every manufacturing company is entitled 
to possess customized, effective and robust maintenance policy in compliance with 
their business goals.

Implementation of Proposed Solution in 
Real Time Industrial Scenario

The intermingling of physical world and cyber/ digital world is the most distinguishing 
feature of CPS. The real time deployment of the proposed framework necessitates 
the usage of variety of computing technologies along with comprehensive data 
handling mechanisms.

•	 Data Acquisition: This is generally done by installing homogeneous or 
heterogeneous sensors at the site. Recent years have witnessed many digital 
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sensors that reduces human interventions in measuring the physical world 
data.

•	 Knowledge extraction: This is a quintessential phase for any CPS. The 
real-world data are processed and useful information are extracted from the 
underlying raw data. Data mining tools like Rapid miner, Oracle data miner 
can be explored to gain insights to the data. Alternatively feature extraction 
algorithms and Deep Learning algorithms are some of the potential candidates 
that combines the knowledge extraction and decision making.

•	 Maintenance and visualization solutions: The CPS based maintenance 
solutions are assisted by AI, ML and DL algorithms that effectively diagnosis 
and prognose the faults from the historic data. Visualizing the data and 
outcomes of the prediction is an easier way to convey the machine’s health 
status to the maintenance teams. Tabuleau, Zoho analytics, Sisence are some 
of the tools that can be considered for visualizing the inner details.

CHALLENGES IN IMPLEMENTING CPS BASED PREDICTIVE 
MAINTENANCE SYSTEMS IN MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES

CPS is a fast growing field, which faces challenges in three perspectives namely 
dynamic reconfiguration, increased productivity and communication & information 
technology (Dafflon, 2014).

Figure 10. Challenges in implementing CPS based predictive maintenance systems
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Figure 10 enumerates some of the prominent challenges arrayed under three 
umbrellas. Besides these, CPS based predictive maintenance in real world industrial 
scenarios possess some inherent complexities as:

•	 Integrating the highly volatile customer demands and unsatisfied design 
dictate frequent modifications in the functional requirements of the 
maintenance systems.

•	 Instilling smartness in the factory floors requires a clear and long term 
business perspective. The acquaintance of CPS based predictive maintenance 
systems could be realised only in the long run.

•	 The transition from the classical manual maintenance systems to CPS based 
systems occurs at a swift pace. This also necessities high initial investments. 
Hence the top level administrators must integrate the maintenance systems as 
a part of their strategic business plans.

•	 Acquiring and mining the right data in its right context is an eventful hurdle 
in the design of maintenance systems.

•	 Inseminating smartness in the control and monitoring of equipment warrants 
the coalescence of a multitude of technologies, which in turn demands 
upskilling the workforce. Proper training and awareness must be habituated 
to the skilled workforce, so as to cope up with a highly dynamic environment.

•	 Security concerns, HCI and M2M interactions are not verifiable by the 
existing formal methods.

•	 Availability of run-to-failure data of any equipment is very rare. This makes 
training and developing predictive maintenance models a difficult task.

•	 Unpredictable failure modes of fresh products challenges the reliability of the 
maintenance systems.

•	 Scaping ambiguous system behaviour and cause-effect analysis requires 
extensive domain knowledge.

Though the CPS based predictive maintenance systems drop in with a lot of 
challenges, they are actually perceived as a blessing in disguise. These are some of 
the elementary research areas that is currently drawing attention.

CONCLUSION

CPS based predictive maintenance systems are steadily gaining momentum in 
Industry 4.0, as they replace the conventional reactive condition monitoring strategies 
with AI actuated smart solutions. As CPS based solutions are pristine for real time 
deployment, it naturally possess space for the evolution of new frameworks and 
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models for efficient real time condition monitoring of equipment. This chapter 
presents a novel cyclic CPS based predictive maintenance framework that very 
well establishes the coexistence of the cyber world with the physical world. The 
consummate result of the proposed framework can act as a diligent driving force for 
articulating the predictive maintenance policies as a part of the business strategic 
plan. This is a very generic and robust framework that can be customized to suit 
any type of equipment or even complex systems. In the near future, this framework 
will serve as a blueprint for developing and deploying a CPS based predictive 
maintenance system in a real time industrial environment.
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